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FOREWORD

This scheduling manual was developed through a cooperative effort of

transit operators in the American Transit Association (ATA). It was a

landmark effort and a valuable contribution to the transit industry. While
scheduling practices have advanced significantly since its publication over
thirty years ago, the manual is still in demand as a reference source. We

believe this is a tribute to the operators who developed the manual and
particularly to Walter Rainville, Jr., ATA's longtime Director of Research,
who guided the project.

The text of this manual was made available courtesy of the American Public
Transit Association, the successor to ATA. The actual distribution was

done by the U.S. Department of Transportation.

Lee L. Verstandig /
Assistant Secretary

for Governmental Affairs
Office of the Secretary
U.S. Department of Transportation
Washington, D. C.

!ecutive Vlce^resident
ransit Assoi^ation

for Technical Assistance
Urban Mass Transportation Administration
U.S. Department of Transportation
Washington, D. C.





Background

This volume is viewed today as a classic reference on manual scheduling
practices. It represents a comprehensive effort made over 30 years ago
to pull together the state of the practice in this field, and many of

those practices still remain valid today.

Because of the classic nature of this reference, it is being reproduced
unchanged from its original edition. Operators today should note that
some of the technological references in the original volume are dated, and
that the advent of hand calculators, data management systems, and
microcomputers may have facilitated some of the processes described. These
areas in the report should be fairly easy to recognize.

The continued utility of this report stems from the excellent efforts made
by Walter S. Rainville, Jr. The contributions of Arthur E. Kern, now with
New Orleans Public Service, Inc., should also be recognized and applauded.

The Urban Mass Transportation Administration (UMTA) has attempted to

build on this effort. One of the early products of this work is RUCUS,

a computer-based RUn Cutting and Scheduling package. UMTA is continuing
to develop other such tools. For further information, contact
Mr. Brian McCollom of the UMTA Office of Methods and Support, URT-41.
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FOREWORD

This research project was suggested during 19^6 by Mr. R. N.

Graham, President, The Yoiuigstovn Municipal Railway Company, Yoimgstown,
Ohio. It was considered by the Administrative Committee of the Operations
Division of the Association on October ^, 19^6, at which time it was
decided that the Operations Division would sponsor the study and refer the

subject to the Research Advisory Committee for consideration as a potential
research project. On January 9, 19^7 the Research Advisory Committee ap-
proved the project as one suitable for undertaking by the Association's
Director of Research, and requested the Executive Manager to convey its
recommendation to this effect to the Board of Directors with the request
that the Board approve the project for study. The Executive Committee of

the Board of Directors gave -its approval of the project on February 21,

Objectives

This project has the following basic objectives:

1. The preparation of a comprehensive report on pro-
cedural methods for traffic checking and schedule
preparation in the transit industry for distribution
to the member companies of the Association.

2. The investigation of methods for checking the

efficiency of schedules.

3. The development of new and improved techniques in the
field of traffic checking and schedule preparation.

Scope

The project embraces a coniplete coverage of the schedule-making
process from start to finish, including:

Fundamental Controls
Passenger Load Checks
Running Time Checks
Headway Specifications
Preparation of Timetables
Cutting of Runs
Assignment of Rujis

Measurements of Schedule Efficiency
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Plan of Study

The study has \)een divided into four parts:

Part I: A Sample Procedure for Traffic Checking and
Schedule Preparation.

Part II: A Survey of Current Industry Practices.

Part m: An Industry Symposium on Traffic Chocking and
Schedule Preparation.

Pai't IV: A Report on the Development of New and Iciproved

Techniques in the Field of Traffic Checking and
Schedule Preparation.

Part I has been designed to meet the needs of those properties which
have had little or no experience with systematic traffic checking and schedule

preparation. An effort has "been made to prepare a clear, complete and compre-
hensive exposition of the procedures involved, with sufficient detail to per-

mit these procedm-es or similar ones to be adopted if they should prove to
meet the need of an individual property. The procedure set up for explanation
has been based upon the method used by one representative transit company.
This method has been selected solely for purposes of illustration, and does
not purport to be the best method or a standard method. It is simply por-
trayed as one good-, practical method which has been used successfully by a

representative transit property over a long period of years. Parts II and III

will include alternative methods and procedures for the various' steps of the

schedule -making process, so that the reader may have the benefit of a choice
as to the mechanics of the problem and as to points of view relating to policy
in this field.

PART II has been designed to provide the member companies with up-to-
date information on traffic checking and schedule -making procedures on the
various properties which make up the transit industry. It will cover broad
principles and policies as well as the details of form, frequency, procedure,
etc. This portion of the study will be developed from replies to a comprehen-
sive and specially designed questionnaire to be sent to all operating company
members. The results will bo sot up in tabular summary form to the maximum
extent possible. A copy of this questionnaire will be included in Appendix A
of Part II. (Part II will be distributed when completed.)

Part III has been designed as a complement to and modifier of Part I

in order that the member companies might have the benefit of differing view-
points with reference to policy and procedure in the individual phases of
traffic chocking and schedule preparation. In the co3.1ection of this sjTuposium
the sample procedure, Part I, will be made available to from three to five
specialists in each phase. Each of these specialists will be asked to pre-
sent his comments on the sample procedure and to give the policies and prac-
tices of his own coEipan;^' with respect to his particular phase of the problem.
This part of the project, in combination with Parts I and II, should provide
the member conrpanlos with a rather corapleite resume of tho best thinking and
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practice in the industry. (Part III will "be distributed when completed.)

Part 17 has been approved by the Executive Committee, but detailed
plans for its execution have not yet been made. The need for investigation
into and the development of new and improved techniques for traffic checking
and schedule preparation should logically evolve from the process of sotting
up Parts I, II and III, which cover the manner in which schedules are made
at the present time. The problems encountered by the companies should serve

as a gu.ide to the specific fields of invostigatlon which should be undertaken.
As presently contemplated, this portion of the stud;^"- would be directed
towards finding better ways of getting at the fundamentals of a schedule,
such as (l) breaking down the operation into time and motion studies as an
approach to fixing schedule speeds, (2) investigating such "short cuts" as
might be employed, and (3) detDrmlning the degree to which the schedule-making
process can be mechanized.





PAET I

A SAl-lPLE Ff^OCZDUKE FOE TRAFFIC CHECKING AND SCHEDULE PKEPAPATION

Acknovledgment

The sample company whose traffic checking and schedule making
procediiros have been described herein has asked that it be
allowed to remain vnnamed. This request will be observed, but
not without regret, as this procedure prevents giving proper
credit to the conipany and to the individuals associated with
it whose cooperation and efforts have made -Part I possible.

Much of the material was taken from- a former lecture course
on schedule -making procedure which was taught to the company's
schedule department employees, transportation supervisors and
vehicle operators some few years ago. Large portions of the
material have been taken verbatim from the company's manuals
and lecture notes. Chapters V, VI, VII and VIII have been
written after following closely the detailed verbal explana-
tions of the respective processes by various employees of the

company's Schedule Department.

The assistance and cooperation rendered by the sample company
and its employees is gratefully acknowledged.

W.S.R.

NOTE

Wherever the terms "the sample company" and "the company" are used
in the text, they refer to the company whose traffic checking and schedule

making procedujres are under study in this report.
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PART I

A SAMPIiE PROCEDURE FOP TRAFFIC CHECKH'JG AITO SCHEDULE PREPARATION

CMPTER I

IMRODUCTION

There are perhaps no more important elements of transit operations
than the functions of traffic checking and schedule preparation. The com-
fort and convenience of- the public, the compensation and working conditions
of company employees, and the economic welfare of the company itself are all
directly- and significantly affected by transit schedules.

For this reason, the money spent for the establishment and maintenance
of an adequate schediile department is usually considered money well spent by
alert transit managements.

A. Importance of Transit Schedules

The operation of ui'ban transit service in accordance with scientifi-
cally predetermined schedules is of the utmost importance to the riding public .

The comfort and convenience experienced by the transit patron in availing him-
self of the- service is in large measure dependent upon the skill and care with
which schedules have been prepared, and the degree of conformity to these
schedules which the operating department is able to achieve in the public
streets.

Schedules prescribe the amoimts of service which should be operated dur-
ing different periods throughout the day^ in accordance with the corresponding
amoimts of passenger traffic to be mox'ed. Thus, they insure that ample service
will be provided in accordance with tiie variation in need for service tlirough-

out the day. Schedules determine the average load which each vehicle on a
route shall carry. Where schedules are adequate and headways (the intervals
between vehicles) are properly maintained, the passenger experiences a degree
of both convenience and comfort. \Jhere headways are too long with respect to
the load to be handled, or where irregular headwa;^^s result from poor schedul-
ing or improper operating practices, crowding results on some of the vehiclas
with consequent impairment to the comfort of the patron.

Schedules determine the headway intervals between vehicles for differ-
ent periods of the day. Thus, schedule-making is intimately associated with
the length of time which the passenger has to wait at the curb for a transit
vehicle. Theoretically, the average patron waiting for a vehicle has to wait
for a length of time equal to one -half the headway. Care must be taken to
keep these intervals short enough during the peak periods of the day to provide
for tho movement of the volume of business which presents itself. These inter-
vals must be sufficiently short at other periods of the day and night so as
not to discourage patronage.

Schedules prescribe the time required by vehicles on a route in moving
patrons from one point to another. Any speed less than the full speed which
can be accomplished with safety at any given time of the day consumes unneces-
sarily some portion of the passenger •"s time. The patron is, therefore, directly
affected by the efficiency of scheduling from the standpoints of speed and
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running time.

Schedules ai'o important to the company's operating personnel for

many reasons. In the first place, they prescribe the average load which each
vehicle should carry. When improper or irregular headways occur in the actual
operation of v&hicles in the streets hecauso of some inadequacy of scheduling,

some of the operators or crews are required to do more than their fair shafe

of the work of transporting patrons.

Schedules prescriho the working hours of each vehicle operator. In

the absence of definitely scheduled working hours, all operators would he sub-

ject to call at any time, and their working conditions would be somewhat
similar to those of operators designated as "extra men". Under the scheduling
process^ each regular operator lias a definite assignment with a definitely
scheduled starting time and finishing time.

Schedules permit vehicle operators to select the types of runs which
they best prefer, in accordance with their prescribed seniority rights. Sched-
ules also prescribe the exact' "ainoimt of wages which each operator receives for
regular work and extra work.

Schedules are important to the transit operating company because they
form the basis for the orderly conduct of the company's operations. They en-
able the company to place the service where it is needed and where it will do
the most good. The operation of vehicles at irregular or inadequate intervals,
their operation at time-consuming speeds, and the provision of an inadequate
number of vehicles to handle traffic would produce a service unattractive to

patrons, and, therefore, one which would not produce the most revenue for the

compajny.

Schedules are helpful to the company because they constitute a specifica-
tion for the operation' of the service in the public streets. With a theoretical
pattern for the service laid out on paper in a systematic manner, supervision
can be intelligently applied by the transportation department in conducting
actual operations. The times at which vehicles should pass certain "time points"
in order to make the service of maximi:!in usefulness to the public are definitely
set forth in the schedules, and deviations from these times can be observed by'

the supervisory personnel and corrective measures suggested. Sometimes upon
investigation these corrective measures involve a change in the schedule itself.
At other times, however, it is necessary that the vehicle operator be instructed
or disciplined for his failure to observe the schedule or for some defect in his
working procedure. Having a definitely prescribed operating plan, as represented
by the schedule, makes such instruction or discipline easier to apply.

Since the working conditions and the limitations of the individual pieces
of work are definitely known and understood by all parties, transit probably
attracts a somewha.t higher class of labor than that which would be content with
a type of work in which the individual job is less clearly defined.

The most significant aspect of the schedule -making process from the com-
pany viewpoint is that concerned with costs of operation. Most of the elements
of oost in transit operation are associated with the amount of service operated.
This is particularly true of the platform labor cost, which is the most important
single item of expense. Table I shoi/s platform labor costs in relation to oper-
ating revenues and operating expenses for transit operations in the United States.
This table indicates that a substsjitial percentage of the industry's income and
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TABLE I

PLATFORM I/JBOR COST
DJ RELATION TO

•OPERATING REVENUE AUD OPERATING EXPEI^SES"^

PER CENT PLATFORM

YEAR

OPERATING
REVENUE
($1,000)

OPERATING
EXPENSES
($1,000)

PIATFORM #
LABOR COST

($1,000)

LABOR COST TO
OPERATING OPERATING
REVENUE EXPENSES

1932 $696, hSO $562,850 $160,200 23.0 28.4

1933 61+2,400 502,1+20 11+2, 1+0J 22.2 28.4

193^ 525,490 152,100 22.6 28.9

1935 681,1+00 534,930 153,000 22.5 28.6

1936 727; 900 565,180 l61+,'200 22.6 29.0

1937 733,500 588,680 173,000 23.6 29.4

1938 700,800 579,690 174,300 24.9 30.1

1939 720,700 586,600 179,500 24.9 30.6

19^0 737,000 598,030 183,900 24.9 30.7

19^1 800,300 61+i+,26o 198,400 24.8 30.8

19i^2 1,01+0,000 769,390 247,000 23.8 32.1

19^3 1,291+, 000 932,970 301,100 23.3 32.3

19kk 1,362,300 1,012,070 325,000 23.8 32.1

1945 1,380,1+00 1,067,11+0 340,100 24.6 31.9

19^6a 1,397,100 384,000 27.5-

* For transit operations in the United. States.

# Wages of Motormen, Conductors, One-Man Car Operators, Bus Drivers and
Trolley Coach -Operators,

a Tentative Estimate
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expenditures is required to defray the wages of vehicle operators.

Because of the importance of platform labor cost and other elements

of "service" cost in determining the over-all results of transit operation^

it is extremely important that the management provide the exactly correct
cmount of service on the streets for its patrons. On the one hand, there

nust be sufficient service available to hold and attract patronage. On the

other hand, the effects of the direct costs of operation make it essential
that no more service be operated than that absolutely necessary. Schedule
ma.king, when correctly done, is an orderly process for determinin g the
correct amounts of service to bo operated, and the times of day and other
conditions siirroimding their operation so that the service may be rendered in
the most effective manner. Inadequate, sloppy operation or inefficient schedul-
ing generally result in more vehicles being used than necessary, with consequent
waste of service and the inefficient expenditui^e of the operating cost dollar.
Lack of scheduling, or poor scheduling, with resultant high operating expenses
and revenues less than a possible 'maximu, diminishes the possibility t>f a com-

pany's earning an adequate rotiu^n on the investment in transit facilities.
Proper attention to traffic checking and schedule preparation, on the other
hand, tend to assure present investors in the property that the management is
doing everything in its power to obtain the maximum of transit riding with the
minimum of operating oxpaaee in relation thereto. This tends to make the
securities of the operating company in question more attractive to present and
prospective future investors, and thus insures a flow of needed capital to the

transit company.

B. Tests of a Good Schedule

The question of "what constitutes a good schedule" has apparently not
yet been solved to the satisfaction of the transit industry. This statement
is based upon observation of some leading transit men having wide experience
and reputation in the field of traffic checking and schedule preparation, who
during the past year have been seeking ways by which company managements can
measure schedule efficiency. If men of this caliber are at a loss to know what
the measures of schedule efficiency are, this phase of the problem undoubtedly
furnishes a fertile field for research.

Some of the tests of a good schedule are, of course, obvious. The
average load per vehicle during peak hours, for example, should check closely
with the prescribed loading standard. Base, night and other off-peak headways
should not be too long. Operating speeds should be as high as possible, con-
sistent with safety. These three teste might well be applied by the public al-
though the company itself has a heavy interest in the first one. Perhaps the
transit patron would consider a good schedule to be one which provided every
passenger with a seat during the peak period. This, of course, would not con-
stitute a good schedule from the standpoint of the operating company, because
transit managements universally know and understand that it is economically
impossible to provide a seat per paseenger during rush hours.

The operating personnel of a company would perhaps apply different
tests to a schedule in order to determine whether it should be classified as
good or bad. Operators would, for example, consider a good schedule to be one
which included a high percentage of regular runs. Other tests of a good sched-
ule from the standpoint of the operating personnel might be that it include a
high percentage of straight day runs; that it involve very few late "reliefs";
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and that the relief time either be as short as possible, or that it he long
enough to permit the relieved operator to go home for meals with sufficient
time.for his return to the Job. The operating personnel might also classify
as "good" a schedule vhich includes a large number of high-paying runs, or one
with slov running time and a long layover on each trip.

Perhaps the most obvious test of the efficiency of q, schedule frpm
the standpoint of the operating company would be that the cost of the sched-
ule be as low as possible. This test would, however, have to be applied
with,a realization that the schedule should not be cut so closely that it

would trend to discourage profitable patronage.

Because of the Importance of this question of tests of a good sched-
ule and mahagerial measurements, of schedule eff ici-encyj the Administrative
Committee of the Operations Division specified, when undertaking the sponsor-
ship of this prcject, that it include, in addition to traffic checking and
schedule preparation, a study of methods for ^.heoking the efficiency of sched-

ules. Provision has been made for the appointment of a Research Project Com-
mittee to investigate measures T3f the efficiency of schedules and the schedule-
making process. The findings of this Project Committee will be reported upon
during the progress of this study.

C. Classification of Schedules

Schedules may be classified in many different ways. Perhaps the

simplest classification-is that which is based upon the "kind of day" Thus,

there are -vreekday, .Saturday, Sunday and holiday schedules. In some instances,
the volume of passenger taovement on various days of the work week is sufficiently
different to Justify the preparation of schedules for the several weekdays in

order that maximum schedule economy may be achieved. Thus, there may bo a

schedule for Monday only, coupled with another schedule for Tuesday through
Friday, another for Satur.day, and still another for Sunday.

The amount :of service operated on a Saturday would depend in large
measure upon the working habits of the community, Tne prevalence of a six-day

work week as contrasted with a five-day work week in the locality would have its

influence upon the. Saturday schedule, A full work day on Saturday as opposed to

a predominant 1:00 P.M. closing time would also have a pronounced effect upon
.

the Saturday schedule.

Holiday schedules would be influenced by the number of holidays observed

in the comn.-'jinlty througiiout the year, and by the presence, or absence of special

events at points along the transit system which might account for a significant

amovint of holiday riding. In many cases it is customary to operate the Sunday

schedule on a holiday. Special schedules are sometimes required to meet situa-

tions peculiar to the community., and in many Instances scheduled special services

are required to serve fairs, race tracks, and. other special or emergency heeds.

Schedules may also be classified as "summer" schedules and "winter" sched-

ules. Such schedules would reflect the changes in volume of passenger business
occasio-aed by seasonal changes generally, and by the effects of special seasonal

activities on the riding of each line. The closing of schools iuiring the

summer months, the closing of stores and other business establishments a.t differ-

ent hours In the summer than in the winter, the outflow or inflow of large
numbers of vacationers, would all, for example, 'have a pronounced effect upon
schediole s

.
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other classifications of schedules may occur in specialized instances.
The important thing to "bear in mind is that there should he as many different
kinds of schedules prepared and operated throughout the year as vill give the

company the fullest opportunity to adjust the service to actual travel needs, in

order that mximum operating efficiency may be obtained. It is a great mistake
to prepare a set of schedules and to permit them to remain in effect indefinite-
ly without repeated checking and change as frequently as necessary to provide
the maximum effective control over the expenditure of the platform labor dollar.

L. Schedule Changes

There are many reasons for making changes in schedules. Schedule
changes may be roughly divided into:

1, Normal or routine changes;
2. Abnormal or "out- of -the -ordinary" changes.

Normal or routine changes are brought about by two general classes
of causes. First, there v/ould be routine changes in the schedule due to the-

variation in the total number of patrons handled on the line, that is, a change
in the total volume of business, or in its variation according to time of day.

Such variations become apparent through regular- and systematic load checking of

the lines, and may be due to changes in the general level of prosperity of the

community, changes in eniplo^Tiient or working hours at manufacturing plants or

commercial establishments, and changes in the riding habits of individual family
groups due to the effects of the private automobile as an alternative means of

travel. Then, there are the seasonal changes in the volume of business handled
by a line and its time distribution. These have been briefly touched upon in

the preceding section. Some of the seasonal changes are due to the closing of

schools during the summer months. Others are due to the closing of stores at
different hours of the day during the vacation season, the effect of holidays,
the migi'ation of persons into or out of the city during the vacation season,
and the movement of patrons from one location to another within the city during
what might be termed the "moving season". Under normal conditions this latter
movement tends to balance itself somewhat as renters "swap" homes. It has per-
haps not been a characteristic of most cities in recent years owing to the

acute housing shortage which has occurred as a corollary to World War II.

Abnormal schedule changes may result from several types of causes.
They may be brought about by route changes due to partial or complete line
abandonments, reroutings, the extension of linos, or temporary interruptions
resulting from street or other construction work. Changes in schedules may also
result - in fact, should result, from a change in the size or type of vehicle
used. A change in the size of vehicle should bring about an automatic change
in the schedule because of the different seating capacity and standee capacity
characteristic of the new vehicle. A change in the type of vehicle usually
affects the "schedule-ability" or performance characteristic of the equipment
from the standpoints of its rates of acceleration and breaking and its speed
characteristics. Some types of vehicles have been found to be "under-powered"
and others have been found to be "over-powered" with respect to the total load
to be handled at any time. These factors all have their effects upon operat-
ing performance. In the case of street car operation a change in equipment as
to the number or* size of motors, type of control or air brake equipment, a
change in the setting of current limit relays, or a pronounced change in line
voltage may be sufficient reason for redetermining running times, and preparing
new schedules. Among the external factors of an abnormal natiAre might be
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included the competitive effect of a change in rates charged "by taxicabs, or a
change in street traffic conditions. These are all causes for an examina-
tion of existing schedules and possible schedule changes.

The alert schedule department vill keep itself fully informed as to
such causes for schedule changes as may exist or may present themselves during
the course of operations. A general knowledge of what is taking place on the
system^ together with a program of systematic load and running time checks^
should be of tremendous help in pointing the way toward temporary or permanent
economies from the operating cost standpoint.

In the company which has been selected for the purpose of presenting
this sample procedure, the following steps will have already been undertaken as a
matter of systematic and regular routine before schedules are changed:

1. The line is checked for passenger load, in order to
measure the effectiveness of the schedule currently
in effect.

2. The line is checked for running time, in order to
determine whether the time allotted between tim0
points is correct for the various periods of the day.
(This check is sometimes omitted.)

3. The line is checked for incompleted scheduled trips.

An analysis of what are called the "switching reports"
is made to determine whether the Incompleted trips
are due to an inadequacy of the schedule or to other
causes.

k. The line is checked for its trends in revenue, revenue
per vehicle hour, total passengers and total passengers
per vehicle hour. Detailed charts of these and other
statistics are posted frequently in order that the sched-
ule department may be constantly informed of these trends.

E. The Company Vfliosc Method Is to be Described

During the early stages of this project a coniplete review was made of

material on traffic checking and schedule preparation in the ATA library^ includ-
ing reports of the work of past committees. This review indicates that there
has been and now is a demand for a comprehensive manual on traffic checking and
schedule preparation, but that no such comprehensive treatise on the subject -

coEiplete from start to finish - has ever been prepared. Some few individual
aspects of this broad field have had comprehensive expert attention.

In reviewing the past material, it seemed apparent that the usual
history of each attempt to produce a comprehensive work in this field ended
when the comraittee group conducting the study got into controversial issues,
such as which company among those represented on the committee had the best
method for handling some particular phase of the subject. In other instances
a committee may have felt itself handicapped by a lack of standard definitions
for terms usegL in connection with transit operations and schedule making. In
such cases considerable attention was usually given to the problem of trying to
standardize definitions, and the central objective of putting something together
on procedures for traffic checking and schedule prepor-atlon was lost in the
attempt to reduce the terms used by various companies in the industry to a
common dejiominator. In still other instances, committees made considerable
progress until they came to the subject, of "run cutting" . At this j)oint the
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great difforcnce|3. betweeii' the calcxilated schedule vehicle miles, vehicle
hours and p^atfiorffl labor c«sts for a given condition of traffic flow result-
ing from the greatly v^ied wage: rates and -Working conditions obtaining on
the Individual properties seemed to give rise to an impasse. At such times
the generally ^gcepted procedure :secmed to be to set up a hypothetical route
of given physical and passenger traffic characteristics, and to ask each com-
pany rqproge:^ted on the committee to prepare Schedules, including run cuts,
in accordance with the torms and conditions of their individual labor con-
tracts. This process produced much interesting information on the subject of
the effect of wages and working conditions upon resultant schedule figures,
but did not result in sotting down for the guidance of the student of sched-
ule mking a '-procedural method which could be followed in obtaining the de-
sired result under the ono set of .wage rates arid working conditions with
wiilch he migkt be working..

The first objective of the current project is to prepare an exposi-
tion, as clearly and as quickly as possible, of the principles and procedures
involved in the functions of traffic checking aiid schedule preparation for
the information of all member companies, lai^ge and small. It should be
possible to attain thiS objective regardless of the diversity of wages and
working conditions, the diversity of opinions on the subject, and the unstaiid-

ardized nomenclature which characterize the' industry.

In order to provide such an exposition of the traffic checking and
schedule making process, it was decided to select one representative transit
property and to explain in full working detail the processes used by that
property. In this way a complete and continuous picture of the schedule mak-
ing process from start to finish can"l)e set forth. The terms and definitions
peculiar to the property under study have been included in Appendix A to Part
I for the Information of the student . of this report, and it Should be 'possible
for him to Identify from the information given the various fundamental elements
of the problem, regardless of the names by which they may bo called on his own
property. In this way the needs of those properties which have had little or
no experience with systematic traffic checking and schedule preparation can be
met, without getting off into the "by-vra.ys" of attempting to isolate the "one
best" procedure, or trying to produce a stando,rdized nomenclature for the. in-
dustry. The complementary and modifying material planned for Parts II and III
of this pi'Ojoct, coupled with the "rugged individualism" characteristic of the
transit industry, will afford sufficient insurancoi agairi-st this sample proct?d-
ure being interpreted to be "the best", "a model", "a standard", or "an ATA
approved" procedure.

At this point a brief description of the company whose method is to
be used as the "sample" in this study will be given.

The sample company has asked that It be allowed to remain unnamed.
This request will be observed, but not without regret, ais this procedure pre-
vents giving proper credit to the QoiTtpany and to the IndividualG associated
with it who wore responsible for furnishing most of the material uJ)on which
this part of the report is based. Much of the material- v/as takeri' frem a
former lecture course on schedule -making procedure which was taught to the
company's schedule department employees, transportation supervisors "and vehi-
cle operators some few years ago. Large portions -of the infori-natlon have been
taken verbatim from the company's m^uals and lecture ndteS-.

The company in question serves a population of 500^000 people. Its
operation includes street cars, trolley coaches and motor buses:
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Number of

Routes
Round Trip

Route Mileage
Maxinun Weekday
Scheduled Vehicles

Street Car
Trolley Coach
Motor Bus

TOTAL

10
1

2k.

35

92.388
5<352

152082
259TB22

232

5
267
50ir

In the year 19^6 this system handled 153,320,000 revenue passengers and
2^8,090,000 total passengers including transfer riders. In this same year
21,317,000 vehicle miles and 2,123,000 vehicle hours wore operated, with a
platofrm labor cost of $3,^77,819, These figures give some idea as to the
general characteristics and magnitude of the sample transit operation.

During the year 19^6 a total of 55^ separate schedules was "built.

Those schedules are classified as foiLlows:

Winter schedules 403
Summer schedules k2
Special schedules 3^

Total schedules ^79 (actually placed in effect)
Try-out schedules 1_/ 75 (for special studies)
Total schedules 55^ (actually constructed)

In addition to the ahove, 575 minor schedule changes were made
during the year.

In the sample coapany the Superintendent of Schedules reports
to the General Superintendent of the Transit Department. This places him
on a par with the Superintendent of Transportation,,, who also reports to the
General Superintendent, This gives the Schedule Department a positive,
independent control over expenditures for platform labor in a manner which
is free from any dominance by, although it is cooperative with, .the Transpor-
tation Department.

There are I7 employees in the schedule department of this company,

3 of whom are employed as load and riding checkers, the remainder being
employed in the schedule department office. In addition to the above ^ the
schedule department raakos use of as man;^'' as 6 extra checkers, drawn from
the ranks of the platform personnel, in the conduct of its normal program
of systematic load and running tine checks.

1 / A "try-out" schedule, on the sample property vinder study, moans a
schedule for some currently non-existent situation, such as a projec-
ted future route or projected future size and type of vehicle, which
has been constructed with all the care and attention given the pre-
paration of an "actual" schedule, including the most economical run-
cut possible under the existing (or a contemplated future) labor
contract.
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The classification of schedule department personnel and the
numbers of employ-ees in each classification are given "below:

Superintendent 1
Chief Schedule Maker 1
Schedule Makers 6
Schedule Typists 2

Schedule Clerks 3
Stenographer 1
Regular Checkers 3

The organization of the schedule department of the sample cooipany

is depicted in Figure 1. This chart includes (in dotted lines) the planning
unit of the department, which comes under the supervision of the Superinten-
dent of Schedules and Planning, but which does not enter directly into the
routine schedule -making functions of the dgpartm.ent. The total cos"^ of the
traffic chocking and schedule preparation fimction as performed in the cal-
endar year 19^6 by this department was approximately $67^000, excluding
Superlntendance

.

A brief general outline of the procedui-es used in the preparation
of sched'oles on' this property is shorn in the Schedule Development Chart,
Figure 2, This chart shows the elements of the schedule -making process, as
well as the "flow" of steps in the procedure for the sample company. A
description of each of thoae elements will be given in succeeding sections of
the report.

F. Basic Control Data

At this point the box marked "revenue trend charts" will be dis-
cussed in some detail. The company whose methods are being described herein
is a firm believer in having the schedule department fully informed as to
significant trends. Some of the backgroimd information covers a poriod of

twenty years in the past, and is maintained in the' form of ^ tables. The most
essential portions of this background material are carried In chart form, and
one employee of the department is charged with the responsibility of keeping
these charts up to date at all times.

There will be listed below for the benefit of the student who is
interested in background control data "the types of information maintained by
the com.pany as control data in its schedule-making process.

The following Information is available in tabular form by years for
each of the lines of the syster.i:

Vehicle miles
Vehicle 'hours

Passenger revenue
Re\'enue pascenge];'5

Transfer passengers
Total passengers
Revenue per vehicle mile
Revenue per vehicle hour
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PasGcngers per vehicle mile
Passengers per vehicle hour
Revenue per passenger
Ratio of transfer passengers to revenue passengers
Speed in niles per hour
Nuiiibcr of units operated

In addition to these primry statistics, there are available
tabulations of the foregoing data by lines for each yeai", with the lines
arrojiged in the decreasing order of the magnitude of the figures. In this
latter set of tabulations the figures for street car lines are shown in black
and the figures for the rubber-tired vehicle lines are shovn in red^ as the

lines aj'G listed in order of magnitude regardless of type of vehicle.

The following data, which are considered most essential as control
data by the schedule departnont, are on charts. There is in each case a
chart for the entire system, one for the total of the street car lines, one for
the total of the trolley coach lines, and one for the total of the motor bus
lines. In addition to those total and "sub-total" charts, there are separate
charts for each individual lino. The charted information consists of the
following:

Vehicle iTiiles

Vehicle hours
Passenger revenue
Total passengers
Revenue per vehicle miles
Revenue per vehicle hour
Total passengers per vehicle mi.le

Total passengers per vehicle hour
Platform labor cost per vehicle mile
Platform labor cost per vehicle hour

Because of the ii.iportance placed upon charted information of this
type by the sample company, an illustration is included at this point.
Figure 3 shows the daily comparative statement of passenger revenue by lines
for the entire system. This statement affords a comparison with the same
day (not date) of a year ago with reference to passenger revenue, revenue
passengers, transfer passengers, revenue miles, revenue hours, speed and
revenue or "earnings" per car hour. This statement is prepared by the
Railway Earnings Department of the sample company and distributed to
executives and interested departments on the day immediately following each
day's business. Figirre h shows a tabular sheet used for summarizing in the
Schedule Department the information taken from the daily comparative statement.
The particular sample shown is the "weekday" sheet (Monday to Friday, in-
clusive) for the sample bus line which will be considered in this report.
The daily figures of passenger revenue, car hours, and revenue per car hour
are entered on the sheet, and averages are computed for each "weekday" group
of 5 days each. These weekly averages are charted regularly on a form like
that sho^nl in Figure 5.
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SCHEDULE DEVELOPMENT CHART
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FIGURE 2.

SCHEDULE DEVELOPMENT CHART

-

SAMPLE COMPANY UNDER STUDY
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This chart shows a compai'ison for the current year with the year
"before as to revenue, hours and revenue per hour. The consistent increases
in revenue, and revenue per hour diuring the spring of 19^6 over the corres-
ponding values for 19^5 >

together with the corresponding passenger load
checks, pointed up the needed schedule change which is the subject of dis-

cussion at a later stage in this report. The effect of the schedule change
is increasing the amount of service on the street as measured hy vehicle
hours is reflected in the "hoursV curve.

Special charts are also maintained in the schedule department
which show the nuraj)ers of passengers entering and leaving the central
business district by 15-minute periods on the individual lines. Other charts
of this typo compare the current year against the previous year for a full
day's business, Including the base and night periods. These charts efiable

the schedule department to follow the trend of the peak-base riding ratio.

The department also maintains a series of bar charts showing
passenger revenue by line s and for the system by months. These are valuable
trends in their use as guides to schedule changes. Vehicle hours and
revenue per vehicle hour are similarly char.ted for the guidance of the

Superintendent of Schedules.

A chart is also maintained which shows the daily average passenger
revenue by years plotted as a line for each year according to the names of

the days of the week. In other words, the vertical scale on this chart is

in Dollars of Passenger Eevcnuo and the horizontal scale consists of the
names of the days of the week evenly spaced, beginning vith Monday and
ending with Sunday. A line Is plotted on the chart for each year showing the
average daily passenger revenue for Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, etc. A
companion chart (Figure 6) is available which shows the daily average
passenger revenue by weekdays for each day of the week over a period of years.
In this case the vertical scale of the chart is in Dollars of Passenger
Revenue, while the horizontal scale consists of a scries of years, A line
is plotted 6n the chart for each day of the week by name showing the average
daily passenger revenue for that day in each year. A third chart in this
series shows the different days of the week evaluated as index figirreSj

using the average of "Monday through Friday" as 100. A fourth chart is
Identical with the third one except that Saturday is included in a "Monday
through Saturday" combination In determining the base average to be used as
100.

This detail has been given as a guide to the student who wishes
to set up schedule control statistics, as well as to show the extent to
which the sample company goes in keeping its schedule roakers fully informed
as to the behavior of transit riding on its individual routes.
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ciTT Park bus linb

MCBMY TO FRIDAT INClUSm 1946

APRIL MAT JUNB

ReViniie
Total C»!>

Hours
Pa>s. I Rev.

P C. H.l P C. H Date Revenue
ToTAt

PASBENG E.RS

Car Pass.

P. C H.

Rev.

p. c. H Date Revemue
Total

Passengers

Ca» Pass.

P C. H.

Rev.

P C I—

,

MON.

I 1016 171 15.93 6 991 171 5.78
MoN.
3 1019 175 5.82

TUES.

2 967 163 5.94 7 936 163 5.75
TUFS.

4 990 167 5.94
Wu>.

3 952 163 5,85
Wed

8 947 163 5.82
Weo
5 968 167 5.80

Tmu
4 939 163 5,77

"niu~
9 938 163 5.75

Thu.

6 954 167 5.78
F«i

5 996 171 5.81
Fri

10 945 163 5.80
Fbl
7 940 167 5.64

TOTAI- 4870 831 5,87 TOTAI^ 4757 ffi3 5,76 Total 4871 843 5.76
Avu-
ACE 974 •166 5,87

Aver-
age 951 165 5.76

Aver-
age 974 169 5.76

MoN.
8 1011 171 5,90

MON^
IS 888 171 5,19

MoN,
10 1010 175 3.77

9 959 163 5»e9
TUE..

14 911 163 5,60
TuEi,-

11 958 167 5.75
WtD
10 960 163 5.89

Wed
15 831 163 5.10

Wed,

12 969 167 5.81
Tihi

11 919 163 5.64
I'liti

16 940 163 5.77
Tku

1? 931 167 s.sa
Fill

18 988 163 6,03
Fm.

17 943 163 5.79
Fri

14 934 167 5.60

Tot /II. 4831 823 5.85 ' Tot al 4513 883 5.47 Totai 4802 843 5.68

966 165 5.86
A V F R -

ACL 90? 165 ?>.47
AvEB-
AOE 960 169 5.6S

MoN
15 1036 171 6.06

MoN.

?o 957 171 5,59
MoN.

17 974 175 5,56
Tuts.

1$ 935 163 5.74
TuES

21 939 16? 5,77
Ties.

18 932 167 5.59
Wei>

17 977 163 6,00
WtD
22 944 163 5,80

Wto

961 199 4.64
Th\j

18

\9

1005 163 6,17
Tmi

23 923 163 5.67
1 HO.

20 864 167 5,18

868 > 163* 5.33
F«i

" 24 934 163 5,74
T-rT

21 933 167 5.60

Total 3933 660 5.99 Total 4697 823 5,69 Total 4664 875 5.33
AVEII-

988 165 5.99
Aver-

age 939 165 5.69
Aver-

age 933 175 5.33
MON
22 972 171 5,67

MoN
27 1009 175 5.7^

MoN.

24 962 175 5.5C
Tde&.

2? 846 163 5.20
TllES.

28 977 167 5,86
TuES.

25 879 167 5,27
Wed.

24 897 163 5.51
,Wed

29 963 167 5.7f
Wed.

26 904 167 5.42
Tm,
25 892 163 5.48

1 HI)

30 982 167 5,e<
1 HU.

27 850 167 5.1C
Fii

?e 934 163 5i7!

F.I.

31 960 167 5,7'^

l-ni.

28 899 167 5.4C

Total 4441 823 5t3? TOTAI 4891 843 5.52 TOTAI 4494 843 5.32
Avi B-

AGL 888 165 5,36
Aver
AGE 978 168 5,8: 899 169 5.3d

Man
969 171 5.66

MoN MoN.

853 163 5,24
Tui-s Toes.

Wed
1 968 163 §•94

Wed Wed

Thu
2 938 163 5,76

Thu Thu

Fn
3 1032 163 6,34

Fri

4760 823 5.77 Total Total

\VE»-

952 165 5,77
AvtR-

—
AVE.^

1

!

»T. not iDClud ed In aven
!

1

TOTAl. ToTAi Total

Avta-

ACE

AVEW-

At^E

AVEB-

AC£

FIGURE 4.

SUMMARY OF DATA FROM DAILY COMPARATIVE STATEMENT
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SAMPLE COMPANY UNDER STUDY.
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FIGURE 5.

TYPICAL LINE CHART OF CONTROL DATA

-

SAMPLE COMPANY UNDER STUDY.
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(Jr. Preliminary Considerations

Before an attempt is made to construct a schediile for a trejisit

line, the schedule maker should have certain basic and fundamental facts
at his disposal. These facts include the following:

1. A knowledge of the nature of the territory
served, including the riding habits of transit
patrons on the line.

2. The route mileage of the line, together with
the individual distances between selected
time points.

3. Types and sizes of vehicles available.

k. Type and size of vehicle best suited to
tlie particular route,

5. Seating capacity of the vehicle to be used.

6. Standing capacity of the vehicle to be used.

7. Ability of the vehicle to be used in service
over short or long hours of service.

8. Loading standards to be employed during peak
and off-peak periods. Consideration should
be given to special local problems which may
affect loading standards.

9. The total numbers of patrons to be handled
during peak and off-peak hours, together with
their distribution by 15-minute or 30-iiiinute

periods, depending upon the size of line and
time of day.

10. The speeds at which velilcloB may be operated
during the peak and off-peak periods.

11. The running tine required between line
terminals during different periods of the day.

12. Flexibility of the line from the standpoint
of being able to meet minor changes in running
time from trip to trip.

13. The "head^^ray adjustment time" required at line
terminals.

Ik, The total round trip time required during the
various periods of the day.

A considerable portion of Part I of this report will be devoted
to a discussion of methods for obtaining the basic facts listed above.
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Figure 7 is a sample of the type of route map used "by the company
whose procedures are under study. This map shows the general layout of the

route togotlier with inbound, outbound, and total round trip distances^ and
the distances between time points. These distances arc important in comput-
ing the operating speeds which are characteristic of the given line and the

size and type of vehicle used thereon. The lower half of the figure shows
the routes utilized in moving buses to and from the line in question, to-

gether with the 'distances associated with such movements into and out of

the bus garage.

Various methods are employed in the determination of route mlleago
and the distances between time points. In the case of its street car lines,

the company obtains the distance measurements necessary for the preparation
of route maps from the alignment drawings of the track and roadway structure.
In the case of trolley coach and motor bus lines a surveyor may be employed
to determine distances through the use of the tools of his profession. An
automobile with an accurate speedometer may be utilized to obtain approximte
information as to route mileages and the distances between time points.
Special devices are available for measuring distances with considerable
accui'acy. Theso are utilized in conjunction with the operation of an auto-
mobile over the predetermined route.

Figure 8 is a pictiuro of the equipment used by the sample property
in obtaining distance data and preparing its route maps for motor bus and
trolley coach linos. This device and its operation are briefly described
as follows:

The equipment includes a "Footomoter", coil- spring, wheel carrier,

rimning-board bracket, door bracket, drive cable, and Fifth Wheel and arm. It

can bo attached to any car in a few minutes without the aid of a mechanic, and
may be easily transferred, \d.thout alteration, from one car to another. Acc-
uracy is obtained by using a standard bicycle balloon tire, size 2h x 2.125,
at practically no air pressure, which prevents bouncing of the wheel and
eliminates the effect of tire pressure variation. A coil spring from the wheel
hub to the running board bracket, acting like a shock-absorber, holds the wheel
to the road. Accuracy can be maintained by increasing the pressure slightly
when the wear of the tire, after long usage, reduces its size. The amount of

air pressure is adjusted in accordance with tost runs over a known distance.

The Footomoter is mounted on the door bracket at eye level, and
just outelde of the window. It can be re- set to ZERO instantly, and has a
de-clutching device which permits it to be engaged or disengaged instantly,
without stopping the car. To engage the Footometor, Button "A" is pulled
outward. To disengage it, Button "B" is pulled outward. When Button "B'
has been pulled outward, it can bo turned in either direction to set the
pointer to the ZERO position on the dial. Wlien the pointer lo at the top
of the dial, the odometer can be set to ZERO instantly by pressing inward
gently on Button "A". A complete revolution of the pointer around the dial
indicates the measurement of 100 feet. The odometer, which is similar to the
mileage counter in a speodomotor, tallies the number of "hundred feet" measured.
The capacity of the Footometor Is 100,000 feet. At this point, it would be
automatically reset to zero.
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PiGURfi 8.

the"survey footometer", device for measuring route distances -
sample company under study,
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CHAPTER II

PASSENGER LOAD DATA

The followins. discussion of a method for obtaining and suimiiG.rizing passenger
load data Is "based "upon the procedures used hy the sample transit company'-. Eefer-
once to Parts II and III of this project \d.ll furnish the student of the report with
an insight into other methods of load checking and differing inanagerial viewpoints
vith respect to this phase of the schedule-making procedure. Several alternative
methods for performing this check are also given in the "Manual of Transit and
Traffic Studios" recently issued ty the American Transit Association.

A. Importance of Passenger Load Data

'Too much cEphasis cannot be placed on the need, for adequate and properly
obtained passenger load data es the fundamental starting point for the process of

schedule -making. The schedule maker must have at his disposal up-to-date informa-
tion concerning the numbers of persons vho wish to ride the transit lines at various
periods of the day. It has become the general practice of the industry therefore,
to regTolarly check the lines of the system in order to determiine the volume of bus-
iness which must be handled^ Such checks are c6iiimonly referred to as the "load"

check or "point" check. The passenger load check consists essentially of a method
for obtaining the numbers of passengers per given- time period which pass a certain
point on the route known as the "maximum load point"

.

B. MsQcimum Load Point

It is, of course, helrjful to the schedule, maker to knov; as much as he can
about the riding characteristics of the line for which he is about to prepare a

schedule. One method for determining the riding characteristics of a line is to

take an "on and off" passenger riding check at, wide intervals. Such a check con-
sists in recording at each street intersection the numbers of passengers boarding
and alighting from' each vehicle as it traverses the route from one end to the other.

This information enables the load on any one vehicle,' and, therefore, the summation
of the loads on all vehicles on the line, to be determined by- accuuiulating the dif-
ferences between the number of passengers boarding and the number of passengers
alighting at each intersection. Several methods for conducting passenger "6n and
off" riding checks are given in the "Manual of Transit and Traffic Studies" pre-
viously referred to.

The process of computing the load on the vehicle at each intersection reveals
for each vehicle and, therefore, for the average of the line, that point along the
route at which the maximum load on vehicles tends to accumulate. This point is

known as the "maximum load point". It is significant because it is the control
point for ma-king observations as to the volume of business, and its time dis-
tribution, which must be handled by a given schedule - either present or proposed.

Having determined the maximum load point for tho route, passenger load data
are observed and recorded at the location on a routine, systematic basis.

C. Infonrlation Required

The information obtained from a passenger load check consists of the
follo-vdng:

Name of the line

.

Location at which observations were made.
Direction of travel.
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Number of the vehicle.
Time of arrival at maximum load point.
Headway interval hetveen a vehicle and the preceding one.

Number of passengers or "load" on the vehicle.
Train number, run number or other schedule designation.

The day of the week, date, weather conditions and 'name of the ob3ervj3r are in-

cluded, together with any special comments, such as the rail condition as
affected by rain, etc. on street car lines. If the observer is forced by ad-
verse weather conditions or other good cause to move some little distance, away
from the regularly designated point of observation, this fact should be noted
on the data sheet also.

D. Checking Form

The passenger load checking form used by the company whose methods are
under study is shown in Figure 9. This form is filled in with actually observed
load data for the line which will be used as the sample throughout the remainder
of the study.

E. Detail of Procedure

Perhaps the best method of explaining the detail of passenger load check-
ing procedure would be to include below the general instructions issued to load
checkers in the schedule department. These instructions, substantially as they
are given to the checkers, are as follows:

GENITIAL INSTRUCTIONS TO
LOAD CHECKEI^S OF THE
SCEEDUtE DEPAETMENT

General Duties

The principal duty of a load checker consists of checking the numbers of

passengers on street cars, trolley coaches and motor buses as they pass the

maximum load point of a line. The following data are ordinarily obtained by the

checker:

1. Vehicle number.
2. Train number.

3. Arriving time.
h, I^4aximum load per vehicle.

5. Weather and rail conditions.

From the data obtained, the checker calculates the actual headway that is
being maintained, separates the data into proper checking periods, and totals and
averages the passenger load within each period. The use of an accurate and
suitable t/atch and the accurate counting of passengers are required of every
checker.

Checking Becord

A properly filled-out record form has been reproduced in Figure 9.

An experienced load checker usiially records first the vehicle number and
the train number of the approaching vehicle. He also endeavors to write down the
arriving time of the vehicle Just before it reaches him, allowing a few seconds
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for the vehicle to arrive at the checking point. In this way, only the passenger
load romins to be counted vhen the vehicle arrives at the checking location.
Under no circumstances should an operator "be asked to "hold" the vehicle while
the CQiJint is being made. After the vehicle has passed, the checker calculates
the hcadwayj and when the proper checking period has elapsed, he tota-ls and
averages the passenger loads (Figure 9).

Checkers should note on their checking record sheets all information of a
special nature which has relation bo the count being made. For example, steamed
windows - making it difficult to observe loads, the nature of blockades - if

IcnotTn, re-routing of cars, watch failure, etc.

Checkers shoiild number, date, and -eign each sheet of the checking record.
Upon completion of the record, it should be placed in an "Official Business" en-
velope, sealed and delivered to an^- operator on the line which is being checked.
The operator will in turn deliver it to the station master for forwarding to the
schedule department.

Passenger loads arc totaled and averaged for lf)-minute periods during peak
hours, and for SO-i'^ri^-i'to periods during off-peak hours. These periods are not
governed by the starting time of the check, but should begin on the quarter,

half, or even-hour period. The following tabulation shows when the 15-minuto
or 30-Eiinute periods are used:

Checking Period (Minutes)

Service Time Duration Weekday Saturday Sunday

Early A.,M. 5:00 A.M. - 6:00 A.M. 30 30 30
A.M. Peak 6:00 A.M. - 9:00 A.M. 15 15 30
Basic 9:00 A.M. - k:00 P.M. 30 30 50
P.M. Peak l+:00 P.M. -6:30 P.M. 15 15 30
Night 6:30 P.M. -12:00 M. 30 30 30

Vehicle Arriving Time

The time at which a vehicle arrives at a checking point should be deter-
mined accurately to the nearest half minute. To decide whether a vehicle arrives
at a checking point on the even mJ.nute or half minute, consider all time as In

even minutes if the second hand is between the ^5 and I5 second marks, and as

in half minutes if the second hand is between the 15 and second marks. The
drawings shov/n in Figure 10 illustrate how the above rule is used.

Load checkers are expected to provide themselves with accurate watches
of the "railroad" typo. The use of watches having less than 17 Jewels, and
the use of wrist watches of any type, is strictly prohibited.

Load checkers are required to set their watches before beginning each
(ihecking asslgniaont. In order to do this, they must secure the correct time

from the station out of which tlie line to be checked operates. Under no
circumstances should time be seciired from trainmen.

When the correct time is to be obtained over the telephone, the follow-
ing procedure should be used:

1. Remove i/atch crystal.
2. Dial main office telephone number.

3. Hold \ra.tch or small piece of cardboard on the

60 second mark of the second dial.
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DETERMINATION OF ^^EVEN MINUTe'* AND ^'HALP M INUTE" FROM SECOND HAND D I A L
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SAM-PLE COMPANY UNDER STUDY.
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k. Ask switchboard operator for proper station,

5. G-ive name to station and request correct time on
the even minute,

6. Renovo object holding second hand when time is called.

7. Set minute hand.

Counting Passenger Load

It should ho thoroughly understood by all those who receive load check-
ing acsignments that the counting of passengers is required, and that estima-
ting or guessing the probable pasecnger load in a vehicle will not be tolerated.
It is realized that proper instructions, together with a certain amount of

checking experience, is required in order to develop accurate and efficient
checking methods; hence, all who wish to qualify as load checkers must be

trained to chock under the direct supervision of an experienced load checker
designated by the head of the department.

The passenger load in a vehicle may be considered as one of the follow-
ing general types:

1, Light seated load,

2, Heavy seated load.

3, Load in excess of seating capacity.

No. 1. Light Seated Load - This is the easiest type of load to count,

the checker simply counting the number of passengers in the vehicle,

No. 2. Heavy Seated Load - This" is the most difficult t;>'po of load to

count. The opinion of experienced checkers is that it is advisable to

count the number of vacant seats, subtract this amount from the vehicle's
seating capacity, and add to this the number of standees, if any. (Note -

A list of the seating capacities of various typos and series of vehicles
is furnished to the load checkers.)

No. 3« Load in Excess of Seating Capo.city - There are several methods
of counting this type of load. The preferable way is to count the

standees, at the same time subtracting the few seats that might bo

vacant. To this amount add the seating capacity of tte vehicle.

Checking Location

In order to secure an accurate passenger load count, it is obvious that
the checker should place himself in the most advantageous position at the
chocking point to which he has been assigned. A number of drawings has been
prepared sho-vang the pliysical layout at each of the regular checking locations,
and on each drawing the most advantageous positions for ordinary checking
conditions are Indicated. VJhllo these drawings indicate to the checker the
proper side of the street from which he should chock, they do not show specifi-
cally his position with reference to a stopped vehicle. It has been found from
experience that he should station himself at a point opposite the front end of
a vehicle when it has come to a stop. Assuming this position enables him to
walk alongside of the vehicle, and should facilitate the accurate counting of
passengers.

The above method of checking passenger loads applies to both "one-way" and
"two-way" traffic. When checking "two-way" traffic, the checker should select that
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checking location sho-wn on the drawing vhibh vill facilitate the counting of loads

on vehicles noving in the direction of heaviest travel. The vehicles moving in

the opposite direction vill have to he checked while they are in motion, hut since

they are usually lightly loaded, no difficulty should he experienced in counting
these passengers.

While reference has been made to definite checking positions wlilob are in-

dicated on the drawings, it is not intended that a checker remain at these points
if conditions warrant his shifting to a more advantageous position. For example,
during the summer months patrons frequently pull down the window shades on the

sunny side of the vehicle, thus making the counting of passengers from this side
difficult, if not impossihlo , Under such circumstances, checkers should take a

position facing the sun, on the shady side of the vehicle.

Checking Assignments

In order that a checker may he thoroughly informed concerning each day's
work, he is furnished a vTritten assignment which gives him all necessary informa-
tion, A typical checking assignment form is reproduced in Figure 11.

Checking assignments must he completed unless terminated by proper author-
ity. It is not intended, however, that checkers should expose themselves to in-

clement weather. They should secure shelter as near as possible to the point of

check, continuing the check from this new location until such time as it can he
resumed at the regular location.

In the event that a checker finds that he is "unahle to work his assignment
due to illness or other causes, he should coLimunicate with his immediate supervisor
as soon as possible, so that other arrangements maj' be made. If a checker is late
in reporting to work, he shoiild state on his checking record the exact time that
he began to work, and the reason for his being late.

If checkers are in doubt regarding any detail of their, assignments, they

should communicate . with the schedule department for further information.

Chocking Eours

During weekdays the regular checking hours are from 6:00 A, M, to 11:30 P.M.

The individiial checking assignments may be as follows:

1. From 9:00 A.M. to 12:00 Noon (3 hours) (ivfonday)

2. From 1:^5 P.M. to 6:k^ P.M. (5 hours) (Monday)

3. From 6:00 A,M. to 10:15 A.M. (4^- hours) (Tuesday through Friday)
h. From 3:00 P.M. to 6:k^ P.M. (3-3/U hours) (Tuesday through Friday)

5. From 6:00 A.M. to 2:k^ P.M.* (8 hours) (Tuesday through Friday)
6. From 2:ij.5 P.M. to 11:30 P.M,*(8 hours) (Tuesday through Friday)

(*These are the two shifts of the l8-hour check.
Each checker has a i4-5-minute lunch relief .

)

On Saturdays the checking nours are from 6:00 A.M. to 11:30 A.M., and from
12:30 P.M. to 9:00 P.M, On occasion further checks are on Saturdays beyond 9:00
P.M. On Sundays the cnecking hours are from 2:30 P.M. to ll:oO P.M. It is
customary for the sample company to rely upon an analysis of "trip sheets" for
Sunday morning loads.

Special instructions are issued from time to time covering checks of other
durations, and for other pumoses.
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Conduct

Checkers should at all times conduct themselves in an orderly manner.
WhilG on duty, checkers should not hold unnecessary conversations with per-
sons not connected -with the company, nor with company employees unless the

conversation- relates to company business.

In the event a blockade occui's near the point of check, the checker
should offer his services to supervisors or other officials of the trans-
portation departiaent. Any assistance rendered should be noted on the checking
record.

Checker's Accuracy Test

The data obtained by load checkers is used to check the efficiency
of schedules in effect and, when summarized with other checks, is used in the
building of new schedules. Hence, any inaccui'acy in counting passenger loads
will reflect on the correctness of present schedules, and will be misleading
when new schedules are prepared. It is, therefore, the practice of the

schedule department to test periodically the accuracy of load checkers. This
is done by having some member of the schedule department board a vehicle on
the lino being checked, in order that he may accuratel;^" count the number of

p ssengcrs in the vehicle as it passes the checking location. Any unu-
EXiS.1 discrepancy between the count of the load checker and that of the riding
checker will be imEiediately called to the attention of the checker being
tested.

A typical "load checker's accuracy test form" is reproduced In
Figure 12.

F. Frequency of Checks

The coEipany conducts a regular, progressive and systematic program of

passenger load chocks so that its schedule makers may be fully informed as to

riding conditions at all tiiues.

Under the systematic program the lines of the system are checked with
the following approximate frequencies:

Type of Line

Heavy linos
Medium lines
Light lines
Very light outlying lines

Maximum
No. of Peak
Vehicles

20-39
10-19
6-9

Frequency of Load Checks

Approximately every two weeks
Approximately every three weeks

Approximately every k-6 weeks
(Trip sheet analyses are used.)

The mxojority of checks taken at this time are of l8-hour duration, as
it is considered necessary to follow closely the fluctuations in passenger
load at all periods of the day. Under normal conditions the l8-hour checks
are spaced more widely and auppleaenlBd with checks taken during peak hours
only.

Figure 13 shows a form utilized by the company in keeping a record of
the dates on which its l8-hour passenger load checks are taken on the lines of
the system. This record assists the Superintendent of Schedules when making
weel?!^ assignment, s for such chocks.
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In addition to the routine program of checks, special checks are con-

ducted when \7arranted by the following conditions:

1. When routine checks indicate an abnormal condition developing on

a line. More frequent checks of the line are made.

2. When reports from the Transportation Department indicate an
abnormal or troublesome condition developing. Such lines are

re -checked.

3. When special circumstances produce a temporary "shifting" of the

maximum load point for a few trips. Such "temporary" maximum
load points are checked,

k. When an analysis of passengers transferring from one line to

another at certain transfer point is required. The "arriving"
and "leaving" loads at such transfer points are chocked.

5. When special information concerning passenger loads is required
in connection with research and planning studies. Such checks
are conducted by the Schedule Division for the Planning Unit.

Extra tralnDien are called upon as required to meet any broad or ex-
tended program of special checks. Under the normal operations of the

Schedule and Planning Division many trainmen have been trained and devel-
oped into capable "extra" checkers as a reserve to drav/ upon.

G. Summarization of Passenger Load Data

As explained under "General Instructions to Load Checkers", completed
checks are forwarded to the schedule office via comx^any mail.

It is not practical to try to obtain a mental picture of the passenger
load carrying characteristics of a line by merely examining the individual
checking records as they come in. For tliis reason a form has been developed
for summarizing load check data so that tte results of several days' checks
may be studied simultaneously. A designated employee in the office enters
the checks on the summary sheet. Thus, the assembled data for several load
checks will come, upon inspection, to show readily the efficiency of the
schedule in effect. It will also provide the basis for the construction of

new schedules at some future date.

Figure Ih shows a form called "Recapitulation of Passenger Checks"
which is used by the company for summarizing load data. Before beginning
to "post" the form from the passenger check sheets, the following information
should be inserted in the appropriate spaces:

1. Number of the schedule currently in effect.
2. Name of line.

3. Class of schedule (weekday, Saturday, Sunday).
h. Line terminals for which scheduled time is sho\m, both

inbound and outbound.

5. Checking locations, both inboxmd and outbound.
6. Train numbers, taken from the terminal sheet for the

schedule in effect.
7. Scheduled leaving times, taken from the terminal sheet

for the schedule in effect.
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The second step consists of the division of the scheduled leaving times
into proper periods of I5 or 30 minutes each, depending upon the time of day
(see "General Instructions to Load Checkers"). The division lines, vhich
break the summary sheet into "bands" are drawn for the inbound and outbound
directions separately. The lines for the inbound direction are governed by
the leaving times of vehicles from the outer terminal of the line, starting
with the first vehicle. The division lines for the outbound direction of

travel are governed by the leaving times of vehicles from the inner terminal
of the line. These lines are drawn according to oven I5-minute (or 30-min-
ute) clock intervals.

The third step consists of transferring the actual load data into the
appropriate columns and rows on the summary sheet. Each column is headed with
the name of the day and the date. Inbound and outbound figures are entered
in separate columns. As the data for each day's check is entered, the total
number of passengers handled in each time period is determined and entered in
the same column at the bottom of the period and Just to the right of the
column of actual load figures. The total for the period is divided by the
number of vehicles contributing to the total in order to determine the
average load per vehicle during that period for the day in question. This
average figure is entered in the same column and band, midway between the
time division linos. This process is repeated for each succeeding day's
check.

An example of the method of entering passenger load data on the sum-

mary sheet and computing totals and averages is given below. (Please refer
to Figures 9 and 1^+)

:

The data sheet marked with the Figiure 5 in a circle on the left-hand
side of Figure 9 has been entered on the inbound (left-hand) Ijalf of
the summary sheet shovm in Figure 1^. The date of the check is

April 10, and the entries begin with Run No. I3 at the point marked
"X" on the passenger check sheet. These loads are listed on the
summary sheet beginning opposite Train No. 13 in the upper left-hand
corner of Figure Ih. These loads, reading vertically, are 12, 11, 1^+,

15, 31, 16, 21, Ik, 17, 3^, 20, k, 18, 5, 33, 20, 28, Ik, 16, 1, and
etc

.

The data sheet marked with the Figure 3 in a circle on the right-hand
side of Figure 9 has been entered on the outbound (right-hand) half
of the summary sheet shown in Figure 1^4-. The entries begin with
Train No, 5 Q-t the top of the passenger oheck sheet. These loads are
listed on the summary sheet beginning opposite Train No. 5 (^:^0 P.M.)
in the coluim for Wednesday, April 10th. These loads are k6, 52, 32,
1+6, 62, k2, 16, kk, 67, 72, 58, 52, 50, 71, 65, 73, 58, 67, Ih, 71, 76,
and 63, as shown vertically in this column.

This process is, of course, repeated throughout the entire range of
the checking period.

Attention should next be directed to the right-hand (outbound) half of
the passenger load summary sheet (Figure lU), with particialar reference
to the 15-mlnute period "banded off" from 5:00 to 5:15 P.M. (5:01
through 5:l4j- P.M.), which embraces Train Nos. I5 througli 2 as they
pass the outbound maximum load point at Dumaine and Claiborne Sts.
In the column for April 10th, the passenger loads for this 15-mlnute
period total kkl passengers, as obown by the figure at the bottom of
the timo band Just off to the right of the entry for Train No. 2.
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This figure of hkl, when divided by the seven (7) vehicles which pass
the outhound maximum load point during the 15.-mlnute period, gives an
average load of 63 passengers per "bus for that period. This figure
"63" is entered in the appropriate column (April 10th). and time hand
(5:00-5:15 P.M.) just to the right of the column of actual load figures.
The totals and averages for each column and time "baod on the entire
series of siaamary sheets are similarly computed and entered.

As the checks are entered on the sheet the designated employee watches
for abnormal loading. The averages computed for each time "band on a given
day permit the student of the recapitulation sheet to compare loadings for a
given time period with the recognized loading standard for that period. After
the several days' checks have "been entered, totaled and averaged as described
above, it is possible to compare the loads on individual vehicles, as well as
the daily averages by periods. This comparison of checks made on different
days enables, the "spotting" of vehicles that consistently carry heavy or

light loads. At the sane time, this comparison will show whether the average
load per vehicle is increasing or decreasing. Such increases or decreases
largely determine when a new schedule should be prepared.

The following is a brief analysis of the information appearing on the

summary sheet shcm in Figure Ih:

After the schedule clerk entered the data from the passenger check
sheets on the summar^^ form, ho placed a circle aroimd all those loads

of individual buses which were higher than the average loading stan-

dard to be used for scheduling purposes during the particular 15-minute
period. For example, the buses used on the sample route are of kO-

passenger capacity. Allowing for the 33-1/3/'^ standee load which is

generally used as a peak-period average on the bus routes of the com-

pany whose schedule -making processes are under study, the peak load-
ing ^standard on the sample line would be 53 passengers per vehicle.
All values of and over have accordingly been circled aa "overloads".
Throughout the. series of checks in this summary there has been a tend-

ency for the number of "circled" loads to increase. In some instances
individual loads as high as 69, 70, 7I, 72, 73, and 76 may be found.
The line has obviously become overloaded, and the summary sheet indi-

cates the need for additional service to be inserted in the schedule
as a means of bringing the average actual peak loadings do-vm to a

level nearer the approved loading standard. This is a further reason
for the revision of the schedule which is to be studied in this
report

.

Reference to the "Maniial of Transit and Traffic Studios" published by
the Association, as well as to Parts II and III of this study, will provide
the student with alternative methods for sumraarizing or recapitulating pas-

senger load data.

A further discussion of the use of passenger load summaries in deter-

mining now headways when new schedules are to bo constructed will be included
in Section IV of this report under the heading "HEADV/AY ORDER".

At this point, attention will bo directed to the running time check,

which is required along with the passenger load check in determining the

headway ordor for a new echodulo.
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CHAPTER III

RUNNING TIME DATA

The folloving discussion of a method for obtaining and summarizing

running time data is based upon the procedures used by the sample transit

company , Reference to Parts II and III of this project will furnish the

student of the report vith" an Insight Into other methods of running time

checking and differing managerial viewpoints with respect to this phase of

the schedule -making process. Several alternative methods for performing
this check arc also given in the "Manual of Transit and Traffic Studies"

recently issued by the American Transit Association.

A . Importance of Running Time Data

It is extremely important that the schedule maker have at his disposal
adequate and Correctly obtained data upon which to base an estimate of the

running time for the line for which he is about to prepare a schedule. Run-
ning time Is important because it determines in large measure the degree of

convenience which the public will receive from a schedule from the standpoint
of speed and elapsed time in their travels. It is also important because it

has much to do with the efficiency of a schedule and its resulting cost of

operation from the company point of view.

The running time check furnishes a means by which the Schedule Depart-
ment can evaluate the speed performance of a given vehicle when operated
under actual service conditions in tho public streets. Any transit vehicle
is subject to the effects of various kinds of delays as it traverses its
route, and these effects are quite likely to vary markedly during different
periods of the day. For example^ during the peak hours there is customarily'
a great volume of private automobiles, taxicabs and commercial motor vehicles
all of which require street space for their movement and contribute to

traffic congestion. During these same hours large numbers of persons are
using the transit lines in order to reach or leave their places of work. Thi
means that the loads on transit vehicles arc greater, that more passengers
board and alight at each stop, that stops are more frequent and of longer
duration, and that more time is consumed by passengers in moving through the
crowded aisles of vehicles to or from the doors. All of those elements con-
tribute to delay and longer running time. In the base period of the day, at
night, on Sundays, and in some cases on Saturday afternoons, transit loads
are relatively lighter. Stops are loss frequent, and there is a smaller
passenger interchange with less loss of time at stops. Street traffic is
usually reduced in volume at those times, and the vehicles is able to move
more easily through the less congested streete. At such periods the interest
of both the public and the comDany are best served by a shorter running time.

It is important to the company which hopes to achieve every possible
operating economy consistent with a convenient service to the public, that
due attention be given to the variation which takes place in running time
during different seasons of the year, on different days of the week, and at
different times throughout a single day. The alert Schedule Department will
take advantage of the variation in the conditions which produce interference
and delay, and will change the running time as frequently as necessary to
obtain maximum schedule efficiency.

The company whose schedule-making processes are under study in this
report appears to bo especially conscious of the importance of frequent
changes in running time. It is custoLiary for this company to divide each day
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into the following periods from the standpoint of running time changes:

1. Early A.M.

2. A.M. Peak
3. A.M. Basic
h. P.M. Basic

5. P.M. Peak
6. Early Night
7. Late Night
8. Owl

Changes in running' time are also made to adapt schedules to the various days
of the week, as well as take care of seasonal aspects.

B. Time Points

In order to control the operation of scheduled vehicles so that the
service will "be available where and when needed, the company has established
"time points" along its routes in both directions of operation. The primary
purpose of these time points is to keep the vehicles properly spaced, and
to prevent an operator from "running away" from passenger loads and im-

posing them upon the vehicle following. This use of time points must be made
effective thi'ough supervision and discipline.

It is customary for the company to space its time points so that the

running time between them is close to an average of four minutes, and not in
excess of six minutes. On lines having a "close headway" or short interval
between vehicles - say, l|- Liinutes - it would be possible with a 6-minute
time point for an operator to run ahead and widen the "gap" between his
vehicle and the vehicle behind. It is more difficult to do this with a k-
minute time point interval.

The company requires strict adherence to time at all inbound time
points because it wants vehicles to leave the inner terminals of lines on
time if possible. On certain linos adJierence to time points on the outbound
trip beyond a certain point is not rigidly enfvorced. The point of departure
from the rule of adherence is usually the third time point on the outbound
leg of the line, and is determined by a study of the area of "pick up" on
the outbound route. Time points which a.re not to be adlierod to are not shown

on the trainman's "run guide".

Time points for the llae under study are listed on the illustrations
shovm in Figures 15 and 22.

For other methods of determining the locations of and utilizing time

points, see Part II of this report.

C

.

Information Required

The information required from a rimning time check consists essentially

of the following:

1. Name of line being checked.

2. Number of schedule being checked.

3. Vehicle number.
k. Train nijmber according to current schedule.
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5. Day of the vrcek.

6. Date of check.

7. Condition of the weather.

8. Signature of the checker.

9. Scheduled tirae at each tlEie point.

10. Actual check tine at each tiue point.

11. riumber of seconds ahead or late at each time point.

12. Tine actually used between time points.

13. Obsurver's estimte or "grading" of the speed of the

vehicle

.

ih. Nur.iber of stops made between tine points.

1^. Pa&sengor load on the vehicle at each tine point.

16. Remrks as to any outside condition, such as a

traffic light or instance of traffic interference
or delay, v/hich inay interfere with the progress of

the vehicle.

17 Coiiimcnts of the observer concerning the perfomancc
of the operator of the vehicle.

D. Checking Fern

The checking fern used by the conpany is sho\^i in Figure I5. There arc
two sheets to the fern, the left-hand one giving the nairies of the tine points,
the running tines and the spct.ds for the schedule in effect on the line for
the particular daily tint: period; and the running tine check forn Itself, which
is shov/n on the right-hand side of the figure. Both the running time sheet
and the running tine chocking forLi arc loose-leaf and are placed side by side
in a special binder. The sample forn has been filled in with 'an actual sot of

running tine observations for the line which will be used as an example
tliroughout the rci:iainder of the study. Sar.iples of other forms used for
collecting rujming tine data nay bo found in the "Manual of Transit and
Traffic Studios" previouslv referred to.

E. Detail of Procedure

Because of the importance of the running time check to the scncdulc-
making process, extreme care is exercised in the selection of riding checkers.
Unlike the passenger load check, for which accuracy tests can be nado, it is
more difficult to determine the proficiency and judgment of riding checkers.
Hence, more dependence must be placed on the proper selection of men to do
this type of work. The inportant characteristics of a good riding checker
are as follows;

1. He must be experienced load checker.

2. Hu should be capable of performing the duties of a

vehicle operator, whether this be a street car
operator, trolley coach operator or motor bus
operator.

3. Ho must be fast and accurate in mathematics.

h. He must be capable of concentrating on the task of
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"judgin(;^ speed" throughout his entire v/orking day.

5. Ho nuf't bo capable of celecting tripo which arc

truly roprGsontativc

.

6. He should have the ability to discern when a trip
is not representative due to excessive delays, etc.,

in order that ho vill not continue to waste time by
checking a trip which the schedule raakers will ulti-
mately discard.

7. Ho must be entirely reliable and trustvrorthy

.

Perhaps the best raethod of explaining the detail of the running time
check procod^are V70uld bo to include below thu general instructions issued to
rvjining tine checkers in the Schedule Department of the saraple company. These
instructions, substantially as they are given to the checkers, arc Included
below:

GEIffiRAL INSTRUCTIONS TO
RmNING TIME CHECICERS OF THE

SCHEDULE DEPAETMEIW

Principal Dut it^'S

The principal duty of a riding checker is to compare mentally the
speed ma.de by a vehicle being checked with the average speed which it should
have made under any given set of conditions. Based on this comparison or
"mental evaluation", he "grades" the operating speed of the vehicle accord-
ingly, and tabulates the following data at each timx^ point:

1. Vehicle arriving time (actual).

2. Passenger load.

3. "Graded" speed between time points.
k. Number of steps bctwoon time points.

5. Remarks

.

From the data obtained, the checker calculates the "ahead" or "late" time at

eacli tijne point and the amoimt of time used between time points.

A riding checker is also a schedule observer, and it is his duty to

report those things that tend to detract from the efficient operation of the
schedules in effect; as, for example, hazardous condition or location of

vehicle stops, or badly timed traffic lights.

Chocking Assignments

Riding checkers receive instructions from uheir supervisor in the

Schedule Department, who furnishes them with written assignments on a form
V7hich is identical with that given to load checkers. {See Figui^e 11) . Check-
ing assignments usually cover a period of 7 days, starting on Monday, and
ending the following Svinday. It is tlie usual practice of the cor.ipany to

use three checkers on such a check, one for the morning period, one for the

evening period, and the third one covering both peaks.

Dui'ing very inclement weather checkers shoiild communicate with their
supervisor regarding the advisability of continuing the chock.
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In the event that a checker is in doubt regarding hie assignment, he
shall corariunicate with his supervisor as soon as possible.

Data Furnished to Checkers

V/hen a checker receives an assignment to ride a line, ho is fiurnished
vitli a copy of the teri.iinal sheet for the schedule in effect on that line.
Figiu'o 16 shows a typical terminal sheet, which is a complete schedule or
"tine-table" of the leaving times from the inner and outer terminals of the
line

.

The running time sheet mintained in the Schedule Department is in
its re.gular form unsuitable for use by a riding checker; hence, all existing
running time data for the line .and period of the day is retabulated on a
special form, which has been shown as the left-hand side of Figure I5. This
shoot is placed in the riding checker's loose-leaf binder opposite the

actual running time check form, also shovm in Figure I5.

After having received his assignment, a checker io at liberty to exam-
ine the load check recapitulation or suiimary sheets, in order to determine on
which trips ho tny expect to find the most representative passenger loads.

Checker's Preparation Before Hiding

Before beginning each day's work, a checker shall set his watch in
accordance with the instructions given previously under the heading "General
Instructions to Load Checkers".

Before beginning each ride, the checker should place tiie proper runn-
ing time sheet in the loose-leaf binder opposite the running time checking
form.

The next step is to consult the terminal sheet and select a parti-
cular vehicle (train number) to ride. This should be done just before
checker boards the vehicle ijreparatory to riding. (It is customary for
employees in the Schedule Office to "circle"' the terminal times of those
peak trips which have heavy loads for tho guidance of riding checkers.) The

scheduled leaving time for this vehicle should be entered under "Schedule
Time" opposite the tei-Tniiial from which it will leave. Then, by adding to

the terminal leaving time the ri.inning time allowances between time points,
the checker is able to compute the scheduled arriving time at each time point.

General Checking Procedure

Wien stai'ting to ride, a checker should place himself in a position
which will facilitate his observation of the vehicle operator. In the case of

tv70-man street cars (which are comiTon on the lines of the sample company) the

position selected should facilitate his observation of both motorman and
conductor. A checker Kiay assume either one of two positions:

1. For heavy or light leads - left-hand side of front
platform, next to the bulkliead.

2. For light loads only - next to window on first
cross- seat on right-hand side of car.

When fehiclo leaves its terriiinal, the checker shoiild record the actual
leaving tiine and passenger load, and compute the "ahead" or "late" leaving
time. Time should be recorded to the nearest five (5) second division.
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After leaving the terminal and "before arriving at the first tine point,

checker should tally each stop as made and observe operating speed, in order that
he ir^y accurately grade this speed upon arriving at the next time point.

Just "before reaching the time point, the checker should record the fol-
lowing data:

1. Nuinber of stops cade "between time points.
.2. Passenger load (arriving).

This leaves the checker free to record at the time point:

3. "Vehicle arriving time.
k. Average speed ("grade").

5. "Ahead" or "late" time.

6. Time used "between time points.

After vehicle has left the time point, passenger load shall "be recounted, and
the heaviest load ta"bulated on the checking record, whether it "be arriving or
leaving.

Grading Speed

Experienced checkers have found it advisa"ble to classify speed as follows:

1. Full speed. (F)

2. .
Three-quarter speed. (3/^)

3. Half speed. (l/2)

k. One-q\xarter speed. (l/^)

A vehicle is considered as being operated at full speed when the operator
or crew is doing its very best to move the, vehicle as rapidly as possible over its
given route imdor the prevailing conditions. The following are some "abnormal"
examples of "full speed" operation:

1. "Vehicle handled by an exceptionally "fast" operator or crow.

2. "Vehicle handled by a hard working, yet exceptionally "slow"

operator or crow.

3. "Vehicle progressing as faet as congested traffic will permit.

h. Vehicle! "dragged" by car ahead.

When a checker encounters any of the operating conditions described above, he shall
note them on his checking record. There may be many causes which can result in
grading a vehicle operator or crew at a speed less than "full". Due to the many
possible causes or combinations of causes which contribute to other than fiill speed
operation, it is impracticable to state definitely in written instructions just
when the 3A^ 1/2, or X/h speed rating should be used. As in the case of load
checkers, it is necessary for a student riding checker to work with an experienced
checker until he becomes sufficiently proficient in grading speed.

Riding checkers should thoroughly understand that operators are not ex-
pected to handle their vehicles in a reckless or unsafe manner in order to secure
a full speed rating.
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Tally Sheet

In order that checkers may properly distribute their, time over the

vc.rious running time periods of the day, and thus guard against securing an
insufficient number of rides during any one period, it is advisable that they

keep a record of the number of rides ms.de during the period of the checking
assignment. A riding checker's tally sheet h^s been devised for this purpose,
and the manner in which it should bo used is illustrated in Figure 17.

Mscellancous Instructions to Riding Checkers

1. All round trips shall be started from the outer terminal.

2. Upon conipletion of a round trip, checker should drop
back to the vehicle fol'loving.

3. Checker should avoid riding vehicles vhich are late in
leaving their outer terminals.

k. Checker should avoid riding a vehicle, which is preceded
by one that left behind schedule at the outer terminal.

5. In the event that the vehicle being checked uses a dif-
ferent column of running time on an outbound trip from
that used on an inbound trip, checker should use a
separate record sheet for recording outbound trip data.

6. In the event that a blockade occurs on a line being
chocked due to a fire, stalled vehicle, accident, etc.,
checking should cease until such time as vehicles are
operating on regular echedule.

7. Time lost due to minor delays caused by bridge openings,
blocked railroad, crossings, irriproperly parked vehicles,,
single-track operation, etc., shall be noted under ''remarks"

opposite the time point affected by the delay.

8. Greasy or moist rail conditions caused by fallen leaves,
cut grass,, rail "sweating",, rain, .etc., shall be noted
on the checking record.

9. Checkers should use the following terras in describing
weather conditions:

Clear
Cloudy
Drizzle
Pain

10. Checkers shall deport themselves in accordance with the
instructions for "Conduct" set forth in the "General
Instructions to Load Checkers"

.
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F, Frequency of Checks

The conpany conducts a regular, progressive and systematic progran
of running time checks so that its schedule makers my be fully informed as

tunl conditions at all times.

Under this systematic program the lines of t?ie system are checked with
the following approximate frequencies:

Typo of Line

Heavy lines
Medium lines
Light lines
Very light outlying lines

Maximiam

No. of Peak
Vehicles

20-39
10-19
6-9

Frequency of Eiding Checks

Approximately every 8 months
Approximately every 10 months
Approximately every 12 months
Approximately every 2-3 years

Running tir;ie checks arc not made during the summer months.

It is customary practice to check a line for running time over a period
of one full week. Thursday being a light day on most lines, checkers are
upually given this day off so that the other six days of the week may be
checked.

In addition to the routine program of checks, special checks are
conducted when warranted by the following conditions:

1. VJhcn routine checks Indicate an abnormal condition developing on
a line. Tlie line m^y be checked for two consecutive weeks, or
for two weeks at intervals; instead of the usual one week.

2. VJlien reports from the Transportation Department indicate an ab-
noriml or troublesome condition developing, such as difficult
traffic conditions on certain lines on certain days. The check-
ing period Day be extended, or special checks may be made on the
dp.ys and at the times indicated in the Transportation Department
reports.

3. \-Jlien a linu is re-routed for any significant portion of its
length. An adjusted running time is utilized, based upon special

checks.

h. V/hen c lino terminal is extended by any appreciable distance, or
when, more rarely, the distance to a line terminal is shortened.
An adjusted running time is utilized, based on special checks,

^. V/hen a new schedule has been placed in effect using vehicles of

a different size or type than those formerly utilized on the line.

Special riding checks are made in an effort to reduce the riuining

time as operators become more fcxiiliar with the new vehicle and
the new schv..dido.

Extra trainmen are called upon to meet any broad or extended program
of special checks. Several trainmen are on call who have been trained and
developed into capable and reliable running time checkers.
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G. Simmarlzation of Pimning Time Check Data

As in the case of passenger load check data, it is impracticable to

obtain a mental picture of the ri?nning tine actually required on any given
line by merely looking .at the individual checking records forwarded to the
schedule office by the riding checkers. For this reason a form has been
developed for summarizing running time check data so that the results of many
checks may be studied simultaneously. This assembled data will, upon in-

spection, show how well the present running time is adapted to the actual con-
ditions of operation, and provides the basis for necessary changes in the
running time.

Figure l8 shows the "Rimning Time Summary Sheet" which is used by
the company for summarizing riding check data. Before the observed data are
inserted on this form, the summary sheet is headed up with the following
information:

1. Name of line.

2. Type of. schedule (weekday, Saturday or Sunday).

3. Dates of checks.

The time points are entered by name in the left-hand column of the sheet. The
actually observed running times are calciilated in accordance with specific
instructions which will be given below, and entered in minutes and seconds
in the columns headed "actual" under each time period.

The detailed instriictions for summarizing riding check data- will now
be presented in some detail.

Before a nei; running time is worked up for a particular line^ it is
necessary to determine the average time required by the average operator or

crew in moving the vehicle under actual service conditions from one end of

the line to the other, and return (round trip) . This is ordinarily done by
making a riding check for at least one full week.

Running Time Periods

After a riding check has been ma,de and the data sheets liave been sent

to the office, they are separated into tliree groups, namely, (l) weekday
(daily except Saturday and Simday), (2) Saturday, and (3) Sunday. The weekday
data sheets are ordinarily divided into eight smaller groups corresponding
to the eight running time periods, as follows:
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Rimnlns Time Periods Period Tine (Inner Terminal)

1. Early A.M. First car to 6:29 A.M.

2. A.M. Peak 6:30 A.M. to 8:59 A.M.

3. A.M. Basic 9:00 A.M. to 12:59 P.M.

h. P.M; Basic 1:00 P.M. to k:29 P.M.

5. P.M. Peak k:30 P.M. to 6:29 P.M.

6. Early .NiGht 6:30 P.M. to Q:lh P.M.

7. Late Night 8:15 P.M. to 12:15 A.M.

8. Owl 12:30 A.M. to last trip.

Segregation of Abnormal Checks

The next stop is to take the individual check sheets for each running
time group and segregate those records vhich arc "abnormal" from the
standpoint of what night be considered to be "average" trips. The average
trips, as far as passenger loads are concerned, may be determined by
reference to the passenger load check summary sheets. Some of the causes
of abnormal trip conditions are:

1. Exceptionally heavy loads.

2. Exceptionally light loads.

3. Accidents.
k. Stalled vehicles.

5. Bridge openings.
6. Railroad crossing delays.

7. Slippery rails.

Riding Check Summary Form

Having removed the abnormal checks from the group, the next step
is to "post" the data for the "average" checks on the "Riding Check Summary
Sheet" v/hich \.;as sho^^i in Figure l3. This form provides the eight columns
necessary for entering the running time check data from the individual trip
record sheets (Figure 15) . Eacli colui-^m is so headed that the average time
used between tine points in minutes and seconds may be placed under the
appropriate daily time period. The left-hand side of sheet under the
heading "Time Points" is reserved for listing the names of the time points
being checked.

Running Time Adjustgcnt Form

After the summary sheet lias been prepared by properly heading the
sheet and listing the tii-ne points for the line under consideration, the
"Running Time Adjustment Sheet", Figure 19, should be placed in a position
that will make it readily available for constant reference.



FIGURE 18.

RUNNING TIME SUMMARY SHEET-
SAMPLE COMPANY UNDER STUDY.
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RDMINQ time: ADJUSTMBKT CHART
Deduction In seconds necesaary

to bring vehicle up ^o full speed.

TDCB USBD
BSTWEfflT" -«-..._„=».^ Graded Speed

TIME POINTS 3/4 % In1/2 1/4

2:30 to 3:00 0 11 A 5U 45

3:00 to 3:30 0 30 50

3:30 to 4:00 0 C\J 55

4:00 to 4:30 0 £0 49 60

4:30 to 5:00 0 ou 90 65

5:00 to 5:30 0 oo 55 70

5:30 to 6:00 0 40 60 75

6:00 to 6:30 0 45 65 80

6:30 to 7:00 0 50 70 85

7:00 to 7 : 30 0 53 75 90

7:30 to 8:00 0 60 80 95

8:00 to 8:30 0 65 8S 100

8:30 to 9:00 0 70 90 105

9:00 to 9:30 0 75 95 110

9:30 to 10:00 0 80 100 115

FIGURE 19.

RUNNING TIME ADJUSTMENT SHEET

-

SAMPLE COMPANY UNDER STUDY.
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The running tine adjustment sheet represents the correotions for
different conditions of observed speed which have "been built up over a period
of years as the result of experience. The form is, of course, tied in with
the "grading"' of speeds, which was discussed on page k^. These "correcting"
figures have proved their accuracy and value in meeting the conditions of the

sample company as evidenced by the many successful running time changes, both
positive and negative, which have been made throuigh the years.

Averaging Running Time Check Data

The next step is to begin averaging the running time check data by
periods. Assume that a new rimning time is to be worked up for the line
under study. The first period to be worked up is the Early A.M. The data
are worked out beginning with the first time point after leaving the outer
terminal of the line, progressing from time point to time point until all of

the available checks for the Early A.M. period have been utilized. In this
process all speeds graded other than "full" (F) must be broi:ight up to full
speed, using the running time adjustment chart (Figure 19) in the process.

These full speed times are totalled and divided by the number of checks
used in order to get the average full speed running time for the given time
point during the Early A.M. period. This average calculated time should then
be placed on the "running time summary sheet" (Figure l8) in the appropriate
column. The time is entered in minutes and seconds. This procedure is re-

peated for each time point imtil the inner terminal of the line is reached.
At this point the "actual" column of the running time summary sheet is

totalled. This total is the inbound running time in minutes and seconds
that should be used from the outer terminal of the line to the inner terminal.

This process of calculating the full speed running times is con-

tinued for each of the time points on the outbound route, beginning at the

inner terminal of the line. Upon completion of the tabulation for the out-

bound direction, the inbound and outbound figures arc added to obtain the

round trip running time.

A simalar procedure is followed in averaging the running times for
each of the other daily periods.

An example will be given at this point, utilizing data for the A.M.

Peak period in the "reverse" or outbound direction. The figures chosen
were taken from a week's running time checks, from which series of ob-

servations eight (8) "normal" checks are available. The data from these
chocks, together with the speed gradings and an estimte of the possible
"full speed" time, are given below:
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Observations Check Tine Speed Possible Full
Taken From Used (Mm.} Graded As Speed Time

First do-ta sheet ( :00 5:05
Second data sheet 5:50 F 5:50
Third data sheet 5:55

IT'F 5:55
Fourth data sheet D :00 F o:00
Fifth data sheet 6:55 5 :05

Sixth data sheet 0:50 F 0:50
Seventh data sheet 6:10 F 5:10
Eighth data sheet 6:20 F D :£:U

TOTAL 49:15
Average (TOTAL divided by 8) 6:09

It will bo noted that in all cases except the 1st and 5'th data sheets,

speeds vere graded as "full" (F)^ in which case the check time in minutes
and seconds as observed was carried across into the fourth column of the

tabulation.

In the case of the first data sheet, the observation "7:00"^ meaning

7 minutes and no seconds, was accompanied by a speed grading of 3/^. Refer-
ence to the running tira*:; adjustment chrjrt, Figure 19, shows that for a time

of 7:00 to 7:30 under a 3/^ speed grading, 55 seconds should bo deducted from
the observed time in order to bring the vehicle up. to full speed. This
deduction of 55 seconds from 7:30 gives the 6:05, or 6 minutes and 5 seconds,
entered opposite "First data sheet" in the fourth column of the above tabu-
lation.

In the case of the fif'oh data sheet, the observed time of 6:55^ or

6 minutes and 55 seconds, is accompanied by a speed grading of 3/^. Refer-
ence to the running time adjustment chart, Figure 19, shows that for time
observations of 6:30 to 7:00, a deduction of 50 seconds is necessary when
the speed is graded as 3/^ in carder to bring the vehicle up to full speed.

This deduction of 50 seconds from the 6:55 observed time results in the 6:05
entered under column four opposite the first coliamn entry of "Fifth data
sheet".

At this point the fourth column headed "Possible Full Speed Time"
may now bo totalled. The total of the eight observations is ^+9 minutes
and 15 seconds (i+9:15). This total is divided by 8, the number of obser-
vations contributing to the total, in order to get the average for the tine

point indicated in the outbound direction during the A.M. Peak period.
This quotient is 6:09, or six minutes and nine seconds. This figi.ure is

entered on the riuming time summary form, Figure I8, opposite the first tine

point in thj outbound direction under the A.M. Peak column.

A similar procedure is followed in averaging and entering the
running tines for each of the other daily periods.
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It is customry for riding checkers to carry a stopvratch when making
running tine check. This vatch is used to record the cunulative stop tine

for each trip. The stop tine is noted on the riding check sheet (see "5:15"

and "3:^0"; Figure 15), and is used in conjunction with the other ohservations
taken to conpute the average duration of tine per stop.

Figure 20 is a tabulation of derived data on stop frequency and
duration calculated fron the series of running tine checks taken for the line
under study for the week of Novenber 26, 19^5. The following infonmtion is

included for seven of the eight daily ti::ie columns:

Number of trips
Average number of stops
Average stopping time, seconds
A.verage load (passengers per trip)
Average number of stops per mile
Average duration of stops, seconds.

For exanple, during the A.M. Peak period on inbound trips there were^ on the

ten trip -observations considered, an average of 25 stops per trip with an
average "total stopping time" per trip of 3'+^ seconds. This is equivalent to

an average duration of 13. 8 seconds per stop. The inbound distance (Figure 7)

is 3.0^6 miles, so that the average number of stops per mile during the A.M.

Peak inbound is 8.2. The average passenger load per bus during this sane

period is 55 persons. Information of this t;>-pe is commonly known as "Service
Data", and is helpful to equipment and schedule engineers and others concerned
with the operating performance of transit vehicles. Having a knowledge of the

performance characteristics of the vehicle (acceleration, braking, "speed-

time" curves, etc.) and the "service data" (average load, frequency and dura-
tion of stops) it is possible to estimate with considerable accuracy the pro-
bable schedule speed performance and running time requirements of a given line

These "theoretical" calculations often serve as a check on the actual perfor-
mance being obtained in service.

The "Riding Check Summary Sheet" is shown in Figure 21. This record
consists of a set of eight (8) similar sheets - one for each daily time period
The particular sheet shown in the figure is the one for the A.M. Peak period.

The data fron each running time summary (Figure l8) are posted on these sheets

so that a progressive record of running time observations and their trends may
be available to the schedule makers.

H. Layover, Recovery or Headway Adjustment Time

The "layover", "recovery", or "headway adjustment" tine (sometimes

referred to as "drop back") is built into the schedule as a "cushion" to take

care of the minor delays and interferences which occur along the line. This

permits an operator to leave the terminal in accordance with the prescribed
table of departing tines even thougii he may have arrived at the terminal a

little late as the result of such interferences.

The layover time allowance also provides an opportunity for the oper-

ator or crew to get a drink of water, smoke, or avail themselves of the rest
room facilities.

On the sample property layovers are provided at the outer terminals
of lines, as most lines "loop" in the central business district. Exceptions
are two major lines which have a physical terminal in the business area, and
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tvo long^ outlying crosstovn "bus lines^ which are subjected to interference
at several railroad crossings. In these cases layover is allov;ed at "both

ends of the line.

On the saraple property the layover time allowances average approx-
imtely ten per cent of the scheduled running time on lines requiring kQ
to 45 minutes per round trip, and approximately seven per cent on lines
requiring 60 to 65 minutes per round trip.

I. Preparation of Running Time Sheet

One of the most important details of schedule building is the allot-
ment of the proper amount of running time so that the average crew or opera-
tor may operate the schedule efficiently during the different periods of the
day. The work of building a new schedule actually starts with the preparation
of a new "Running Time Sheet" (see Figure 22).

As previously explained, the data used for building a running time
for a particular line are based upon riding checks taken during the various
periods of the day for a sufficient number of representative days. These
checks, when totalled and averaged according to the instructions in a preced-
ing section, will give the time in minutes and seconds that would be used by
an average operator or crew for full speed operation ("F"), As these averages
are worked up they are placed on the "riding check summary sheet" (Figure 21).

Comparison of the Running Time Summary Sheet
with the Schedule in Effect

Having determined from the riding chock summary sheet the amoimt of

running time necessary for the new schedule, the next step is to compare the

summary sheet with the schedule in effect in order to find the running time
differences. This comparison is made by tabulating by time points on the

present running time sheet any proposed running time which is different from
the one in effect. The rimning times which do not change arc simplj'" checked
off. This comparison of present and proposed running times on the sample

property is usually shown in blue pencil, so that any difference between the

old and new running times may be detected more easily.

In setting up the running time for the new schedule fractions of a
minute are not used. It becomes necessary, therefore, to "give and take"
with fractions of a minute as between a given time point and the adjacent
ones. In any event, the total time for the round trip as experienced in

whole minutes must be equal to or greater than the "fractional" running time

of the summary sheet, and must in no case be cut below the calculated total.

Preparing the Running Time Sheet

The next step is to prepare a pencil copy of the new running time sheet,

showing the time points and the running time period headings (see Figure 23).
The following information is laid out on the blank sheet:

1. Name of line.

2. Schedule in effect (identifying number).

3. Type of schedule (weekday, Saturday or Sunday).

k. Time points (names).
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5. Running time period headings.
6. Proposed running time by periods and "by

time points (taken from the summary sheet)

.

7. Distance headings.
8. Spead headings.

I-Zhen new scnedules are made, the time point locations are rarely
changed unless conditions warrant such change. The running time period head-
ings usually remain the same, and are changed only when a shift in passenger
travel is detected on the "Passenger Check Summary Sheet" (Figure Ik), When
such shifts in travel occur, then changes in running time period headings are
made accordingly.

After preparing the pencil copy of the rxmning time sheet (Figure 23)
as described above, the rimning times are taken from the running time summary
sheet (Figure 21) and entered (as whole minutes) on the pencil copy. This
completes the time columns except for the entering of the "headway adjustment
time" ("drop back"), which is added at the bottom of the sheet following the
total round trip running time to get the overall scheduled time for the round
trip.

The smaller circled figures appearing to' the right of the running
times in Columns C, D and E of (Figure 23) are the times from the respective
line terminals to the inbound and outbound "relief" points (Rel.) of the line
(see Glossary for definition of "relief point"). In column C, for example,
the running time of four minutes from D^-imaine and Alexander Streets to Orleans
and Moss Streets, and the time of three. minutes from the latter intersection to
the inbound relief point at Orleans and Broad, are combined to give seven minutes,
the time in the small circle. Similarly, on the outbound trip the time from the
inner terminal to the outbound relief point is 6 plus k, or 10 minutes.

The larger circled figures appearing below the time columns for each
direction of travel are the "running times" to be used in the construction of

schedules. In column B, for example, the circled figure "l8" is the inbound
running time of l8 minutes shown immediately above it as the B column total..

The circled figure "20" is the sum of the outbound running time of l6 minutes
plus the "drop back" (head^/ay adjustment) time of four minutes, which gives the

total tiiae associated with the outbound trip.

These figures are circled for the convenience of the schedule maker.

Mileage Data for the Punning Time Sheet

In order to assist the schedule maker in setting up running times which
will not make the speeds be-tween time points excessive or unsafe, all running
times are shown as "speed" on a miles per hour basis. Hence, it is necessary
that the distances between time points, as well as the haLT-trip and round-trip
total distances, be known. These distance figures are obtained from the route
map for the line (Figiire 7).

Working with the route map, distances are ascertained and entered on
the pencil copy of the rimning time sheet opposite their respective time points.
This is done for each individual time point, as well as for the inbound trip
total, outbound trip total, and total round trip.
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Calculating Speeds

The final step in the completion of the running time sheet consists of

calculating the speeds (l) between time points, (2) for the inbound trip. (3)

for the outbound trip, and {h) for the total round trip. This last figure is

the round-trip running speed from outer terminal back to outer terminal. The

overall round-trip schedule speed is determined from the total round-trip
time, including headway adjustment time.

Speeds are calculated by first multiplying a distance by 6o and then
dividing this product by the time required to travel from one point to

another in minutes. The following examples, based upon the data shown in

Figure 23, describes hov; this is done:

Speed = Distance Speed (in M.P.H.) = Distance (in Miles) x 60

Time Time (in Minutes)

Examples:

(l) Period B, Inbound, Dumaine and Alexander to Orleans and Moss

Speed = 0.763 x 60 = 11. M.P.H.
1,

(2) Period C, Inbound, Dumaine end. Alexander to Dauphino and Canal

Speed = 3.066 X 60 = 10.82 M.P.H.

17

(3) Period D, Round Trip (Rimning Speed excluding La^z-over)

Speed : 6.119 x 60 : 10. 80 M.P.H.

(k) Period D^ Round Trip (Schedule Speed including Layover)

Speed z 6.119 x 60 : 9.66 M.P.H.
3B

A "speed chai''t" has been devised by the Schedule Department to

facilitate the work of computing speeds for the running time sheet. This
chart consists of previously calculr.ted speeds corresponding to tlie various
running times which would ordinarily be aesociated with each line of the

system. Then as the running times for a given line and daily tine period
are lengthened or shortened, speeds may be road directly and entered on the
running time sheet. It is, of coiu^se, necessary to revise this chart
th&ne'ver a diauge in route length occurs.

A further discussion of the use of the Running Time Sheet in
determining new headways when now aohedules are to be constructed will be
included in the next section of this report under the discussion of ''HEAD-

WAY ORDER".
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CHAFT2?. IV

TEE EEALVJAY ORDER

At this point it is suggested that the reader of this report refer "back to
Figure 2 - "Schedule Developnent Chart" to "briefly review the "flow" of the steps
in the sched^'ale iraking process of the sample corxasiy. Reference to this chart
shows that the Headway Order serves as a "hopper" into which the raw inaterials
for "naniifacturing" a schedule are poured. It is the focal point to which all
field data and derived calculations are dra^m "before the actual steps of sched^ole

preparation are "begun. It is considered to "be of such importance by the compan;y

that Headway Orders are issued hy the Superintendent or tie Chief Schedu.le leaker

only.

A. Inpcrtance of the Headway Specification or Order

The Headway Order is of primary irrportance in the schedule malcing

process for the following reasons:

1. It is the "key" to the efficient expenditure of the platform la'oor

dollar, as it specifies the amount of service to "be operated dui^ing

the various periods of the day.

2. It serves as an instruction sheet for the schedule maker, who must
follow it exactly.

The Head-v/ay Order and the "Rimning Time Sheet" (Figure 22) together contain all
the information necessary for building a "Terminal Sheet" or time-table.

As the headway order is utilized by this company, it may be likened
to a doctor's prescription. It prescribes, in the case of lines that are slightly
abnormal, definite instructions for putting those lines back into a "healtliy" con-
dition. In the case of lines that are improfitable, it can onl;>' alleviate to a

oertain extent the losses that are being inciirred. In the latter cases a "major
operation" may be indicated, such as the abandonment of services, their sub-

stitution with another vehicle size or tj^pe, short-lining, or rerouting, in order
to correct the unfavorable conditions which exist.

B. Sc^JLTCGs of Information

Ir. "::uilding a hcad^ray order for a transit line, it is necessary that the

proper amc^.t of rurjiing time for the new schedule be known. The method used in
allotting the proper amount of running has been explained, and the preparation of

the running time sumrriary sheet has been(fescribed in detail in Chapter III - "Run-

ning Time Check."

In addition to the rijnning time, a sufficient number of passenger load
checks, taken at the maximum load point, must be tabulated on a form which will
shovT- the average number of passengers per vehicle over a 15 - or a 30-minute
period, depending upon the time of day. The development of the passenger load
summary sheet was described in detail in Chapter II - "Passenger Load Check."

These two sovj:'ces of data are considered the primary data required for
schedule building by the compar^ . V'hile the scheduJLe department relies chiefly
on them for determining headways, there are other valuable sources of in-

formation that may be used in determining whether or not the schedule- in effect is

physically or economically sound. Such secondary information pertains to each in-
dividual line, and includes the following:
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1. Trend charts of

a. Passenger revenue )

b. Car hours ) See Figure 5.

c. Revenue per car horn.'")

d. Total passengers
e. Total passengers per car hour

2. Reports on vehicles switched short of terminals "because of schedule or

other causes. (See "Daily Switching Report" - Figure 2k).

3. Speed charts hy running time periods.

These secondary data serve as a guide to the -schedule maker in formulating judg-
ments and making decisions -in the preparation of the headway order.

The following are examples of the use of these secondary data:

The daily switching report for the month of May, 19^6 (Figi^re 2^+) indicates
very little switching of vehicles due to schedule causes, A large mimber of such
switchings would indicate the need for a thorough study of passenger load and run-
ning time data.

The re-venue trend chart in Figure 5 shows a comparison for the current year
with the year "before as to revenue, hours and revenue per hour. The consistent in-

creases in revenue and revenue per hour diu^ing the spring of 19^6 over the corres-
ponding values for 19^5; together with the corresponding passenger load checks,
pointed up the needed schedule- change which if? discussed in this report.

C . Loading Standards

Before prescri"bing headways for any line, it is necessary that the schedule
maker know the normal passenger capacity, in terms of seated and standing loads,
for the various types of vehicles availa"ble to meet the schedule. With this infor-
mation at hand, it is possi"ble for him to "build a schedule using these v'ohlcles in
such a way that uncomfortable overloads may be avoided, while at the same time
using the minimum amount of rimning time and the minimum nimber of vehicles in the
interest of economy''.

The schedule department of the coiaipany has determined upon the following
loading standards for its vehicles which will under its specific local conditions,
operate the schedules efficiently, while giving maximum service at minimum cost:

NORI-^^X LOADING STANDARDS

Ty^e of Class of Seating Basic Standard Peak Standard
"Vehicle "Vehicle Capacity Passengers io Load Passengers fo Load

Street Car koo 52 52 100 85 163
Street Car 3/900 52 52 100 85 163
Street Car 1000 52 52 100 85 163

Trolley Coach 1200 hk kk 100 58 132

Motor Bus 1500 ko ho 100 53 132
Motor Bus li+00 35 35 100 k6 131
Motor Bus 1300 31 31 100 hi 132
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The loading standards for the vehicles in the above table were deter-
mined in the following manner:

STREET CAES - The present loading standard of 85 passengers in the

peak. periods has been determined as the result of experience over a

long period of years. Observations were made of the manner in which
patrons distributed themselves over the floor space throughout the
car under different conditions of loading. Such items as aisle con-
gestion, interference with the ingress and egress of boarding and
alighting passengers, and etc., were taken into account. Schedules
were built around various average peak loading standards, and the
performance of operators and crews under these various experimental
conditions was studied. For instance, loading standards of 90
passengers per car were used for an experimental period, but it was
found that this tended, to cause the schedule speed during peaks to

fall off. A reduction was made to 85, which has proven satis-
factory from both standpoints - namely, load and speed.

TROLLEY COACHES A MOTOR BUSES - .The present loading standards
set forth in the foregoing table were also determined as the result
of experience over a period of years. Observations were made of
the manner in which patrons distributed themselves throughout the
available standing space in the vehicle under different conditions
of loading. Various loading standards were experimented with, and

the resulting operating performance under actual operating conditions
was observed.

The loading standards used in this case may appeal to the reader of

this report as being rather low, but it must be remembered that these are
the average loading standards over a fifteen minute peak period, and that
the loads on individual vehicles may vary widely, some of them reaching
well above I50 percent of the normal seating capacity. The sample company
has a problem of segregating the races in vehicles under state lav/, which
gives rise to the presence of vacant seats in the rear of a vehicle at
times when other portions of the vehicle are filled with seated and. standing
passengers.

The company maintains drawings of the floor layouts of its various sizes
and types of vehicles, upon which are designated the nimiber of passengers in

each section of the vehicle which have been found from experience to give
the best conrpromise between a comfortable service to the public and an econ-
omical service to the company.
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There are many other ^rc^js of determining the peak loading standards of ve-

hicles, and the reader is referred to Parts II and III of this study for such al-

ternative methods.

Tho peak leading standards shown in the preceding table apply only on lines

which have heavy passenger travel and which operate on close headways. On lines
where trave]. is light and headways far apart, it is apparent that if headways
were furnished in accordance with the amount of "business offered the interval
between vehicles might he as long as 15 or 20 minutes. To meet this situation
a "sliding scale" has "been worked out whereby, as headways got longer, tho loading
standard "becomes lower. The following ta"ble for street cars demonstrates this
sliding scale

:

LIMITING HEADWAY LOAJDING STAKDAEDS FOB PEAK PERIODS
(^0-800-900-1000 Type Steel Street Cars)

Scheduled Headwa;v' Average Passengers
in Minutes per Car

1 85
li 85
2 85
^2 85

3 85

3i 80
k 80

hi 75
5 70

5i 65
6 65

6i 60

7 55

li . 55

There are occasional spocia]. emergency cases where loading standards are

disregarded and service is furnished according to the type of load.

D. Headv;ay Order Sheet

A sample Headway Order sheet for the line under study is sho\m in Figure
25A L B.

The information sot forth on this control form are as follows:

1. Terminal leaving times of first and last vehicles.

2. Headway, or interval in minutes "between vehicles, during
different periods of the day.

3. Ilurrfoer of vchj.cles used dijiring the different periods of the da.y.

h, ConfIrmtlon of the tota,l round trip time.

The sheet is headed with the num"ber of the headway order, tho num"bor of the
new schedule to be prepared, the name of the line, the type- of schedule (weekday.
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FORM 742-0033

SCHEDULED HEADWAY ORDER (D

SCH. No .

SCHEDULE DEPARTMENT
ORDER No.

-SCHEDULE

Number
Of Units

Running
Time

Headways in Minutes Terminal Remarks

1 1
a.-nv.

2
i

II

8 /,*- „ T-i n

4 ,. -n «

5 to It n Si £-6 <• !

e 9 •1 Ti ^.oi4. 1' II

7 7 „ i:iS •I 1 11

8 6 II r<? 4.- Jo „ 11

9 S „ -To

10 II To M .1

11 •1 <. •1 11 i(

12 „ TS 11

15 „ fa ('
i< 11

14 3 „ -a .. 11 t\

15 ,.
• 1 M

16
,?

,, r»
I

., 11 11

17 „ -n g:oS '1
1 > M

18 3 l( <<. 3:eS „ l» 11

19 ,,
a /a ., S:/3 H II It

20 3 '1 -Ta s.^s It 11 II

21 r( " II

22 iJt II "To II v/

23 -rS

24 s- -ra l/

25 To

26 n <o >l

27 s- To l\

28 -r- J.'J A M %/

29 f -To l/

50 •/ M
51 3 -To

52 -To

55 To

54 ro 11

55 f.

56 -To

57 a, n

58 11

i

cheTcked by ISSUED TO-

DATE-

DATE

ISSUED^

RETURNED-

FIGURE 25A.
HEADWAY ORDER SHEET

-

SAMPLE COMPANY UNDER STUDY.
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FORM 742-0633

SCHEDULED HEADWAY ORDER (D

SCH. No .

SCHEDULE DEPARTMENT
ORDER No .

-SCHEDULE

Number
Of Units

Running
Time

Headways in Minutes Terminal Remarks

59
40 f.

/
tf C

41 •» -ri S:»a%. •t If

42 s:<>*% • f f 1

45 a -A S:ci »l fl

44 A To II If

45 «A ri . M

46 a «1 r. ,. It II

47 r. ,, 11 II

46 a, ^iJJ_ .. .

49 If II .1

50 A •» •1 M

51 SitU M n II

52 a 11 fi „ <i II

55 „ |i II

54 h S:s%Jk- It M X

55 fo C.'oo „ <'

56 ?> fo *:ot „ »» 1*

57 T-o .1

58 -n l> 11

59 <» tl tl

60 'A -To ,>

61 -ri 't

62 1^ -fS .1 11

65 -ri H

64 < •T- 1

65 f II

66 7:4 Ti li y

67 » <o I' 11

68 -rS itlSo 1 1 11

69 le ro /x:oa /XT V

70 1^ <o

71
72 • I

75 1) IN

CHECKED BY-

DATE

DATE

ISSUED TO-

ISSUED S- Ao^ t4-C

RETURNED-

FIGURE 25B.
HEADWAY ORDER SHEET

-

SAMPLE COMPANY UNDER STUDY.
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Sati^rday, Sunday, holiday), the date, and the names of the person preparing
the headway order and the person who checked his work. Columns are provided
for the number of units, the running time, the headways in minutes, the

names of the line terminals, and "remarks".

Before discussing the method of preparing the headway specification,
some attention will bo given to methods for calculating "headway" and "changes
in headway".

E. Procedm^e for Calculating Headway and Changes in Headway

In preparing the Headway Order, the numbers of vehicles required at

different times of the day arc determined through an examination of the loads
to be handled during those daily periods and the loading standards of the
vehicle to be used for those corresponding periods. In each instance the
passenger load to be handled in a given time interval is determined from the
summary sheet and divided by the loading standard of the vehicle for that time
period to determine how many vehicles must pass the maximum load point during
that interval in order to handle the passenger load. The corresponding
headways arc determined by dividing the round-trip running time by the

number of vehicles to be used.

When the round-trip running time is exactly divisible by the number of
vehicles to be used, and no whole or half lainutes are left over, the cal-
culation of headway is a simple mathematical task. The following examples
serve to illustrate the calculation:

No. of Vehicles Running Time Proposed Headway
to be Used in Minutes in Minutes

k ho 10
12 Qk 7
6 36 6

^ h3 9
6 30 5

V/hen the round-trip running time is not exactly divisible by the number
of vehicles to be used, then it is necessary to determine the number of
vehicles to be operated on a whole minute headway, and the number of vehicles
to be operated on a half -minute headway. The problems shown below illustrate
how this should be done:

Number Running Time Allocated Vehicles and Headways
of Cars (In Minutes) Cars Headway Cars Headway

B 35
~ 1 W~

1. The number 35 is not evenly divisible by 8.

2. Tliree minutes are left over.

3. Reducing the throe minutes to half-minutes will give six
one -half minutes intervals.

k. Therefore, increasing the headway on six vehicles by one-
half minute to use up the "left-over" time, will give six
vehicles on a four one -half minute headway.
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5. The two remaining cars will operate on the four-minute headway.

6. The result will be six cars on minutes, equalling (6 x k^)

27 minutes, and two cars on h minutes, equalling (U x 2) 8

minutes, a total of 8 cars and 35 minutes.

Number Running Time Allocated Vehicles and Headways
of Cars (In Minutes) Cars Headway Cars Headway

1. The number Is not evenly divisible by 7.

2. Five minutes are left over.

3. Reducing the five minutes to half-minutes will give ten
one-half minute intervals.

k. Therefore, increasing the headway on all vehicles by
one -half minute will use up seven of these half -minute
intervals, leaving tiirec one-half minute intervals as
yet imusod.

5. Increasing the headway on three cars (on the 7'| minute
headway) by one -half minute, will give three cars on an
8 minute headway interval; this uses up all the "left-
over" time from the initial division.

6. The four remaining cars will operate on the J-^ minute
he?.dway.

7.. The result will be three cars on 8 mi.nutes, equalling

(3 X 8) 2k minutes, and four cars on 7'| minutes, equalling
{h X 72) 30 minutes, a total of 7 cars and 5^ Diinutes.

As an example of how headways are changed to bring the average passenger
load per car back to normal, assume that tlspeak loading standard on a certain
type of street car is 78 passengers, and that the passenger load summary sheet

shows that an average of 90 passengers per car is being! handled with cars
scheduled to operate on a k-^ minute headway. It is evident from these assump-
tions that the cars are being overloaded, and, in order to correct the condition,
additional cars should be operated on a more frequent headway.

The calculations required in determining the new headway arc

:

Number of one -half rainutes in minutes I 9.

Number of passengers handled per one -half minute
equals 90 divided by 9 : 10.

Number of one-half minutes required in proposed
headway equals 78 divided by 10 = 7.8 =8.

or, 6 X = k minutes.

F. Preparing the Headway Specification

The following data have been summarized in greatly condensed form from the

superseded rujining time sheet (not included in this volume):
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FOEMER RUNNING TIME, MPTUTES

"D0 TP IT

Basic P MX , i'l

,

T '5 + <^

A M i-JCXX X^X^liO X ucXxv Ni ffhtill i 0 "Ovi

'

WW J,

Intound Time 16 18 17 17 16 13

Outbound Time 16 16 17 18 16 15
Headway Adjustment k h k h 32
Total Outbound 20 20 21 22 20 57

Total Round Trip 3^ 3H 3H 39 35

The corresponding data, as extracted from the nev running time sheet
(Figure 22), are as follows:

NEW RUNNING TIKE, MII^rUTES

B. c. D. E. : F.

Early A.M. Basic P.M. Late
A.M. Peak Early Night Peak Night "Owl

Inbound Time 16 18 17 17 15* 13

Outbound Time 15* 16 16* 17* 16 15
Headway Adjustment 1+ k h k k 32
Total Outbound 19* 20 20* 21* 20 57
Total Round Trip 35* 3H 37* 3H* 35*

Thus, in preparing the Headway Ordt.-r, the schedule maker must take into
account the lowered running time for the new schedule which is indicated
for five of the seven daily periods.

The passenger load data upon which the new schedule is to be predicated
is shov/n in Figures 26, 27 ^'^nd 28. Each of these figures is a composite
illustration which includes portions of several sheets of the passenger load
summary.

.
For example, the inbound portions of sheets #1, 2 and 3 s^e shown

in Figure 26; the outbound portions of sheets //U, 5 and 6 are shevvn in

Figure 27; and the outbound portions of sheets #7 and 8 (including a

trip sheet analysis of the loads on the "owl" run) arc shown in Figure 28.

The following problems present themselves upon study of these passenger
load summaries:

1. (Figure 26 ) Loads arc satisfactory from the beginning of the

schedule tlirough the 7:15 - 7^30 A.M. 15-minute time band.
In the 7:30 - 7:^5 time band, however, the individual buses
carry persistent overloads - on successive days the average
loads under the old schedule run 65, 6I, 52, 6I for vehicles
which seat kO passengers and have a peak loading standard of

53^ and I7 of the 20 buses appearing in this band are circled
to denote overloads. Some relief is required in this period.

(* Denotes reduction in new ruixtiing time as compared with old running time.)
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PASSENGER LOAD SUMMARY SHEETS - INBOUND - PORTIONS OF 5H E E TS #1 , # 2, AND #3
SAMPLE COMPANY UNDER STUDY.
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SAMPLE COMPANY UNDER STUDY.
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2. (Figm-c 26) yhilc the 7 '.^5 - 6:00 period appears to "bo

adoquatc'ly served ac indicated by averages of 53 or less,

and loss than 50 pe^' cent of the buses carrying individual
overloads, the 8:00 - 8:15 period is shoving a tendency
(on the last day checked) to exceed the loading standard

(53)7 vith four of the five buses on that day being over-
loaded. Some adjustment is indicated for this period,

3. (Fi gui-'e 26) From 8:15 A.M. on there is no indication of

overloading.

h. (Figure 27) In the late basic "school e.nd shopper band"

(3:30 - k:00 P.M. ) the buses appeal- to be quite lightly
loaded (averagee of 3I, 3^> 29 and 32), indicating the

possibility, of reducing the service somewhat in this period.

5. (Figure 27) In the 5:15 - 5:30 band of the P.M. peak period
there is evidence of overloading ( Coverage loads of 57, 68,

63 and 58, with a mo.jority of the buses carrying individual
overloads, some as high as 71 - 76 passengers against a

loading standard of 53). This requires correction. The
reoainder of the P.M. peak period seems to be adequately
cared for.

In preparing the new headway order an effort will be inade to correct
the above conditions as indicated by the passenger load su2'.raai"ies, and to
adjust for the reduced rijuuiing time which appears possible of attainiuent,

R'Vference should now be mdc to the Scheduled Headway Order, Figure 25
(A £; B), the new Running Time Shet.-t, Figure 22, and the Passenger Load
Suimi^aries, Figuix-s 26, 27 and 28.

Early A .M. Period

In building the Headway Order the schedule m^akor studios each of these
exhibits 8nd proceeds to make his entries on the sheet. In tlie illustration
at hand he shows the first bus leaA'^ing the outer terminal (Duiiaine and
;Mexander) at h:hh A.M., as in the existing schedule. Since there is no
problem in the Early A.M. hours, he follows the present outer terminal
leaving times (slio^m under "Schedule Time" in Figure 26) until 7:l6 A.M.,
writing the "headway specification" on the form step by step as shovm in
the first twelve lines of Figiore 25A.

A.M. Peak Period

In the A.M. Pu-ak period of the existing schedule there are Ik buses on
a 38 minute round trip time. The resulting headx>^ay calculation would be:

I'himbur Punning Time Allocated Vehicles and Headv/ays

of Buses ( In Minutes) Buses Headway Buses Headway
Ik" '

30
~~5~~

2t "~o~" 3

38 divided by lU equals 2 with 10 minutes over.

10 minutes equal 20 "half -minutes"

.
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Increasing the headvra.y on all Ik- "buses "by one -half minute
uses up Ik of the 20 "half -minutes" and leaves 6 over.

Increasing the headvay on 6 of the buses by another "half-
minute" each uses up the remaining time. Therefore, 8

buses operate on a (2 plus -g-) 2^ minute headway, and 6

buses operate on a (2 plus -g- plus ^) 3 minute headway:

8x2^ = 20 minutes

_6 X 3 - 18 minutes
Ik- TOTAL 3B minutes

In the 7:30 - 7:^5 time band of the existing schedule the average load per
bus vas 6l passengers on the latest day checked. The average for the four days
^•ra.s Go passengers per bus. The buses in this period arc operating on a 2^ -

3 minute headvay - three buses on a 2-|- and two buses' on a 3. There are:

3x5 "half-minute s" , or 15 "half minutes"
plus 2x6 "half-minutes", or 12 ''half minutes",

a total of 5 27 "half -minutes"

per bus, or 27 divided by 5 = 5^^ "half minutes" per bus.

Number of passengers handled per half minute equals 60
divided by ^.k, or 11.

If the average load is to be reduced to a loading standard
of 53, the number of "one-half minutes" required in the
new headway equals

53 divided by 11, or ^+.82 - Say 5.

This means that the nev: head-v:ay during the 7:30 - 7:'^5 time band must be

5 X ^ -2^ minutes
instead of 2-g- - 3 a-s at present. In other words, an additional vehicle should

be scheduled past the inbound maximum load point during this period, as deter-

mined by the time at the outer terminal of the line.

With an additional (15th) vehicle in the A.M. Peak period of the proposed
new schedule, there are I5 buses on a 38 minute roimd trip time. The resu.lting

headway calculation would be:

Number Running Time Allocated Vehicles and Headway
of Buses (In Mnutes) Buses Headway Buses Headway

15 3^ 1^ 2^ '1 3

38 divided by I5 equals 2 with 8 minutes over. .

8 minutes equal I6 "half -minutes"

.

Increasing the headway on all 15 buses by one-half minute uses up

15 of the 16 "half-minutes" and leaves 1 ever.

Increasing the headway on 1 of the buses by another "half-minute"

uses up this remaining half -minute. Therefore, Ik bimes
operate on a (2 plus J) 2-| minute head^ray, and 1 bus operates
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on a (2 plus |- plus §) 3 minute headvay:

1^4- X 2^ - 35 minute

p

_j. X 3 I 3 minutes

15 TOTAL 3H minutes

The schedule maker must now continue with the preparation of the Headway
Order, using I5 buses in the morning peak and placing them so that the 7:30 -

7; ^5 A.M. period operates on a 2-^ minute headway.

Resuming at 7:l6 A.M., a 3-minute headway interval is added, bringing
the time to 7:19 A.M. at the outer terminal, as noted on line 12 of the
Headway Order. Then 12 2-|-minute headway intervals are prescribed between
7:19 and l:h^ A.M., which amply covers the "trouble" period of 7:30 - 7:^5.
This is followed by a 3-minute interval to 7:52, two 2|--minute intervals
to 7-:57; and so on until 8:13 A.M. is reached. The 12. 2^-minute intervals,
the one 3-minute interval, and the two 2-|-minute intervals between 7:19
and 7:57 are the "Ik x 2^ and 1x3 combination" which fits the I5 vehicles
into a 38-minute round trip time. The use of k 2-|-- minute intervals and
2 3-minute intervals following 7:57 A.M. places 6 buses instead of 5 in the
8:00 - 8:15 time band, thereby helping to lower the average load in this
period and to bettor distribute the load for the 30-minuto period 7:^5 -

8:15 A.M.

At 8: 16 and following the existing schedule is adhered to until 9:^3 A.M.

Intervals of 3, 3^, k, iig and 5-minutes are proscribed, as indicated on
lines 20-24 of the Headway Order (Figure 25A) and in the second portion
(sheet ff2) of Figure 26, reading from 8:l6 down to the 9:^3 entry at the

bottom of the sheet.

Basic Period

From 9:^+3 A.M. until 2:31P.M. the inbound loads are controlling on the
line under study. After 2:31 P.M. the inner terminal times are used in com-
pleting the Headway Order.

The old basic running time was 38 minutes. The proposed new running time

for that period is 37 minutes. Therefore, on the existing schedule (see

Figure 26) the basic headways are:

k buses @ 6^ : 26 minutes
2-buses (§6 z 12 minutes
Z TOTAL 3B minutes.

On the proposed new schedule the 6-6^ minute headway prescribed on the
Headway Order between 9:3^^ A.M. and 2:31 P.M. (line 25, Figure 25A) consists
of:

2 buses @ 6|- z 13 minutes
h buses @ 6 s 2h minutes
Z TOTAL 37 minutes

This letter combination would be used in building the new terminal sheet.

Reference to lines 25 and 26 of Figure 25A and the 2:32 - 3-2h P.M.

schedule times in the left-hand group of figures on Figure 27 shows that the

schedule maker prescribed the same nmber and sequence of 5^ and 5 minute
headway intervals for the new schedule as on the old one. The entries differ
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only "by a "clock time" of one minute, eDding at 3:23 on the Headvay Order and

3:2^+- on the load summary sheet. Following 3:23 P.M. there is a proposed change

in the new schedule in the interest of better load factor and schedule economy.

In the 39-2iinute period from 3^19 "to 3:58 P.M. on the existing schedule (see

Figure 27) there are eleven (11) vehicles on headways as follows:

5 minutes
8 minutes

Ih minutes
12 minutes
39 minutes

1 @ 5 minutes
2 @ k minutes
k @ 3^ minutes

_J+ @ 3 minutes
11 TOTAL

The 3130 - k:00 P.M. time hand shows an average load of 31 passengers per
vehicle for the four days checked, and 32 per vehicle on the last day checked.
The average headway interval during this period on the old schedule is 30
minutes divided "by 9 vehicles, or 3.33 minutes. This is the equivalent of 3.33
X 2 or 6.66 (say 7) one-half minute intervals. The average passenger load per
"half-minute" is, therefore,

32 divided by 7, or 4.58.

To achieve a load in this period nearer the seated load of kO passengers, the
headway interval should be

i+0 divided by U.58, or 8.75, say 9,
,

"half -minute" intervals. This is equivalent to a 9 x or minute average
headvray instead of the present 3-3"2 minute headway for the half -hour period.
Actually the schedule maker compromised on a 3'g' - ^ minute headway during this
period. (See lines 29 and 30, Figure 25A). This reduced the number of trips
in the half -hour from 9 to 8, thereby saving a round trip and increasing the
average load per bus to:

32 X 9 = 36 passengers per bus.

In the i^-O-minute period from 3:l8 to 3:58 P.M. on the proposed schedule
(se-e Figure 25A) there are ten (10) vehicles on headways as follows:

5 minutes
9 minutes

12 minutes
1^ minutes
Co minutes

This reflects the saving of one bus trip.

From 3:58 P.M. until 5:08 P.M. there are no special situations requiring cor-
rection (see Figiure 27), and the schedule maker has simply specified these same
headway intervals on the new Headway Order (lines 31-38, Figure 25A; lines

39-^3, Figure 25B).

P.M. Peak Period

1 @ 5 minutes
2 @ minutes
3 @ 4 minutes

_k ® 3^ minutes
10 TOTAL

In the P.M. Peak period of the existing schedule there are 17 buses on a 39
minute round trip time. The resulting headway calculation would be:
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Number Running Time Allooated Vehicles and Headvays
of Buses (In Minute's) Buses Headway Buses Headway

17 39 10- "~2| 7 2

39 divided "by 17 equals 2 with 5 minutes over.

5 minutes equal '10 "half-minutes".

Increasing the headway on 10 of the buses by one -half minute
uses up these 10 "half -minutes" . Therefore, 10 buses
operate on a (2 plus -g-) 22 minute headway and 7 buses
operate on a 2 minute headway

:

10 X 2^ Z 25 minutes

_7 X 2 - iii minutes
17 TOTAL 39 minutes

In the 5^15 - 5^30 P.M. time band of the existing schedule the average
e load per bus was 58 paeeengere on the latest day choc tecL The average for the four

days was 62 passengers per bus. The buses in this period are operating on a

2^ minute headway . There are

:

6x5 "half -minutes" , or 30 "half -minutes" ; this is, of course,

5 "half -minutes" per bus.

Number of passengers handled per half minute equals 62 divided
by 5, or 12.

If the average load is to be reduced to a loading standard of

53} the number of "one-half minutes" required in the new head-
way equals

53 divided by 12, or h.kl - Say k.

This means that the new headway during the 5:15 - 5*30 time band must be

4 - z 2 minutes

instead of 2^ as at present. In other words, an additional vehicle should be
scheduled past the outbound maximum load point during this period, as deter-
mined by the tine at the inner terminal of the line.

V/ith an additional (l8th) vehicle in the P.M. Peak period of the proposed
now schedule, there are I8 buses on a 38 minute round trip time. The result--

Ing headway calculation Would be:

Number Running Time Allocated Vehicles and Headway
of Buses (In Minutes) Buses Headway Buses Headway

18 38 Ur~ 2 k ~2^

38 divided by lb uviuals 2 with 2 minutes over.

2 minutes equal h "half -minutes"

.

Increasing the headway on h buses by oneAhalf minutes uses
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up the k extra half ninutes. Therefore, Ik buses operate
on a 2 minute headway, and k buses operate on a (2 plus |-)

2^ minute headway:

1^ X 2 = 28 minutes
h X 2^ a 10 minutes
1^ TOTAL 3H minutes

The schedule maker must now continue with the preparation of the Headway Order,
using 18 buses in the evening peak and placing them so that the 5:15 - 5:30 P.M.
period operates on a 2 minute headway.

Eesuming at 5:08 P.M., a series of 2 minute headway intervals is added un-
til 5^30 P.M., followed by alternate series of 2- and 25--minute headways until 6:l8
P.M. (lines kh and ^5-57, Figtu'e 25b). This amply covers the "trouble" period of

5:15 - 5:30. The four 22-minute intervals and the Ih 2-minute intervals between
5:01 and 5:39 P.M. are the "Ik x 2 and k x 2^ combination" which fits the I8
vehicles into a '^d-mlnate round trip time.

Early Night Period

In the "Early Night" period (6:30 - 8:29 P.M.) the old running time is 38
minutes, and the new running time is 37 minutes. The existing schedule calls for
seven buses during this period, and there- appears to be no reason for a change.
Therefore, on the existing schedule (see Figure 28) the basic heedways are:

6 buses © 5"| ^ 33 minutes
1 bus @ 5 - _5 minutes

7 TOTAL 38 minutes

On the proposed new schedule the arrangement would be:

37 divided by 7 I 5 &^cL 2 minutes over, resulting in

3 buses ©5 - 15 minutes
k buses © 5'| - 22 minutes

7 TOTAL 37 minutes

This latter combination would be used in building the new terminal sheet (see line

62, Figure 25B) : The period between 6:l8 and 6:47 P.M. is gradually brought down
to a 5-5i' siinute headway in successive steps of 3, 3^', k and 5-minute headways, as

governed by the existing schedule (see Figure 27 snd Figure 25B, lines 58-6I)

.

Note on Figuire 27 that the intervals on the old schedule between 6:19 and 6:48 are
the same as those called for on the Headway Order, except that the actual clock
time is displaced by one (l) minute.

Late Night and "Owl" Periods

This procedure is continued for the late night period and the "owl" period,

as indicated on Figure 25B, lines 63-73. Note that an analysis of operator's trip

sheets, rather than actual passenger load observations, is used to provide "load
data" for the late night and "owl" periods.
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General

It is helpful to the schedule maker in preparing the Headway Order
to note the proposed new terminal times in pencil alongside of the existing
schedule in the blank epaces provided for that pin'poBe on the load sunimary

sheets (see Figure 26, 2?, 28),

The Headway Order herein shown (Figure 25 A and B) lias been devel-
oped in full in order to present the complete story to the student of this
report. In actual practice, the schedule makers on the sample property would
fill in ''came as existing schedule" to the trouble spot and then list the
new headways, instead of listing out the full details on the Headway Order
for those portions of the new schedule which are to be Identical with the
existing schedule.

The sample company does not operate "long-and short-line", or

"Turn-back" service on this lino. For information concerning the special
requirements in schedule procedure for ' tui'n-back" service, as well as a
discussion of the proper design of the headway intervals preceding "long-

and short-line" vehicles, see PaTts II & III of this project. Alternative
methods and procedures for determining and specifying headway intervals may
also bo found in these portions of the report.

G'. Effect of "limiting Headways "

Some mention has been made under Section C (Loading Standards) of this

chapter of "limiting headway loading standards" for use where schedules based
upon the actual ajuount of passenger business available might produce headway
intervals of as long as 15 or 20 minutes.

A study of passenger loads during the Early A.M. , the basic, and the

night periods of the day (Flgui'e 26, 27, and 28) for the line under study will
illustrate the use of 'limiting" or "policy" headways.

For excjiiple. Early A.M. :

Average Load Seating
Period Headway per Bus (5-3) * Capacity

5:30 - 6:00 12 - 10 22 1+0

6:00 - 6:15 8 - 7 26 1+0

6:15 -6:30 7 - 6 36 1+0

6 : 30 - 6:h^ 6 - 5 28 1+0

Basic

Period He;

11 :30 - 12 :00 6

12 :0C - 12 :30 6

12 :30 1 :00 6

1 :30 - 2 :00 o
2 :0u ~ 2 :30 6

Average Load Seating
per Bus (5-11+ ) Capac ity

- 6-| 32) 1+0

- 6J 29) Inbound 1+0

- 6-1 31) 1+0

(5 - 8)

- 6|- 32) 1+0

- 6^ 39) Outbound l+o

(* Date of Check)
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Night

Period

6:15 - 6:30
6:30 - 7:00

8:00 - 8:30
8:30 - 9:00
9:00 - 9:30
9:30 -10:00

Headva;;:

3 - 34
5

7 - 7i

Average Load
per Bus j^-lk)^

33
26

21
22

27
28

Seating
Capacity

1+0

i+0

ko
ho
ko
ko

(*Date of Check)

If the above periods were scheduled on the "basis of loads and loading standards
alone, striving for an average load per "bus equal to the seating capacity of kO
passengers, vehicle miles and vehicle hovers would be saved for the company - hut
numbers of vehicles would be reduced and headway (waiting) intervals increased
for the riding public.

Considerable difference of opinion exists throughout the industry as to
the relationship which exists between "service" (as measured by headway) and
"riding" (as measured by revenue passengers). In but few instances has scientific
study been used to determine what the headway interval is beyond which prospective
patrons will refuse to wait for a transit vehicle and seek other means of trans-
portation. It is hoped that industry-sponsored research in this field will yield
worth-while information on this subject. In the meantime, companies resort to

"limiting" or "policy" headways at off-peak periods of the day to hold or attract
riders, depending upon the trend of riding. In the cases cited above for the
sample company, vehicles are loaded to -g- or 3/k of their seating capacities during
off-peak hours in order to hold hoadv/ays at an attractive level. This company
seldom operates a headway of greater than 10 minutes on any line, except for the

very late night and "ov;l" periods. The maximum interval prescribed as a policy
headv/ay at various stages of the economic cycle depends largely upon the financial
ability of the company'- to render the service.

Chapter V - "TERMINAL SHEET" will be devoted to a description of the use

of the Headway Order (Figure 25) and the Running Time Sheet (Figure 22) in pre-
paring a Terminal Sheet, or schedule "tlEie table".
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CHAPTER V

THE TERMINAL SHEET

Thi3 chapter will be devoted to a discussion of the "terminal sheet",

or schedule "time-table". The terminal sheet consists essentially of the

leaving times of all vehicles from the outer and inner terminals of the route,

arranged in orderly fashion.

A. Importance^ Value and Uses of the Terminal Sheet

The terminal sheet is the basic time-table which governs the operation
of the service on the sti'oets. This shcet^ together with the running time
between time points, schedules veliiclee to leave the line terminals in aniple

time to pass the maximum load points in each direction Just when they are
needed to handle the passenger load - not sooner, not later.

The terminal sheet defines and times the amount of work to be per-
formed by each "train", providing a definite basis for dividing the work to

be performed by the vehicles into segments of vrork - called "runs" - to be
performed by the operators on a given transit route.

The terminal sheet informs the operator of the veMcle when to depart
from each terminal on the succossi've trips which constitute his run. In com-
bination with the running time sheet, it tolls him when he is scheduled to

arrive at each time point along the inboimd and outbound routes of the line.

It is his guide to the day's work, insofar as his scheduled duty to the public
is concerned.

The- terminal sheet serves as the primary guide to the transportation
department's sti'cot supervisor in his task of seeing tliat service is operated
in accordance v/ith the schedule. In combination with the running time sheet,
it tells him when each vehicle is scheduled to arrive at each time point. This
enables him to ascertain whether operations are taking place too far ahead of

or behind schedule, and furnishes a basis for corrective disciplinary action
or recommendations to the schedule department for an investigation of needed
schedule changes. The terminal sheet also provides the supervisor with a

basis for switching vehicles short of their terminals, or "spacing" their
departures from line terminals, in the event of dislocation in service ,or

emergencies.

Finally, the terminal sheet, in combination with the running time sheet,

provides a basis for fvirniohing schedule information to the riding public.
This is especially important in the case of routes having very long headways,
and for the convenience of strangers or residents who may be relatively un-
informed concerning the transit system. Such information may bo distributed
through several media, ao will be pointed out in Chapter VII.

B. Sources of Inforraation

The soiorces of informtion required for the construction of the
terminal sheet are:

1. The running time sheet, described in Chapter III.

2. The Headway Order, described in Chapter IV.

Section D of this chapter will be devoted to a full exposition of the method
used in building up the terminal sheet from these basic data.
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COMPLETED AND TYPED TERMINAL SHEET-
SAMPLE COMPANY UNDER STUDY.
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C. Form of the Terminal Sheet

A completed Terminal sheet in its final typed form is shown in

Figure 29. It provides the following information:

1. Name of line.

2. Kind of schedule (weekday^ Satiarday, Sunday).

3. Schedule number.
h. Effective date,

5. Nuiaber of superseded scliedule.

6. Name of car house or "bus station.

7. Names of outer and inner line terminals.

8. Numbers of "Trains", or pieces of work based on equipment
to be utilized,

9. Times that vehicles leave the station.

10. Departing times of successive vehicles from outer terminal,

11. Departing times of successive vehicles from inner terminal.

12. Times that vehicles return to the station.

13. Total time that each vehicle is "on the road".
1^1-. Total time that all vehicles are "on the road".

An intermediate working form, called the "terminal layout sheet", is used by
the schedule makei- in his rough work of computation. This sheet is typed in

rearranged form to yield the final Terminal Sheet.

I). Procedure for Setting up the Terminal Layout Sheet

The following outline sets forth the procedure for heading up the
Terminal Layout Sheet and the details of the mathematical method of setting
up a "time table" for the control of vehicle movements on the line under
study. Reference should be made to Figures 30 tlirough 36 for illustrations
of these successive steps.

Figure 30:

Step #1. Place the narae of the line (City Park Bus Line) on the
first hea\^ horizontal line in the center of the sheet.

Step #2. Place the name of the kind of schedule (Tuesday through
Friday) throe lines below the line name in the center of

the sheet.

Step {'3- Place the heading "Train No." in the first column to the
extreme left of the sheet, between the heavy vertical
ruled lines^ and about three lines below that which shows
the kind of schedule,

Otop #4. The heading "Tim.e Out" is placed in the next colijmn (also
between vortical rulings).

Step #5. Three new colLums are drawn in with vertical rulings at
a distance of approximately 35 vertical spaces from the
"Time Out" column. The new column to the left is two
spaces wide, and is headed "lime In"; the middle column
is two spaces wide and is headed "Total Time"; and the
third column is one space wide and is headed "Train No,"
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Step #6. The terminal headings arc next vrrittcn in, and are
placed a little above the other headings Just de-
scribed. The outer terminal (Dumaine and Alexander)
is written in on the left-hand side of the sheet, and
the iimer terminal (Dauphino and Canal) is placed on
the right-hand side.

Step ^f^. Temporary train numbers are next -written in the two
"Ti^ain No." columns starting above the second heavy-

horizontal line and writing on every second horizontal
line thereaftei-. About hO numbers will be vnritten for
this particular line.

Fig^ore 3.1_'.

Step ^^8. The head\.'ay order, Figin'c 25, shows the time at which the

first bus should leave the outer terniLnal. This time
{h:kh A.M.) is entered opposite Train No. 1 in the second
vortical column to the right of the "Time Out" column.

Step 7/9. Calculate, with the aid of the Riuining Time Sheet
(Figui-e 22), the time when Train No. 1 will leave the
inner terminal, and enter this time on the "Dauphinc
and Canal" hali" of the shoot in the second column to
the right of the "Train No." column. This calculation
is made as follo\7G:

Column A (Early A.M. ) of the Running Time Sheet
(Figure 22) shows running time of l6 minutes to

the inner terminal of the line. This l6 minutes
added to h:kh gives h:60 or '^:00 A.M. as the time
leaving Dauphinc and Canal Streets, since the line
takes its "layover" at' the outer terminus of the
line

.

Step 7flO. Calculate \.^hen Train No. 1 will be ready to leave the
outer terminal of the line again on its second trip, and
m-'itc this time very light].y to the right of the Dumaine
and Alexander portion of the sheet opposite Train No. 1.

This calculation is made as follows:

Column A (Ea.rly A.M.) of the Running Time Sheet shows
a running time of 15 minutus to the outer terminal
and a headway adjustment time of h minutes, a total
of 19 minutes before the bus is ready to begin its
second inbound trip. This 19 minutes added to the
inner terminal leaving time of 5:00 gives 5^19 A.M.
as the time to be temporarily written in.

Step f/'ll. Consult the Headway Order and "pull out" the next bus re-
quired to give the indicated headway. A twenty mJ.nute

headway is specified following Train No. 1. 20 minutes plus
h:kh gives k:6h or 5:0U A.M. This outer terminal leaving
time is written opposite Train No. 35 (ai'bitrsxily, but
ga"aged by experience) in order to leave sufficient space
in betv;eon this entry and Train No. 1 for the other "pull
out" buses.
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FIGURE 31.

STEPS U 8-15, PREPARATION OF TERMINAL LAYOUT SHEET-
SAMPLE COMPANY UKJDER STUDY.
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step #12.

Stop #13.

Stop i-lk.

Step #15.

Figure 32:

Step #16.

Step #17.

Calculate the time when Train No. 35 will leave the inner
terminal, and enter this time on the "Dauphine and Canal"
haJi* of the sheet in the second column to the right of the
"Train No." column opposite Train No. 35. This calculation
is identical with that described in Step //9, and results in
a figure of 0:l6 plus 5:0U, or 5:20 A.M.

Calculate when Train No. 35 will be ready to leave the outer
terminal of the line on its second trip, and write this time
in very lightly to the right of the "Dumaine and Alexander"
portion of the sheet opposite Train No. 35- This calculation
is identical with that described in Step #10, and results in

a figiu:'e of 0:19 plus 5^20, or 5*39; to be placed temporarily
on the sheet.

The Headway Order calls fa* a 15-minuto headway from 5^0^ "to

^:3^' This moans that a bus must leave the outer terminal
at 0:15 plus 5^0^; or 5*19 A.M., and another one at 0:15 plus
5:19, or 5:3^ A.M. Reference to the "margin time" (Step #10)
for Train No. 1 shows it to bo ready to leave the outer ter-
minal at 5^19 A.M^ so that Train No. 1 can handle the 5*19
A.M. trip. Reference to the "margin time" (Step #13) for
Ti'ain No. 35 shows that it will not be ready to leave the

outer terminal until 5^39 A.M., so that it will not be avail-
able for the 5:3^ A.M. trip. It is necessary, therefore, to

pull out a new bus to handle the trip leaving the outer ter-
minal at 5*3^ A.M. The 5*19 time is \^rritten in next to the

k:kk time opposite Train No. 1 and erased from its temporary
location. The 5:3'+ tir.ic' is written in this same column, but
opposite Train No. I5 - approximately half-way between Trains
Nos. 1 and 35.

The Headway Order calls for a 12-minute headway following
the trip which leaves the outer terminal at 5:3^+ (Train #15).
5:3^ plus 0:12 gives a calculated leaving time of '^:k6 A.M.

A study of the "margin time" for Train No. 35 (Step #13)
shows that it will be ready to leave the outer terminal at

5:39, so that by giving it an additional "layover" of 7
minutes at the outer terminal it can be scheduled to leave
at 5:^+6 A.M. The time ^:k6 is entered opposite Train No. 35
as the outer terminal time for its second inbound trip, and
erased from its temporary location.

Calculate the inner terminal time for Train No. 1 on its
second trip - I6 minutes running time plus 5:19 equals

5:35 A.M. Enter this time on the right-hand half of the
sheet opposite Train No. 1.

Calculate the outer terminal time for Train No. 1 on its
third trip - 19 minutes running time and headway adjust-
ment time plus 5:35 equals 5:5^+ A.M. Enter thds time tem-
porarily opposite Train No. 1.
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step #16. Calculate the inner terminal time for Train No. I5 on its
first trip - I6 minutes running time plus 5^3^ equals 5*50
A.M. Enter this time on the right-hand half of tte sheet
opposite Train No. 15

.

Step #19. Calculate the outer terminal time for Train No. I5 on its
second trip - 19 minutes rimning time and headway adjustment
time plus 5:50 A.M. equqls 5:69, or 6:09 A.M. Enter this
time temporarily'- opposite Train No. I5.

Step #20. Calculate the inner terminal time for Train No. 35 on its

second trip - I6 minutes running time plus '^:k6 equals 5^62
or 6:02 A.M. Enter this time on the right-hand half of the
sheet opi^osite Train No. 35.

Step #21. Calculate the outer terminal time for Train No. 35 on its
third trip - 19 minutes running time and headway adjustment
time plus 6:02 equals 6:21 A.M. Enter this time temporarily
opposite Train No. 35-

Step #22. The Headway Order calls for a 10 minute headwa.y following
the inboiond trip at 5:46 A.M. That is, 0:10 plus 5: if6 equals
5:56 A.M. The '^margin time" for Train No. 1 (5:5^^- A.M.)
shows it to be available for this trip. The actual terminal
time of 5*56 is entered opposite Train No, 1, and the calcu-
lated time of 5*5^ is erased from its temporary location.

Step #23. The Headway Order calls for an 8 minute headway following the

5:56 trip, or a leaving time of 0:08 plus 5*56 equalling 5*6^,
or 6:Gk A.M. - from the outer terminal. The "margin time" of
Train No. I5 (6:09) shows that it is not yet available to
make this trip, so tliat a new bus must be pulled out in time
to leave the outer terminal at 6:Gh. This time is entered
on the "Dumaine and Alexander" haLf of the sheet under the

5:56 A.M. time and opposite (temporary) Train No. 5.

Step #2U. The Headway Order calls for a 7 minute headway until 6:l8,
or one bus leaving the outer terminal at 6:0U plus 0:07,
or 6:11, and another leaving at 6:11, plus 0:07, or 6:l8.
The "margin time" of Train No. I5 (see Steps #l8 and #19)
shows it to be available at 6:09, so with 2 minutes ad-
ditional layover it can handle the 6:11 trip. This time is

entered on the terminal sheet opposite Train No. I5, and
the 6:09 time Is ©rased. Since Train No. 35 is not avail-
able until 6:21 (see Steps #20 and 21), it is necessary to
pull out another bus (temporary Train No. 29) to handle
the 6:18 A.M. trip.

Step #25. Reference to the Headway Order shows a headway' of 6 minutes
required between 6:l8 and 6:30 A.M., or buses leaving the
outer terminal at 6:2h and 6:30. Train No. 35 ("mai-gin

time" of 6:21) is available to handle the 6:2k trip. The
6:2h time is entered on the sheet opposite Train No. 35;
and the 6:21 time is erased from its temporary position.
The 6:30 A.M. trip will be discussed in connection with
Figure 33.
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FIGURE 3a.

STEPS #26- 32, PREPARATION OF TERMINAL LAYOUT SHEET -

SAMPLE COMPANY UNDER STUDY.
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Figure 33

^

Step #26. The inner terminal times for Trains Nos. 1, 5> 15> 29 and

35 are all calculated and entered in the appropriate
columns and rows under "Dauphinc and Canal". It is neces-

sary to change running time columns after the 5*56 A.M.

inbound trip, ae indicated by the slanted line (/) drawn
under 5:5^ opposite Train No. 1 on the "Dumaine and Alex-
ander" side of the sheet. Thus, for Train Ho. I5 leaving
the outer terminal at 6:11 A.M., inbound running time
coluon "B" is used (see Figure 22). 6:11 plus 0:l8, the

new rimning time, equals 6:29, the time entered on the

"inner terminal" half of the sheet opposite Train No. I5.

Step #27. The "margin times" for these same train numbers are all
calculated and entered on the shoot temporarily. It is

necessary to change running time columns after tlie 6:29
A.M. outbound trip, as indicated by the slanted line (/)
drawn under 6:29 opposite Train No. I5 on the "Dauphine
and Canal" side of the sheet. Thus, for Train No. 29
leaving the inner terminal st 6:36 A.M., outbound running
time column "3" is used (sec Figure 22). 6:36 plus 0:20,
the now running time and headway adjustment time, equals
6:56, the "margin tine" entered opposite Train No. 29 on
Figui'e 33* The "margin times" for these runs are as
follows:

Outbound
Outer Inbound Inner Running Calculated

Train Terminal Punning Terminal Time Plus "Margin
No. Time Time Time "Layover" Time"

1 5:56 16(A) 6:12 19(A) 6:31

5 G'.Ok 17(*) 6:21 19(A) G:kQ
15 6:11 18(B) 6:29 19(A) 6:U8
29 6:18 1B(B) 6:36 20(B) 6:56
35 e:2h 18(B) 6:U2 20(B) 7:02

"Transition" running time, betv/een "A" and "B";
uses "A" running time to Oi-lcans and Claiborno
and "B" running time to Dauphine and Canal.

Step #28. In Step #25 it wes indicated that the Heo.dway Order requir-
ed a trip leaving the outer terminal at 6:30 A.M. Refer-
ence to the "margin time" for Train No. 1 (6:31 A.M.)
shows it to be just a minute 1do late to handle the 6:30
trip without cutting the headway adjustment time too short.
Therefore, aj^iother bus is pulled out of the station to
handle the 6:30 trip. The new 6:30 time is entered oppo-
site (temporary) Train No. 39. The inner terminal time
(6:i+8) and the "margin time" (7:08) are then calculated.
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Step #29. The Head-v^y Order calls for a headway of five minutes he-
twcen 6:30 and 6:^5 , or departiires from the outer terminal
at 6;35, G'XO and 6:^5 A.M. Reference to the "margin times"
on Figure 33 shovs that Train No. 1 (6:31) can hejidle the

6:35 "trip, Train No. 5 can handle the 6:40 trip, while a

new "bus (temporary Train No. 11) must te pulled out to han-
dle the 6:^5 trip. These time entries are made on the ter-
minal sheet, and the corresponding "margin times", whore
applicable, are erased.

Step #30. The Headway Order calls for a \\ minute headway from 6:^+5

to 6:5U, or inhound trips at 6:495' and 6:54. Train No. I5

(margin time of 6:48) is available for the 6:49|- trip,
while an additional pull out bus (Train No. 26) is required
to meet the 6:54 departure.

Step #31- The 4 minute headway specified for the 6:58 A.M. inbouiid

trip can be met by Train No. 29, which has a "margin time"
of 6:56.

Step #32. Reference to the Headway Order shows a 3 minute inboimd
headway between 6:58 and 7:19, 03r departures from the
outer terminal at 7:01, 7:04, 7:07, 7:10, and etc. Trains
Nos. 35 aJii 39 are available for tlae 7:04 and 7:10 trips.

(TemporEa^y ) Trains Nos. 31 and 37 are pulled out to meet
the 7:01 and 7:07 demand. .

Figure 34:

Step #33. At this point the inner terminal tines for Trains Nos. 1,

5, 11, 15, 26, 29, 31, 35, 37, and 39 are all computed and
entered on the sheet. The corresponding "margin times"
for the succeeding inbound trips are also calculated. Care
must be taken to use the appropriate column on the Running
Time Sheet.

Step #34. Reference to the Headway Order (see also Step #32) shows
a 3 minute inbound headway between 7:10 and 7:19, or de-

pai^turcs from the outer terminal at 7:13, 7:l6 and 7:19.
Trains Nos. 1 and 5 arc available for the 7:13 and 7:19
trips, while an additional bus (Train No. 3) is pulled
out to take care of the 7:l6 departure.

Step #35. The Headway Order calls for a 2-| minute headway from 7:19
to 7:49. Eight of the departures from the outer terminal
can be handled by buses already on the line, while four
additional pull outs must be made (Train Nos. 9, 13, 27,
and 33). All I5 of the A.M. Peak buses are now pulled out
and operating on the line.
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FIGURE 34.

5TEP5 # 33 -3S, PREPARATION OF TERMINAL LAYOUT SHEET-
SAMPLE COMPANY UNDER STUDY.
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Figiire 3^'

Step #36. Fron time to tine, as the work progresses, a check should
"be made "by the schedule nnker in order to determine the

accuracy of his work. This check is illustrated in Figure

35," and. is mde as follows:

(a) For a given coluan of outer terminal times
(take the 7:13 A.M. column, for example)
calculate the corresponding inner terminal
times "by adding the inbound running time to
the outer terminal times. Enter these in
the appropriate column on the terminal lay-
out sheet. For example:

Calculated
Outer Inbound Inner

Train Terminal Ifunning Terminal
No. Time Time Time

1 7:13 18(B) 7:31
3 7:16 18 7:3^

5 7:19 18 7:37
9 7:2lJ 18 7:39i

11 7 '.2k. 18 7:^2

13 13
1^5 7:29 18

26 7:3li 18 7:U9j
27 7:3'^ 18 7:52
29 7:36i 18 7:5^
31 7:39 18 7:57

33 l:hli 18 7:59i
35 I'M 18 8:02

37 18 8:0^
39 7:^9 18 8:07

(B) In a similar manner, determine the inner termi-
nal leaving times for the succeeding buses by
successively adding headway time; for example:

Calculated
Inner

Train Terminal
No . Tine

1 (Start) 7:31

3

5

9
11

13

15
26
27
29

Inner
Specified Terminal
Headway Time

3 7:3^

3 7:37
2i 7:39^

2i 7:^2

2I l-.hki

2| 7:^7
2

2i 7:^9i

2| 7:52
2} 7:5^
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(B) (Continued)

Train
ITo.

31
33
'35

37
39

Inner
Terminal- Specified

Time Headway
(continued")

?1
!

Calculated
Inner

Terminal
Time

7:57

7:59i
8:02

8:07 2j 8:07 (Check)

(Hot Shovn)

;

Step #37.

(C) If all calculations have "been properly made, the
inner terminal tine for- the. last .car (Train No. 39
at 8:07 A.M.) will "bo the same by the two different
methods of computation..

The "margin time" for all buses at the outer terminal is

again calculated, using the proper column of running time,

and entered' temporarily to the right of the appropriate
train numbers.

The Headway Order is consulted again, and its instructions
carefully followed. The time entered in the "margin" will
3.ndicate how the buses on the line may be utilized for
maintaining the required headway.

Step #39. The three-part operation described recurrently above is

continued and repeated across the terminal layout sheet,

namely:

(a) Establishing the headway at the indicated
terminal from the Headvray Order (NOTE -

after 2:31 P.M. on the Headway Order Sheet,

the inner terminal - "Dauphine and Canal" -

is controlling).

(b) Computing the leaving time at the other termi-

nal by the "running time" method of calculation,

and checking it by the "headway method" of cal-

culation.

Step #38.

(c) Determining the "margin time" at the first

terminal by these two methods of computation.

Throughout the process the Sunning Time Sheet should be

consulted frequently for changes in running time at both

terminals. Changes in running time axe indicated on the

terminal layout sheet by underlining the terminal tine

of the vehicle v;hich uses the "old" or "previous" running
time.
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step i-hO. For the method cf removing service from the line after
the A.M. Peak, con si dor the sixth outer terminal time
coluiTin from the loft-hand side of the sheet (7:52 A.M.

column)

:

Outbound
Oil*!" f^Y* J.ILU\J UllU. J^IiilUx

Trr, i n '^pe.VTrn "1 -no "1
T ynp> "PI n Q

J. Xilio X_LU.O

It » X XulU X iJ-UO

1 S'^^o

3 7:54 18 8:12-i 20 8:32i
5 7:57 18 8:15 20 8:35
9 8:00 18 8:18 20 8:38

11 8:02-1 18 8:20i 20 Qikoi
13 8:05 13 8:23 20 Q:h3

15 8:08 18 8:26 20 Q:k6
26 8:10t 18 8:28|- 20 Q'Mi
27 8:13 18 8:31 20 8:51
29 8:16 18 8:3i+ 20 8:5i+

31 8:19 18 8:37 20 8:57

35 8:22 18 8:li0 20 9:00

37 8:25 18 8:43 20 9:03

39 8:28 18 8:1+6 20 9:06

Reference to the Headway Order shows that a 32 minute head-
way is required between 8:28 and Q:h2, and a h minute head-
way between 8:ij-2 and 9:06. The calculated "smrgin times"
set forth immediately above provide for 2^ and 3 minute
headways. The following disposition Is made of the above
Train Niuiibors in meeting the headway specification:

Calculated
Train "Margin
No. Time" Disposition

1 8:30 Makes inbound trip at 8:31^ A.M.

3 8:32i(a) Not needed.*
5 8:35 Makes inboimd trip at 8:35 A.M.

9 8:38 Makes inbound trip at 8:38i A.M.
11 8:1+0^ Makes Inbound trip at 8:1+2 A.M.

13 8:ii3(a) Not needed,*
15 8:i^6 Makes inbound trip 8:1|6 A.M.
26 8:U84 flakes inbound trip at 8:50 A.M.
27 8:5l(a) Not needed.*
29 8:54 Makes inbound trip at 8:51+ A.M.

31 6:57 Makes inbound trip at 8:58 A.M.

35 9:00 Miakes inbound trip at 9:02 A.M.

37 9:03(a) Not needed.*
39 9:06 Makes inbound trip at 9: 06 A.M.
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(l-lot Shov/n)

Step #1+1.

Step ik2.

Step As.

^Decision as to whether these vehicles sxe to be sent

to the garage or tied in with other trains is reserv-

ed until the process of "shifting" trains has been
completed. This will be discussed in detail in a sub-

sequent section.

(a) The time entered on the terminal layout shoot for
these vehicles in the 8:31"§- time column is the ar-

riving time at the terminal, as such vehicles would
not take a layover if sent to the bus garage.

This process is repeated until the number of scheduled buses
is redured to six (6) between 10:00 A.M. and 2:31 P.M. at

the inner terminal.

The number of buses is gradually built up again during the

afternoon in accordance with the Headway Order, and in line
with the procedure described in Steps #8 - 39 above.

/^ftcr the P.M. Peak period the service volume is progres-
sively deflated in accordance with the Headway Order, and
in line with the procedure illustrated in Step #U0 above,

until only the "owl" bus remains on a 6o minute headway
between 1:17 A.M. and 4:17 A.M. as measured at the inner
terminal.

E. Procedure for "Shifting" Trains Prior to Run Cutting

The partially completed terminal layout sheet is sho^m in
Figure 37.

At this stage in the schedule making procedure followed by the
sample company, it is customary to review the terminal layout sheet with a
view to "shifting" and ro-combining trains in such a manner as to clear up
all the obvious obstacles to a satisfactory run cut. Experience indicates
that a terminal layout sheet usually has to be re -arranged after the run
cutting process begins in order to secui'c the best result. As much as
possible of thin "shifting" of trains is, liowever, performed before begin-
ning the run cut.

While the essential details of this company's labor agreement
with its platform employees will be set forth completely in the next chapter,
a few major points will be enumerated below:

1. All regular runs shall be as near eight hours as practicable.

2. No regular run shall exceed eight hours and forty-five minutes
except that 5'^' of the total system man runs may exceed eight
hours and forty-five minutes by fifteen minutes.
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3. Regular runs that exceod eight hours and forty-five minutes
will pay time and one-half after eight hours and forty-five
minutes have been exceeded.

k. All regular runs working less than oiglit hours will pay eight
hours.

5. Any run working over eight hours and not more than eight hours
and forty-five minutes shall pay straight time.

6. There shall be as many straight runs as economically possible.

The schedule maker, having in mind the general contract provisions
outlined above, reviews the rough terminal layout sheet to see that the fol-

lowing conditions are possible of attainment:

1. That the number of earl^' straight runs and late straight runs in

the new schedule will be equal to or greater than the number in
the existing schedule, all other conditions being equal.

2. That the base cars will come out on the line as early as possible
GO that as mnny trips as feasible can be made by regular cars.

3. That the straight runs will fall somewhere between eight hours
and eight hours and forty-five minutes.

The first condition, is, of course, associated with the provision
of the labor contract that "there shall be as many straiglit rims as economical-
ly possible." The older men on the property, who usually pick the early
straight runs, like to get off work as early as possible - around noon or
shortly thereafter. They like the strsiight nans, and like them to begin as
early as possible. This also ties in v/ith condition No, 2 as set forth above.
From the company's standpoint, it is desirable that the early trips be assoc-
iated with straight runs so that the nutubor of runs involving high additional
"spread" pay may be kept at a minimum. It is, of course, desirable that as
many runs as possible fall within the 8:00 and 3:^5 straight time rate, as
this is the nanimiuri rate tliat can bu paid for productive platform time.

V/itli those thoughts in mind, the echedulc maker I'cfers to the run
cut shout of the existing schedule (not shown herein) and finds that there
are four {k) early straight runs and seven (7) late straight runs. Since his
work v;ill be the subject of review by the Sup<:-rintcndent of Schedules on the
one hand and tlic Trainmen's Association's Schedule Coirmittee on the other,
and, further, since the new schedule calls for as marxy base ojid night vehicles
as the existing schedule, he will strive to sot up at least k early straight
runs and at least 7 late straight runs.

Figure 3S is a duplicate of Figui^e 37 which will be used in an
attempt to tr.ace the process of "shifting" trnins. Actually no such sheet
exists, as the shifting is done by a series of erasures and re -arrangements
which result in the final pencil draft of the terminal sheet. Figui^e 38 will
be used, hoircver, in an attei.ipt to folJ.ow the mental processes of the schedule
maker as he shifts the trains.
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FIGURE 38.

"SHIFTING" THE TERMINAL LAYOUT SHEET-
SAMPLE COMPANY UNDER STUDY.
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Firot, he attempts to nake his four early straight runs fron the
first four buses which pull out of the bus garage, if that is possible.
T}".i.irt »

^ '
'.' • M ^ -«-ir'j./->-.-v-- .••.i.nocptibl'-- of bcconing an early

straight run. Train No. 35 (5*0U A.M.) is too short to make an early straight
run, and indicates the possibilities of "shifting" trains in order to keep
this early bus out. Train No. I5 (5:3U A.M.) and Train No, 5 {6:0k A.M.),
the foiurth pull out bus, ar^ obviously susceptible of becomng straight runs.
A fifth vehicle. Train No. 29 {6:l8 A.M.) likoviso appears susceptible of
becoming an earl;^' straight run.

Therefore, the schedule maker concludes that, out of the first
five pull out buses, there are four possible early straight runs and one
early straight run which night probably result from a "shift" of trains.

Continuing with his examination of the terminal layout sheet,

the schedule maker considers Train No. 39 (6:30 A.M.), which appears to

him to have possibilities of being profitably shifted to combine with
Train No. 35 (5:0U A.M.) in an early straight run. Train No. 11 (6:^+5 A.M.)
is a short piece, which off-hand the schedule m^iker feels might stand alone
for the present. Train No. 25 (6:5^ A.M.) is the last base bu.s to reach
the line, and it provides the possibilities of a straight run. The process
described above is continued until the six (6) base buses have been examined.

After all base buses have been examined for possible early
straight runs, a check is made to see tiiat the base buses come out as early
as possible. This is done in order to put as many trips as possible on
regular buses and to cut the length of tripper runs. This saves the company
money by raising the average n^jmber of trips on regular rijns.

Beginning with Train No. 1 - no change needed, as this is the
earliest A.M. bus and is associated with base operations. Nothing much can
be done about Train No. 3. Train No. 5 is already a possible early straight
run, and is a base bus. Trains Nos. 9, H £^nd 13 are short trains which
cannot be added to base trips as they show up in Figiure 38 • Train No. I5
is a base bus. Trains Nos. 25 and 29 both stay on the line during the base
period, and there are no apparent earlier trips which could be added to them.
Train No. 27 is short, with base buses before ejid behind it. Trains Nos.

31 and 33 are similar to Trains Nos. 9, H and 13, and there would be no
apparent shifting at this time unless subsequent steps in run cutting should
Justify it. Train No. 37 is short and is preceded and followed by longer
trains. Trains Nos. 35 "nd 39, as previously discussed, arc susceptible
of being combined to adv.antage. This completes the process of examining the
morning portion of the terminal sheet.

The schedule maker is now ready to shift his morning trains.
Reference should be made to Figure 38 in following steps A, B and C

:

Step A. The time 9^36, representing the arrival tiiac of Train
No. 35 "'t the outer terrJ-nal on its last trip, is eras-
ed from the terminal layout sheet.

Step B. The outtr terminal timus of Train No. 39 from 9:^3 A.M.

through 8:17 P.M. are "shifted" upward into position be-
hind the 9:02 A.M. time of Train No. 35.
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step C. A nev terminal time is computed for Train No. 39 - 9:06
plus 17 minutes running time to Dauphine and Canal gives

9:23, which, plus I6 minutes running time hack to the

outer terminal, equals 9^39 A.M., which is the time that

Train No. 39 would return to the bus garage. This time

(9*.39 A.M.) would he written in behind the 9:06 time for
Train No. 39, and followed "by a check mark (^/) indicat-
ing that this "bus would now go to the "bus garage.

As a result of this shift. Train No. 35> with two trips earlier
than Train No. 39, has become a base bus. The total time (5:0U A.M. to 8:17
P.M.) exclusive of 'in and out time is 15:13, which approaches two 8-hour
regular runs more nearl;^'' than Train No. 39 's former 13:^7. A desirable early

straight run has been made possible. This same result could be obtained by
dropping the first two trips of Train No. 35 ^o\m to Train No. 39- The shift

actually used in this case is preferred by the sample company because it in-

volves less total layover time than the alternative method of dropping Train
No. 35 down to Train No. 39.

The schedule maker has set up five (5) early straight runs in the new
schedule as compared with foui* {h) in the existing schedule - a gain of one

"prefera.ble" run. These early straight runs are associated with Trains Nos. 1,

35 {after "shifting"), I5, 29 and 5.

Attention is next directed towards the afternoon portion of the ter-
minal sheet and the attainment of an objective of at least seven (7) late
straight runs.

Train No. 1 runs through until 1:05 A.M., and will provide a late
straight rim. Train No. 3 is "the "owl", and will provide a late straight run.

Train No. I6, while presently a little short, is susceptible of being "shifted"
into a late straight run. Train No. 17 is a litt]e long for a late straight run,

and might be corrected by a suitable shift. Train No. 20 is short, but is so

placed the sheet as to indicate a possible late straight run if properly
combined in a shift of trains. Train No. 23 is too long for a late straight run,
but might be useful in a shift of trains. The latter portion of Train No. 25
possesses interesting possibilities. Train No. 39, which has already been shift-
ed to Train No. 35 in the A.M. study, will definitely make a late straight run.

Reviewing the above discussion, the schedule maker has two definite
late straight runs, -- Trains Nos. 3 and 39 (35 after A.M. shift), and two strong
possibilities -- Trains Nos. 1 and 25, either "as is" or on a basis of what can
be made out of them. All other late straight rims must be obtained as the result
of the "shifting" process. Two other trains Nos. 17 and 23, are a little too
long; and trippers might have to be made out of parts of them in order to pro-
duce late straight runs. This would give six out of the seven needed late
straight rims. Bo far, therefore, there is a possibility of coming up with 6 late
straight r-uns. Just 1 short of the number in the existing schedule, a result
which would not be received well by either the Trainmen's Committee or the
Superintendent of schediiles.

Beturning his attention to Train No. 1, the schedule maker considers
the possibility of combining Trains Nos. 1 and 2 in some manner. If these trains
were combined in a shift which would link the i^-: 44 A.M. time (Train No. 1) with the
6:33 P.M. time (Train No. 2) there would result the early straight run already
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referred to plus a 6-hour (approximate) piece which might be coupled vith a

2-hour (approximate) A.M. tripper to make another regular run. The h:39k
to 1:05 A.M. portion of Train No. 1 would yield a late straight run which
would fall within the 8 hour and minute limitation. This shift is made in
the following steps:

Step D. Remove the terminal times of Train No. 1 from h:39^ P.M.

to 12:01 A.M. inclusive from their present position to
the bottom of the sheet to connect up with the 12:37 and
1:05 time entries. Line the 4:39i" "beneath the ^:37|"

P.M. time of Train No. i+1.

Step E. Move the k:k2 to 6:33 P.M. times of Train No. 2 up to

combine them mth the remaining portion of Train No. 1.

The" schedule maker next turned his attention to Train No. 21, which
is too short to give a late straight run, and Train No. 23, which is too long
as it stands. By combining that portion of Train No. 23 from 6:20 P.M. to

11:^9 P.M. with Train No. 21, a late straight run falling within the 8 hour
and ^4-5 minute limitation would result. This shift is made in the following
steps

:

Step F. The time 6:12, representing the arrival time of Train
No. 21 at the outer terminal on its last trip, is erased
from the terminal layout sheet.

Step G. The outer terminal times of Train No. 23 from 6:20
through 11:^9 P.M. are shifted upward into position behind
the 5:38 P.M. time of Train No. 21.

Step H. A new terminal time is computed for Train No. 23 —
5:Uo|- plus 17 minutes rimning time to Dauphine and Canal
gives 5:57|", which, plus 17 minutes running time back
to the outer tenainal, equals 6:lk^ P.M., which is the
time that Train No. 23 would return to the bus garage.
This time is entered as 6:15 (allowing the extra half-
minute) behind the 5:4o^ time for Train No, 23, and fol-
lowed by a check mark (/) indicating that this bus woiild

now go to the bus garage.

Consideration was next given to Train No. I6, which is a little too
short, and Train No. I5, which docs not presently afford a late straight run.
The following steps were taken:

Step I. That portion of Train No, I5 from k:kQ^ to 6:01 P.M.

inclusive was shifted up to a new position opposite
temporary Train No. 7.

Step J. That portion of Train No. I5 from 2:56 to U:ll P.M.

inclusive was shifted down to combine with Train No. 16,

This shift resulted in the production of a late straight run
Train No. I6 - falling within the 8 hour and U5 minute limitation.
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Attention was next directed to the remaining portion of Train No. 15
- a portion approximately nine hours in length with no pull in and standing on

the sheet alone. The schedule maker visualized a possible shifting and recom-

bination of parts of Trains Nos. 15, 17, 19 and 20 which vould produce a more

desirable result. If the 5:3^ A.M. time of Train No. 15 could be combined vith
the 8:ii4 P.M. of Train No. 20, an early straight run and a late straight run
could be developed, vith a small amount of allowed time to make them 8 hoxxic

runs. If the 3:01 and 3:374 ?.M. trips of Train No. 17 could be shifted else-

where, the remiiining portion of this train would make a late straight run within
the 8 hour and ^5 minute limitation. These moves were actually accomplished
through the following steps:.-

Step K. The 4:17 P.M. outer terminal time of Train No. 19 was
dropped to Train No. 20.

Step L. The 3:01 and 3:37-2" P.M. times of Train No. 17 were
dropped to Train No. 20..

Step M. The 5:34 A.M. to 2:194 P«M. times of Train No. 15 were
dropped to Train No. 20.

A final shift, designated as Step N on Figiure 38, "v/as made to com-
bine the 6:54 A.M. time of Train No. 25 with the 6:58 P.M. time of Train No.

26. This was accomplished by "dropping" the termj.nal times of Train No. 25
from 6:54 P.M. to 3:104 P.M. inclusive down to connect with the 3:50 P.M. time
of Train No. 26. This resulted in the production of a longer train (by one
trip) tha.n that formerly represented by Train No. 25, raising the total time
(exclusive of pull in and pull out time) from 11 hours and 23 minutes to 12
hours and k minutes. This would make the late straight run formerly noted on
Train No. 25 a little later,. and leave sii early portion of k-^ hours (approxi-
mate) which might be profitably combined with some 34 hour (approximate) P.M.
piece.

This completed the shifting of trains duxing the P.M. period. The
schedule maker actually. set the stage for eight late straight runs, or one more
than those in the existing schedule. These are associated with Trains Nos. 3,

26 (25 after shifting), -39 (35 after A.M. shift), 1 (as shifted to the bottom),

23 (as combined with 21), 16, I7 and 20 (resulting from multiple shift).

It was how necessary fo2' the schedule maker to shift the right-hand
portion of the terminal layout sheet to conform to the changes made on the
left-hand portion. These changes, designated aR B', D'-E', G', I' -J', K'-L'-
M', and N' may be easily followed on Figuire 38. The letters correspond with
the similar letters on the Du22iaine and Alexander side of the sheet.

The resulting terminal shoot after the above shifts have been ma-de

is shovTn in Figure 39. The temporary Train Numbers have been replaced with
permanent Train Numbors from 1 to 20, beginning consecutively at the top of

the sheet. Ail future reference to. train numbers will involve these new num-
bers of Figlare 39.

F. Completion of the Terminal Sheet :

Figure kO :

Step #'+4. The completed pencil Terminal sheet is sho-i-m in
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Figure ^l-O. AttBntion is given to the amounts of

"pull out" and "pull in time which should "be al-

lowed during the different running time periods of

the day. These can be determined from the previous
schedule, and modified where necessary in the light

of experience or observation. The earliest "Out

Time" for a given Train Number should be entered in

the appropriate column to the left of tlie outer ter-

minal' time and the latest "In Time" for a given
Train Number should be entered in the column to the

right of the outer terminal times. Exa.mples:

Train No. 8 - "Out Time" in Early A.M. is 8 min-
utes. Bus must leave garage at

5:26 A.M. to be ready to leave
outer terroinal for first inbound
trip at 5:3^ A.M.

Train No. 8 - "In Time" in Early Niglit is also 8

minutes. Bus leaving outer terminal
of line at Q:kh P.M. reaches garage
and end of day's work at 8:52 P.M.

Train No. Ih 'Out Time" in A.M.. Peak "build-up" is

8 minutes. "In Time" after A.M. Peak
is also 8 minutes. Note check mark {J)

after 8:^7 A.M., indicating that bus
leaves outer terminal for garage at

8:47 A.M., reaching there at 8:55 A.M.,
the figure behind the check mark.

Train No.l4 - "Out Time" in P.M. Peak "build-up"
in 8-|- minutes. (Additional.-^ minute
allowed to permit time out of gar-
age to be on even minute.) This
time allowance (4:22) is indicated
by the word "OUT" followed by U:22,
.a space, and then by 4:30f, the

first P.M. inbound trip time. At
the end of its work the bus leaves
ijhe outer terminal o.t 6:21 P.M.
for the garage, arriving there 8

minutes later at 6:29 P.M., which
time is entered in the ''In Time
column.

Step #45. The total elapsed time that each Train is in service
should be computed and entered in tlie "Total Time"
column. This column should then be added in order
to obtain tiic total number of vehicle hours required
by the entire day's schedule.
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Examples: Train No. 8 leaves the "bus garage at 5:26

A.M. and returns at 8:52 P.M., an elapsed

time of

12:00 Noon
-_5.26 A.M.

673^ hours in A.M.

4-8:52 hours in P.M.

11^-: 86 or 15:?6, total time.

Train No. 1^ leaves the bus garage at 7:26
A.M. and returns at 8:55 A.M. an ela.psed

time of 1:29 hours. This same train leaves
the "bus garage again at i^-:22 P.M. and
returns at 6:29 P.M., an elapsed time
of 2:07 hours. The total of these two
segments of Train No. Ih is 1:29 plus
2:07, or 3:36 hours.

The total vehicle hoiurs for the day is iGhi'^h.

G. Final Form of Terminal Sheet

A finished Terminal Sheet is typed from the pencil "terminal sheet''.

The completed Terminal Sheet is shown in Figure 29. In this form the inner
terminal time^ are shovm in a group belov tlB corresponding outer terminal
times. The Schedule Number (7730), its Effective Date, the Schedule Number super-
seded (76^9)^ and the nsjnc of the bus station are shown in the upper left-hand
comer of the sheet, in addition to the other features contained on the ''terminal

layout" form. The notation for running time change is omitted from the typed
Terminal Sheet, and the check mr.rks designating "pull in" vehicles on the pencil
sheet are replaced by asterisks (*).

Other forms and methods for setting up terminal sheets or time tables,
including the "graphical" method, will be discussed in Parts II and III of this
report, which will provide a compendium of industry practices and viewpoints on
this phase of the schedule making process.

No reference will be made in I'cjrt I to the preparation of terminal
sheets for "long-and-short-line" routes, or so-called "turn-back" service.
The sample company does not generally employ turn-back service in its operations.
The reader is referred to Pai'ts II and III, where industry practices and view-
points on this Important phase of schedule maldng will be discussed.

Consideration will next bo given to the process of cutting the termi-
nal sheet into "runs'' for assem3jly into pieces of work for the operating personnel.
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CHAPTER VI

RUN CUTTING

A. Iiiiporto.nce of Run Cutting

As infiicatod at the close of the preceding chapter, the process
of "run cutting" is essentially a proced"ure for cutting a transit schedule
terFdnal sheet into "runs" for assembly into pi-eces of vork for the oper-
ating personnel. It is by far the most complicated of the procedures which
have been examined in this report, and an attempt has been made to illustrate
and describe the procedure used by .the sample company in such a way that the

student of the report may follow this method in every detail.

The run cutting process is of such basic importance that great
care, skill and patience arc required of the technicians who carry it out.

Its imi)ortance stems' .from two sources:

1. The published results of the run cut form
the basis on which the operating personnel
selects its work, in accordance with
seniority. The runs established by the

schedule maker must conform to the compcmy's
agreement with its trainmen. They prescribe
the working hours of each vehicle operator,
and determine the exact amount oT wages which
each operator receives for regular and extra work.

2. The run cut determines the amount of "pay hours"
which the company must pay for in order to accom-
plish the "actual" or productive work hoxirs re-
quired to perform a given transit service. The
run cut determines the number of "non-productive"
platform labor dollars, as well as the number of

hours worked at straight time and overtime, to-

gether with the various allowsmces and penalty
payments associated with the labor contract.

Summarizing, it may be said that the run cut involves an impor-
tant "employee relations" aspect on the one hand, and an important "economic"
aspect on the other. The ability of a company to successfully combine these
two basically important elements in a constructive way will largely determine
the success or failure of its transit operations.

It has already been pointed out that the schedule maker must
start from a properly constructed and properly "shifted" terminal sheet in
order to achieve the best results from the run cut.

B. Controlling Factors

The cutting of runs involves the balancing of the various cost
elements of the labor contract against each other in an effort to produce
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the most economical comibination within the limitations of the specified

working conditions. For this reason, an understanding of the provisions,

requirements and allowances of the labor agreement is required at the outset.

The important elements of the agreement of the sample congjany

with its platform employees are listed "below:

1. Schedules shall he so arranged as to allow regular
trainmen and "bus operators six days per week and
approximately eight hours per day.

2. All regular runs shall he as near eight hours as
practicahle

.

3. No regular run shall exceed eight hours and forty-
five minutes except that pfo of the total system
man runs may exceed eight hours and forty-five
minutes hy fifteen minutes.

U. Regular runs that exceed eight hours and forty-
five minutes will pay time and one -half after
eight hours and forty-five minutes have heen
exceeded.

5. All regular runs working less than eight hovirs will
pay eight hours.

6. No regular run shall be divided into more than two
parts, except that 10^ of the total system man runs
may be divided into three parts.

7. There shall be as many straight rvms as economically
possible.

8. Intervals in split runs shall be as short as econ-
omically possible. (This does not apply to spread
runs as provided for elsewhere.)

9. All "Owl" runs shall be considered as straight runs.

10. Any Tvm, tripper or special working less than five
hours and twenty-minutes shall pay time and one-half.

11. Any run, tripper or special working over five hoiirs

and twenty minutes and not more than eight hours
shall pay eight hours.

12. Any r\m, tripper or special working over eight hours
and not more than eight hours and forty-five minutes
shall pay straight time.

13. No tripper or special shall pay less than one hour
at the rate of time and one -half (except as provided
elsewhere in the contract).
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Ih. For tvo-part rims having a sprea.d of eleven hours
and not more than fourteen' hours the following
additional rates of pay shall apply:

Runs having a spread of eleven hours and under
eleven hours and thirty mnutes 15^ per day.

Runs having a spread of eleven hoiirs and thirty
lainutes and under twelve hours 30^ per day.

Runs having a spread of twelve hours and under
twelve hours and thirty minutes -- "^0^ per day.

Runs having a spread of twelve hours and thirty
minutes ajid under thirteen hours 70^ per day.

Runs having a spread of thirteen hours and under
thirteen houi'S and thirty minutes -- 95^ Pcr day.

Runs having a spread of thirteen hours and thirty
minutes and not over fourteen hours -- $1.10 per day.

15. Not more than seven per cent (Ty) of the total number
of system man runs shall have a spread of over thirteen
hours.

16. No run shall have a spread of over fourteen hours.

17. When conductors or bus operators are required to take
charge of cars at a distance from the barn, or arc
required to leave their cars at a point other than the

barn, they shall be paid at regular rates per hour for
scheduled time allov/od the conductor or bus operator in

going to or coming from the barn.

There are many other provisions of this labor agreement, but the
ones cited above are the general provisions that govern the run cut which
will be explained in detail in this chapter.

C. Objectives of the Schedule Maker in "Cutting Up" a Schedule

On the s.ample property a schedule maker strives for the following
objectives in "cutting up" a schedule:

1. He tries to give as many early straight runs as
possible - at least as many as the number in the
existing schedule.
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2. He trlee to give as many late straight runs as
possible - at least as many as the* number in the
existing schedule.

3. He trios to keep the amount of "time allowed to
8 hours" at a minimum, as such hours are non-
productive .

h» He tries to keep the spread pay allowance at a
minimum.

5. He tries to keep the amount of "tripper time"
(time and one-half, or "rod ink" time) at a
minimum. It is preferable to vork as much of
the schedule as possible into regular runs.

6, He tries to make the schedule as convenient as
possible for the trainmen by

a. Limiting reliefs to the hours between
9:0C A.M. and 10:00 P.M.

b. Holding the time "between reliefs very
short (15 or 20 minutes), or else making
them long enoogh to permit trainmen to

go homo for a meal, and retiurn (l-l^ hours) .

c. Atteinpting to "balance" the lengths of the
portions of a two-piece run so that neither
portion is too short.

d. Keeping to a minimum the spread time of

those runs having a spread of less than
eleven hours.

Those objectives express briefly the "economic" and "employee
relations" aspects of the schodnlo mafeere Job.

L. The Subdivision Sheet

The Subdivision Sheet is used as an aid in run cutting. It is
an intermediate calculation sheet which gives the time each train passes the
relief point or points as a preliminary to run cutting. Care must be used
in setting it up, as the preparation of the Bun Cut Sheet is based upon the
Subdivision Sheet and later checked back upon the basic source material. It
also serves as a "chock" sheet for the run cut process.
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The sotircee of information for preparing the subdivision sheet

are the running time sheet (Figure 22) and the terminal sheet (Figm-e 29).

A sample subdivision sheet for the line under study is shown in

Figure hi. The sheet' is headed vith the name of the line ("City Pcirk Bus Line"),

the kind of schedule ("Tuesday to Friday"), the train numbers from the termi-
nal sheet in the extreme left-hand column, and the "time out" for each train
number exactly as it appears on the terminal sheet. Columns are also provid-
ed for "time in" and "total time". These two columns ajjpear at the extreme
right-hand side of the tabulation.

The revised train numbers of the terminal sheet (Figure 29) are
copied into the left-hand column of the subdivision sheet, spacing them
about every third horizontal line from the top down. Beginning in the ninth
column to the right of the "time out" column, the columns are alternately
headed "in" for inbound bus trips and "out" for outbound bus trips. These
headings are placed on the same horizontal line as the headings "train
number", "time out", "time in", and "total time". It is customary for the
schedule department to write these headings alternately in black and red
ink; that is, all "inbound" headings are written in black ink; all "outbound"
headings arc written in red ink. Because of ttto bloclr aod vbito reproduction
used in this volume, colors cannot be used.

As a rule, since reliefs on the sample property are not made
before 9^00 a.m. or later than 10:00 p.m., relief times are not calciilated

earlier. than 9:00 a.m., or later than 10:00 p.m. In the specific example
under consideration, the sheet runs from 10:00 a.m. to k:00 p.m., except for
the "owl".

The advantage of the subdivision sheet as an intermediate data
sheet lies in the fact that it will, when completed, show every possible
relief time for the line in question so that the schedule maker charged with
the responsibility of cutting the terminal sheet into runs may be able to see

immediately when each potential "run-ending" occurs by direct inspection
rather than ha.ving to stop and couipute the running time to the relief point
in each instance. The subdivision sheet is, therefore, a chart of potential
relief times in each direction.

The relief time entries which are placed on the subdivision sheet

prepared as described above are coiTiputed in the following manner: To the
outer terminal leaving time le added the running tico from the outer termi-
nal to the relief point on the in-bound trip, and to the inner terminal
leaving time is added the running time fr-om the inner terminal to the relief
point on the out-bound trip. The running time used must be that which applies
to the running time period under consideration.

It is customary, in filling out the Subdivision Sheet, to place all
"in-bound" relief times on the sheet before the "out-bound" relief times are
calculated, and then to place the outbound times in the alternate spaces be-
tween the 'in-bound" relief times.

The following examples will serve to illustrate the manner in
which the subdivision sheet is filled out.
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Taking train No. 3 as an illustration, the following steps are

involved in the computation of relief tines:

Step #1: Eeferonce to the terminal sheet (Figure 29) shows
an outer terminal leaving time for, this train number
at 9*55 A.M. To this time is added 7 minutes rumning
time (see running time sheet. Figure 22) which is the

running time from the outer terminal of the line at
Dumaine and Alexander to the in-bound relief point at
Orleans and Broad. 9:55 plus 7 equals 10:02. This
inbound relief time of 10:02 is entered on the sub-

division sheet in the first "in" colinin opposite train
No. 3.

Step #2: The next in-bound trip of train No. 3 leaves the outer
terminal of the line at 10:32 A.M. To this time is

added the 7 minutes running time from Dumaine and
Alexander to Orleans and Broad. This gives a total of

10:39 A.M. This time is entered in the second "in"

column opposite train No. 3.

Step #3: The next outer terminal leaving time for train No. 3

is. 11:09 A.M. To this is added the 7 minute running
time from Duiiiaine and Alexander to Orleans and Broad,
the in-bqund relief point. 11:09 plus 7 gives ll:l6
A.M. This time is entered in the thir*d "in" column.

Stoj^ 'ffk: The succeeding outer terminal leaving times are treat-
ed in the manner described in Steps 2 and 3 above so

that the relief times for succeeding trips are calcu-
lated and entered in the appropriate "in" columns.
These times (see entries for train No. 3; Figure hi)

are: 11:53, 12:30, 1:07, 1:^^^, 2:21, 2:58, and 3:374-
As a result of his experience in cutting schedules on
the property under study, the schedule maker discon-
tinued the computation of relici' times on the subdi-
vision sheet from this point forward, as he knows that
no further cuts will be made beyond that time.

Step 'K''^: Referring again to train No. 3 of the terminal sheet
for the linu under study, we find that the first out-

bound leaving time, from the inner terminal of the

line at Daupliine and Canal Streets, is 10:12 A.M.

To this is added the 10 minute running time from
Dauphinc and Canal Streets to the out-bound relief
point at Dui'iaine and Broad Streets. 10:12 plus 10

equals 10:22 A.M., which time is entered in the' first
out-bound or "out" relief time column opposite train
No. 3.

Step #6: The next inner terminal time is 10:^^9 A.M. To this
is added the 10 minute rimning time from the inner
terminal at Dauphine and Canal Streets to the outer
terminal at DuiTiaine and Broad Streets. This gives
a relief time of 10:59 A.M., which is entered in the
second "out" column opposite train No. 3«
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Stop #7: The next Inner terninal time is 11:26 A. M» To this
is added the 10 minute running time from the inner
terminal of the line to the out-bound relief point,
giving a total of 11:36 A.M., which is entered in
the third "out" column opposite train No. 3.

Step #8: The same sequence of calculations is continued for
other out-hound relief times, giving the following
entries which are made on the subdivision sheet:

12:13; 12:50, 1:27, 2:0k, 2:kl, and 3:l8.

These same steps are continued for the other "long-run" buses,
such as trains No. 1, 8, 13, 15, 18 and 2.

No relief times are shown for first or last trips, since the vehi-
cle is either coming right out of the bus garage or going directly to it in
charge of an operator who is either just going to work, or just getting off.

Therefore, no reliefs are made on first or last trips.

Pelief tiaes are not coniputed for those trains which make only a

few round trips each. These trains are usually in charge of one operator
only from the time the vehicle pulls out of the garage until it pulls in
again at the completion of its prescribed run. The out time, in time and
total time are entered for these trips however. Take, for example. Train No, 5*

This shows -out of the bus garage at 7:13 A.M., in the bus garage at 9:21 A.M.

Follo'vnLng across the sheet opposite Train No, 5^ i't shows out of the bus ga-
rage again at 2tU8 P.M. and into the bus garage at 11:05 P.M. Another
example would be Train No. 11, which sbov:s out of the bus garage at 4:55 P.M.

and into the bus garage at 5:^5 P.M., a total of 50 minutes. There is no
problem of reliefs on runs as ohort as these. Their "in", "out" and 'total"

times must, however, be shoim on the Subdivieica Sheet.

Not all properties make use of a computed subdivision sheet as an
aid to the preparation of the run cut. On some properties this intermediate
calculation is considered a waste of time, and the individual relief times
are calculated only at such times as the schedule -maker from experience feels
that a run will be cut. It is the opinion of the sample company that it

saves time and provides in the long run a better run cut to take the little

additional time at the start which is required for the preparation of the

subdivision sheet. For comments, opinions and alternative methods of hand-
ling this phase of the schedule -making process, the attention of the reader
is directed to Parts II and III of this study.

The manner in v:hich the subdivision sheet is utilized in
preparing the rim-cut sheet will be described in detail under section "E",

which follows immediately.
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NOTE.= VERTICAL DASHE
AND HORIZONTAL DASHED LINES

- AS WELL AS CAP ITAL LETTEftSiN CIRCLES -

(M), ADDED TO FACILITATE EXPLANATION
OF THE METHOa. THe^E MARKINGS DO
NOT APPEAR ON THE FORM AS USED BY
TIHE SAMPLE~COWPAtsfY. KECAPITL LATIOX OF Kt NS

MOJORMEN AND CONDUCTORS

FIGURE 42.

(preliminary) run cut sheet-
sample COMPANY UNDER STUDY.
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E. Tho Run Cut Sheet

The Eun Cut Sheet used by the company in its schedule work is
shovn in Figui'e k2.

The sheet provides for the following inforEiation in the heading:

Schedule nuiaber

Date effective
Superseded schedule number
Station (name)
Nano of line
Type of schedule (weekday, Saturday, etc.)
Approval
Eelief points, inhound and outhound

The form is divided vertically into a left-hand (Early Runs) and a

right-hsnd (Late Runs )"nort ion. Each of these portions is further sub -divided
into columns for tho following data:

Run nurabore

Time on, time worked and time off
Hours - actual, allowed and pay
Spread-hours and pay ($).

In the lower right-liand corner of the sheet is a form for the Recap-
itulation of Runs, which provides for a summa.ry of tho results of the run cut.

The data are divided horizontally into Types of Runs (Early, Late and Total),
and Kinds of Runs (Straight, Two-piece and Trippers). They arc divided verti-
cally as follows:

Nimber of rxms
Actual hours
Allowed time - to 8 hours, time and -g-, total
Pay hours
Total spread pay
Journey time

In order to simplify the process of explaining the preparation of

the Run Cut Sheet - an involved process at best - certain dashed lines and
circled letters have been added to the form temporarily. These markings do

not appear on the form as used by the sample company. By means of these lines
and letters, the various spaces on the form have been subdivided and identi-
fied; for example, the designation on the "Early Runs" side of the sheet of

"21-B-J" would refer to row 21 B and Column J - the area or space cross-hatched.

As previously explained, the Subdivision Sheet is the schedule
maker's primary source of information in setting up the Run Cut Sheet. An
auxiliary Subdivision Sheet has been provided in Figure 1+3 • This form will be
"marked up" from time to time as the run cutting process unfolds. This sheet
is started "clean" - no check marks (s/) and no time markings. As the schedule
maker proceeds, he continually marks up the 'pieces" of time of each train
which he uses on Figure k-'^, and chocks back against the total time as, he pro-
gresses and uses all pieces up.

When he begins the run cutting pr»cess the schedule maker does not
know, aside from his preliminary Inspection and shifting of the terminal sheet,
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just hovr many rims of various types and kinds he will have. It is customary to

strive for an average length of regular runs of 8 hours or "better vhen starting
to cut, A little more than 8 hours is desired at the start, so that the schediile

maker can halance against his number of trippers and come out with an average
length of regular runs of ahout 8 hours.

The total train time (actual hours) shown on the completed terminal
sheet (Figure 29) is l6k:^k. Assuming 19 regular runs, the average time per run
would be -iGki^h divided by 19, or 8:1+2, which is too high. Assuming 20 regular
rims, the average time per run would "be l6k:^k divided by 20, or 8:15, which the
schedule maker considers not too high for a start. Twenty (20) regular runs
averaging 8:15 hours each are, therefore, his temporary objective. This figure
of 20 is marked in a circle at the top of his run cut sheet.

The schedule maker turns his attention to the left-hand or "Early
Runs" half of the Run Cut Sheet, and begins to enter from the Subdivision Sheet
the early buses as they leave the station. These entries for early schedule
are made in the upper iE.Lf of each run space - the half -rows marked "A". This
leaves room for the later runs and pieces to be entered in the lower half of

each run space - the half-rows marked "B". Nothing is entered on the left-hand
(early) side of the sheet which pulls into the station after 9^00 P.M.

Left-liand or "Early" Side of Sheet

Beginning this process - the first bus out of the garage is Train
No. 1 at l+:36 A.M. This entry is made in space 1-A-I. A check mark is placed
behind the ki'^G time on the Subdivision Sheet to indicate that this entry has
been made on the Run Cut Sheet.

The second bus out of the garage is Train No. l8 at k:^6 A.M. This
entry is made in space 2-A-I, and the k:^6 time is checked on the Subdivision
Sheet. Similar entries are made for other trains in time order ac they pull
out - No, 8 at 5:26 (Space 3-A-I), No. 3 at 5:56 (Space h-A-l) , and No. I5 at

6:10 (Space 5-A-I). In each instance a check mark is' placed behind the "time

out" on the Subdivision Sheet to show that the entry has been made.

The next vehicle out of the garage is Train No. 20 at 6:22 A.M.

This is the early portion of a tv:o-part train. The train number (20) and
"time out" (6:22 A.M.) are entered on the Run Cut Sheet in space 6-A-I, and
checked off on the Subdivision Sheet. The "time in" of this norning portion
of the train (9:^7 A.M.) is entered in space 6-A-K, and checked off on the

Subdivision Sheet. The elapsed time (time worked) for this piece is determin-
ed by subtraction (9:^7 minus 6:22 equals 3:25 hours) and entered on the Run
Cut Sheet in space 6-A-J. The time worked is also entered behind the A.M. por-
tion of Train No. 20 on the Subdivision Sheet for future reference and check-
ing. The schedule maker knows that eventually ho must find a piece of hours
(approximate) duration to add to the A.M. portion of Train No. 20 in order to

make a regular run of approximately eight hours duration.

The next entry is for Train No. 6, which leaves the bus garage at

6:37 A.M. and returns at 10:01 A.M., an elapsed time of 3:2i+ hours. These data
are entered in spaces 7-A-I, 7-A-K:, and 7-A-J, respectively, of the Run Cut
Sheet. The times out and in are checked on the Subdivision Sheet, and the
time worked is entered on this sheet behind the "time in".

It should be noted that the word "IN" follows the "time in" the
garage on the Run Cut Sheet in the case df these morning ports of trains.
This contrasts with later entries involving "reliefs", where the vehicle
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operator chances^ but the vehicle remains on the road.

The ahove processes are repeated until all the A.M. peak huses
have been listed on the Run Cut Sheet. These entries are for Trains Nos.

13, 16, 19, 2, 0, 1, 1^, and 17. They are placed in spaces 8-A-I, 9-A-I,

J & 10-A-i, J & K, and bo forth through space 15-A-I, J & K. Note that

all except Train No. 13 are A.M. trains vhich return to the bus go.rage. In

the case of Train No. I3 s-paces 8-A-J and K are open at this point until the

"relief" calculn.tion is' -made. In each instance appropriate check marks arc

placed on the Subdivision Sheet (Figure ^3), and the elapsed times for por-
tions of trains used are also entered on this sheet for future reference
and checking.

At this point the entries on the P>un Cut Sheet and the vehicles
checked on the Subdivision Sheet are counted. Both counts equal fifteen

(15) - the number of scheduled A.M. Peak buses. Tliis shows that the proper
number of entries has been made up to this point.

In the discussion of the Terminal Sheet it was indicated that
the existing schedule has., four (k) early straight runs, and that at least
this number (or possibly, one more) should be striven for on the new
schedule. As a reminder that he sliould not encroach upon the present number
of early straight runs (four), the schedule maker counts down four spaces
from the top of his. list of early runs, and places a heavy pencil mark
across the column line (designated by the letter (C). If one of the entries
above that line is encroached upon in the process of cutting runs, the early
straight run so destroyed Diust be replaced.

The schedule maker next tiirns his attention to the right-hand,-

or "late" side' of the Run Cut Sheet, and lists all of the vehicles which
pull into the g.arage at 9:00 P.M. or later, placing them on the sheet in
time order. These entries are placed in the "lower" or "B" half -rows of
the individual run spaces to allow for the early portions of any late
two-piece rune which may develop.

Right-hand or "Late" Side of Sheet

Referring to the Subdivision Sheet (Figure h'^) , he finds tlmt
the first bus pulls into the gai-age at 11:05 P.M. This is Train No. 5, out
of the station at 2:43 A.M. The elapsed time ("act^aal") for this bus is

8:17 hours. These entries are mde in spaces 1 B-R, 1 B-T and 1 B-U on the
"late" side of the Run Cut Sheet. All "times out" of station (Column R)
are preceded by the Train Number and the word "OUT", The "tine in" is
checked on the Subdivision Sheet, the elapsed time, (8:17) is written in
on the Subdivision Sheet following the "out" time of 2:48 P.M., and this
time (8:17) is added to the 2:08-hour elapsed time of the early portion
of this same train' to give a. total time' of 10:25 hours, which checks the
"total time" of 10:25 on the Subdivision Sheet. The 10:25 entry in the
"total time" column of the Subdivision Sheet is checked off to indicate
that the two portions of this train as entered on the Run Cut Sheet add up
correctly, and use up all the time as shown for Train No. 5 on the Sub-
division Sheet,
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iTvrther reference is mr.do to the Subdivision Sheet, and successive
entries are icp-dc on the "late" side of the Run' 'Cut Sheet for Trains. Nos, 9, 6,
and 20, In each instance the "in" times are checlced on the Subdivision Sheet,
the "actual" times^ are entered on the Subdivision Sheet, and totaled to see
that the "total time" of the train has beeh utilized. The total time, entries
are then chocked.

The next entry to be placed on the "late"' side of the Run Cut .Sheet

is the "Owl" - Train No. 2 vhich goes in the garage at 4: iiO A.M. The h:kO A.M.
time is listed first in space 5-B-T. Knovirig that he is seeking for regular
runs averaging 8 hours, the schedule maker "backs up" from the k-:kO A.M. time
by approximate 1;>' 8 hours to find a suitable -'l^ellef time for this train. Referr-
ing to the Subdivision Sheet, Train Wo. 2, iie temporarily selects the Q:2lk out-
bomd relief time and enters it in space 5-B-R on the "late" side of the Rim
Cut Sheet. Note that thevord "OUT" is not entered in this space, indicating a
"relief" as opposed to. a bus juqt pulled cutof the station. The elapsed time
between tlie relief time of 8:2l|- P.M. and the "in" time of li:ii-0 A.M. - 8:19'

hours, is entered in space 5-S-U. A small vertical mark (') is placed over the
8:2l|- relief time on the Subdivision Sheet, and the time vorked (8:19 hours) is
entered on this sheet behind the 8:39 relief time entry to indicate how much of
the time of this Train has been transferred to the Run Cut Sheet. The k-:kO "in"

time is checked off on the Subdivision Sheet.

The 8 :21-| relief tim.e on the "owl" is now to be treated as though
it was a "pull in" time in listing buses on the Run Out Sheet, This applies, of

course, to the listing of the earlier portion of Train No. 2w

At this point the schedule maker decided to check up on the nuraber

of runs which he had listed so far. This count revealed 20 runs. He decided
to continue listing for awhile, in excess of his objective of 20 runs, and then
to come back and remove some of the tripper runs to the "extra board" at a little
later time.

Listing Remaining Trains'

He then rot-urned to the left-hand (early) side of the Run Cut Sheet
and began to list every vehicle pulling in before 9:00 P.M. which had not yet
been listed. A study of the Subdivision Sheet in search of these other trains
revealed, including the earlier "unused" .portion of the "owl", 15 more trains
to list. Inspection of the Run Cut Sheet reveals that he mi^jht possibly'' "tie

up" 10 or 11 of those 15 trains with the early pieces listed on the left-hand
side of the sheet in spaces 5 through 15 . Fifteen (trains yet to be entered)
minus eleven (maximum possible "tie-ups") leaves 'foui' - he counts down four
spaces (to space 19) below space 15 (the last entry) to begin the next step.

Turning his attention to the Subdivision Sheet, ho finds that the

latest "in" time before the 9:00 P.M. limit is the 3:52 P.M. time associated
with Train No. 8. As this train has' a total length of 15:26 hours, it may be

pocsible to eventually make an early straight ryn and a late straight run from
it. The entry for tliis train is made in space 19 B-K; that is, "8:52 IN". The

"in" time only is checked off on the Bubdi\rislon Sheet.

The next train to be listed, moving "baclcwards" from 9:00 P.M., is

the 8:25 P.M. "in" time of Train No. l8. This entry is made in space 18 B-K.
This "in" time is checked on the Subdivision Sheet.
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Tho next tine to be ontcrcd is the 8:21^ P.M. relief time of the

"owl" (Train No, 2), vrhich the Gchcdule maker must treat as thoU(^h it were

an "in" time (See the fifth paragraph preceding). This time is entered in'

space 17-B-K. The word "IN" is omitted, however, as this is really a

"relief" time. The "out" time of 3:19 P.M. for this train is entered in

space 17-B-I. The alapsed time of 8:21^ minus 3:19, or 5:02 hours to the

•'whole" minute, is entered in space 17 -B- J, as well as ahove this portion of

Train No. 2 on the Subdivision Sheet, Adding together the three portions of

this train' which have been transferred to the Run Cut Sheet — 1:29 plus 5:02

plus 8:19 laours, the check total of iki'^O hours Is obtained. The "total tine"

cntvj on the Subdivision Sheet of 1^:50 for Train No. 2 is then checked.

'"Trlypero"

As indicated at the outset, the schedule mp.ker was seeking for 20
regular runs. He has listed on the shoot 23 runs so far, or three more than
needed. This would run his average way do-ai l6k:^k total scheduled time

divided by 23 runs would bo Just a little over 7 hours, against the average. of

8 hours plus, which is his temporary objective. He, therefore, stops listing
trains and begins to "pull off" some his A.M. trippers — transferring them to

the "extra board — to reduce his number of rims, Tho objective, over all,
at this point is to remove about 8 hours of tripper time, beginning with tho
shortest trippers first. He finds that the four shortest trippers are:

Ti-ain No, 17 7:33 - 8:2l+ A.M. 0:51 hours
Train No.' 2 7:08 - 8:37 A.M. 1:29 hours
Train No. 7 7:l8 - 8:1^7 A.M. 1:29 hours
Train No. Ik 7:26 - 8:55 A.M. _J.:29 hours

TOTAL 5:l8 hours

If he removes these four A.M. tripper runs to the extra board, he will have

23 Biinus h, or 19, regular runs remaining; aid in this adjustment of his
objective from, an initial 20 to a now 19 runs, he should transfer the equiv-
alent of 0. run 8 hours to the extra board. So far, with these foxir A.M.

trippers, he hao moved only 5:l8 hours over. He still has 3 hours (approxi-
mately) in P.M, tripper time to move to the extra board to compensate for
this revision in his objective. The circled figure at the top of the Rim
Cut Sheet is changed from 20 to 19 as being his new objective total number
of regular runs.

At this point a "test" of his average length of rim is made:

Total time scheduled l6h:'^k

Minus A,M, Trippers to
extra board. 5 :18

Leaves a remainder of 159 : 36

for 19 rims, or 159 : 36 z 8:11 hours,

19

This average is novr a little high, indicating the need to transfer more time
from rcgiaar rims to tripper rims in the P.M. Peak,

The schedule maker next transfers the four tripper runs described
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ahore to the middle rightrhand side o-f: the. sheet. In actual practice he
erases these runs and enters them in the nev position. For purposes of
illustration in. this report, these trippers vill he simply crossed out, and
entered in their nev locations, as indicated hy arrows. In t}iis transfer the
elapsed times are entered as "actual" time in Column U.

A re-count of regular runs after this shift phovs 1*4- on the early
side and 5- on the late side, a total of 19 - the ohjective numher of runs.
There must, therefore, he no separate entries from this point forward. All
other trains and portions of trains to "be transferred from the Subdivision
Sheet must he combined in some manner vith the 19 runs already listed.

"Matching" Trains

Reference hack to the Suhdivision Sheet shows Train No. 2 -

"relief" time of 8:21f P.M. ;- to he the last train listed. The next train
in the garage is No. 13 at- 7:06 P.M.,. which represents a total time of 12:20
hours. The schedule maker tries to find something in the A.M. of about k

hours duration which, when added to Train No. 13, would total roughly l6 hours,
or two runs. .Wo. 13 as listed in space 8 A is an "open" run. For the moment
the schedule maker assumes that he may be able to hook the final portion of
Train Wo. 13 up vrith Train Wo. ^ to advantage. He, therefore, enters the

"in" time of Wo. 13 (7:06 P.M.) in space 12 B-K and lets it remain there tem-
porarily. The 7:06 P.M. "in" time is "checked off" on the Subdivision Sheet.

The next "in" bus in decreasing time order is Train Wo. 3, in the

garage at 6:U6 P.M. The total time of this train is 12:50 hours. The
schedule maker is now seeking, a 3-hoiJir (approximate) piece which, when added
to the 12:50 time of Train Wo. 3; "^'iH give two 8-hour runs. Such a possi-
bility is Train No. l6 in tho morning, with a total time of 5:26 hours —
12:50 plus 3:26 equals 15:76, or l6 hours and l6 minutes, the equivalent of

two eight-hour runs. The "in" time of I'^ain No. 3 {6:h6 P.M.) is entered on

the Run Cut Sheet in space 9 B-K. The 6:^6 P.M. "in" time is checked on tlie

Subdivision Sheet.

Consideration is next
,

given to Ti-ain Wo, 1, which goes into the

garage at 6:^1 P.M., and has a total "'.iioQ of li+:05 hours. If this could be

combined i-Tith Train Wo. 19 (A.M. portion of 2:08 hours length), the result
would be l6:13 ho-ure, or two possible 8-hour runs. The "in" time of Train

Wo. 1 {6:kl P.M.) is entered in space lO-B-K. The 6:^+1 "in" tine is checked

on the Subdivision Sheet.

The next "in" time in decreasing order is Train Wo. 19 (P.M. por-

tion) at 6:36 P.M. This has a length of 2:k^ hours. Tui-ning consideration

to Train Wo. 13, space 12 B-K, it is found that there is a move in progi-ess

to tie Train Wo. 13 in with Train Wo. 5 (12:20 plus 2:08 equals li^:28). If

the 2:U5 hour pai-'t of Train Wo. 19 could be added to this total, an ovc-rall

combination of 17:13 hours would result --a little more than two 8-hour runs.

So, the schedule maker tries temporarily to combine the P.M. portion of Train

Wo. 19 with a portion of Train Wo. 13. The three entries for Train Wo. 19

(p.m. portion) are entered in spaces 8 3-1, J and K. The time used is

entered on the Subdivision Sheet, added to the time used of the A.M. portion

of 'Train Wo. 19, checked against the total time of Train Wo. 19, and appro-

prie>te check marks are made.
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The next "bus pulls into the garage at 6:>1 P.M. This is Train
No, 15, vith a total elapsed time of 12:21 hours. The schedule maker needs
about 3-| hours to turn this into two 8-hour runs. The A.M. portion of Train
No. 6 (space 7A) is 3:2U hours long. This, plus 12:21 for Train No. 15,
would give 15:^5 hours, or neai^ly two 8-hour runs. The "in" time for Train
No. 15 is entered in space 7 B-K, and checked off the Subdivision Sheet,

Train No. 1)4- (P.M. portion) is the next "in", at 6:29 P.M. The
schedule maker knows that he has to put more tripper time to the extra "board

in order to balance out -- about 3 more hours, based upon the earlier dis-
cussion in this chapter. Since Train No. Ih is quite short (2:0? hours), he
pauses at this point to ponder the P.M. tripper problem a little. He feels
that it is time for him to study the remaining evening runs and to transfer
the remaining 3 hours of time to the "board" in terms of the shortest trip-
per buses.

The sliortest P.M. tripper appears to be Train No. 11, of 50
minutes duration. This bus is listed on the extra boai'd as a P.M. tripper
in spaces 20 B-R, T and U. The elapsed time is entered on the Subdivision
Sheet, and the "in" time and total time are checked off.

Inspection of the Subdivision Sheet reveals tv;o other P.M.
trippers -- Trains Nos. k and 7^ each of 1:29 hours duration. These are

entered in spaces 21 B-R, T and U and 22 B-R, T end U, respectively, and
checked off the Subdivision Sheet.

These .tiii'ee P.M. trippers - Trains Nos. 11, ^4- and 7 - total 3

hours and k8 minutes, approximately the 3 hours sought for transfer to the
extra board.

Allowing for the four early straights (spaces 1,2, 5 and k)

which cannot be touched without reducing the number of early straights
below those in the existing schedule, there are only two remaining "open-
ings", on the present objective of 19 runs. These are Trains Nos. 15 and
20. There arc, however, tliree remaining buses to be transferred from the
Subdivision Sheet - Trains Nos. 10, 12 and the P.M. portion of Train No, ih

,

wliere a temporary halt \Ta.s called in adding regiilar runs to the Run Gut
Sheet. At least one of these will have to go to the extra board under the
present schedule "objective". Therefore, there will be at least four {h)

P.M. trippers.

Looking now at the Run Cut Sheet rather than the Subdivision
Sheet, the schedule mairer studies Train No. 20 (Space No. 6). This is a

piece 5:25 hours long. Between k and hours are required to combine with
Train No. 20 to make an 8-hour run. Train No. 10, "out" at 2:17 and "in"
at 6:23, ho,s a length of ^:06 hours. Thus, No, 10 is hooked up with I'rain

No. 20 in space 6 to give a run of 7:31 hours in length. (See entries in
spaces 6 B-I, J, K and L). The appropriate entries and checks ore made for
Train No. 10 on the Subdivision Sheet.
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There nov remain tvo P.M. "buses, Trains Nos. 12 and ik, only one
of vhich can "be linked vlth a remaining e.arly A.M. vehicle. The schedule
maker now takes the shortest of these -- No. ih with a length of 2:07 hours,
and adds it to the P.M. trippers on the extra "borjrd. (See spaces 25 B-S, T
and U). Appropriate entries and checks are placed on the Suhdivision Sheet

(2:07 this entry plus 1:29 A.M. tripper uses up Train No. ih completely —
5:56 hours total).

Tlie remaining train, No. 12, is entered on the "early" portion
of the sheet in spaces 5 B-I, J, and K, and checked off the Suhdivlsion Sheet,

A check is now made of the Suhdivision Sheet to see that all P.M. trains
have -"been properly transferred to the Su.n Cut Sheet.

It vat; stated at the outset that the schedule maker vas striv-

ing for an ohjective of 8:15 average hours per regular run. Along the vay

this figure vas revised to an average of 8:11 or less. A check may nov he

made to determine the "actual" average at this point:'

Add the A.M. tripper time 5:l8 (space 17 U)

Add the P.M. tripper time 5:55 (space 2k U)

Total tripper time 11 : 15

Total time from terminal sheet l6U;5^

minus total tripper time 11 :15

Equals "regular run" time 155:^1

155:^1 divided hy 19 runs =8,1 or 8:06 hours

against the ori;?inal ohjective of 8:15 hours.

The trains are nov all listed on the run cut sheet, and the

schedule maker is ready to "make the cut". He is free to use his own ^iudg-

ment, and to start any%7].ere on the sheet that he vants to.

"Making" the "Cut"

The schedule maker elected to stai-t the cut vith Train No. 1.

This is a lk:0^ hour train. If "hocked up" vith a 2-hour piece in the A.M.,

it vould give an early straight run and another regular run (tvo-piece)

of 3 hours duration. Tlie possible A.M. piece is Train No. 19 (space lOA),

vhich is 2:08 hours long. 2:08 plus 14:05 equals l6:l5, vhich vould "do

the trick". Train No. 1 vould, therefore; he cut into two pieces - an

early straighit run of 8 honors duration and a later piece of 6 hours length

to tie in vith Ti^ain No, 19. Reference is made to the Suhdivision Sheet

to find the closest relief time which vill give an early straighit run.

Train No. 1 comes out of the garage at h:36 A.M. He cr-n he relieved at

12:kh on the outbound trip -- vrhich vould give a length of 8:03 hours.

A sm-all vertical mark (') is placed above 12:'+^^- on the Subdivision Sheet,

and the elapsed time of 8:08 hours is t/ritten in on the sheet above the

relief times of Train No. 1 and to the left of the vertical mark. The entry
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on the F.un Cut S]ieec for Train No. 1 (space IAtK and L) is completed "by

fillini'^ in the relief time {l2:kh). and the actual vehicle time (time worked
S:08}/

The alert schedule maker assumes that everything on the Run
Cut Sheet is "in motion"; that is, that nothing entered eo far is "fixed",
and that he must he prepared to make as many changes as necessary in order
to get the "best over-all result from his run cut.

He can nov coiaplete Train No. 19 (space 10), as the relief time
of Train No. 1 is (at least temporarily) knoivn. This relief time of Train
No. 1 {12:kk P.M.) is entered in space 10 B-I, and the elapsed time hetveen
the relief time (12:^^0 and the "in" time (6:^1-1) for the train is calcula-
ted (5:57 hours). This time is entered in space 10 B-J, and added to the
2:08 time of Train No. 19 to produce a total actual time of 8; 05 hours
which is entered in space 10 B-'L. The time for this piece of Train No. 1

(5:57) is entered on the Suhdivision Sheet to the right of the vertical
line (')> added to the 8:08 early piece of Train No. 1 to give 1^4-: 05 hours,
and the total time, which checks, is "checked off" on the SuMivision Sheet.

Reference to the Run Cut Sheet, "early" side, space 2A, shows
Train No. l8, which is of 15:29 hours duration and susceptible of "being

made into an early straight run. Since there are no pieces available which
might readily combine with this train to increase its length slightly, it
perhaps can be broken into two straight runs of 7:^5 hours length (approxi-
mate) each, or as near that as practicable. Reference is made to the Sub-
division Sheet for relief times, and a relief time of 12:58 P.M. on the
outbound leg is selected temporarily as a brealcing point. This gives a

total time of 7:^4-2 hours (from U:56 A.M. to 12:38 P.M.). A vertical line is
placed above the 12:38 time on the Subdivision Sheet, and the elapsed time
of 7:^2 is written in above the relief times for this train to the left of
the vertical moxk. The 12:38 relief time is entered in space 2A-K, and the
actual time of 7:^2 hours is entered in space 2A-L to complete the entry.

The remaining portion of Train No, l8 is entered in space l8 B,

where the IN time (8:25 P.M.) is already shown. The relief time (12:38) is

entered in space l8 B-I, and the length of run (7:^7 hours from 12:38 to

8:25 is entered in space l8 B-L. The 7:^7 time is also entered on the Sub-
division Sheet to the right of the vertical mark (

' ); added to the 7:^2
tiLie for the early portion of Train No. l8 to give 15:29 hours, the total
time shown on the Subdivision Sheet. This total time is checked off.

Train No. 8 is handled in the same manner as Train No. l8,

breaking it into two 7-hour plus pieces, and entering the relief times and
elapsed times in spaces 3 A-K and L and 19 B-^I and L. The Subdivision Sheet
is treated in the usual fashion, appropriate times and check marks being
entered on this sheet.

The schedule maker, it is recalled, is working towards not less
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than four early v'stralf^ht runs in order to have as many preferalDle runs as

there are in the existinfj schedule. His fourth early straight run appears
as Train No; ' 5 in space k. If this train can "be coupled vith the P.M.
portion of Train No. 1^, a total tirie of 12:50 plus 5:26, or l6:l6 hours,
vill result. This vill give two 8-houf runs. The Subdivision Sheet is

consulted for an appropriate relief time, and the customary notations and
checks are made on that sheet. The relief time {2i0k P.M.) is entered in
spaces h A-K ajid 9 B-I. The elapsed time' for, the evening piece of Train
No. 5 (^:^2) is entered in space 9 B-J. The actual hours for these runs
are entered in spaces 5 B-L and 9 B-L, respectively.

Dropping dovh to space 5 — Train. No, 15 — the total time of

this train as indicated on the SulDdivision Sheet is 12:21, Combined vith
the P.M. portion of Train No. 12 i2:k6 hours) and the A.M. portion of Train
No. 6 (5:2^+), this would total l8:51 hours, which is too long-'. The sched-

ule maker must search further for a combination which will keep hin on his

S--hour average. Space 17 ^' Train No. 2, shows a piece 5:02 hoiirs long.

If a piece 2^ hours long could be removed from a combination of Trains 15

>

12 and 6 to build up Train No. 2 to somewhere near an 8-hour run, -perhaps

this combination could bo reduced to something nearer two 8-hour runs.
Looking fmother, the schedule maker notices that Train No. 12 (space 5 B-J)

is a P.M. piece of 2:k6 hours duration. If 5 hours can be taken off the
A.M. portion of Train No. 15 to combine \rith this, an 8-hour (approximate)
run can be produced. Consulting the Subdivision Sheet, he picks a relief
time of llilT-g-, which gives a length of 5j07 hours for this piece:. These
figures are entered 'in spaces 5 A-K ^lid.^'A-J, respectively. The total
time for the'Tiiri' - '5:07 plus- 2:k-6 equals 7:55 - is entered in space 5 B-L.

Appropriate narks and time entries^ are made on the Subdivision Sheet to

indicate this transaction with Train No. 15.

. .-Continuing with the "partition" of Train No. 15^ the schedule
maker again considers space 17 — Train No. 2,^ the 5:02 hour piece. He

enters Train No. 15 and its relief time (ll:17|-) as^-dlscussed in the para-

graph next above in space 17 A-I. He then consults i^he Subdivision Sheet

for another relief time which will give him a piece about 5 hours long.

The inbound relief time 'at 2:02^ P.M. will yield a pie.ce 2:h^ hours long,

which, when combined with the 5:02 hour piece of Train No. 2, will total

7:47 hours. The new relief tine for Train No. 15 (2:02^) is entered in

space 17 A-K, the elapsed tine {2:k^) is entered in space 17 A-J, and the

total run time of 7:^7 hours is entered in space 17 A-L. Appropriate mark-

ings and time entries are made on the Subdivision Sheet.

Proceeding with the "splitting" of Train No. 15; the schedule

maker eyes space 7 A - Train No. 6, as a possibility. There remains of

Train No. 15 (2:02|- relief time to 6:51 P.M. "in" time) a piece h:29 hours

long. This, when added to the 5:2U hour A.M. portion of Train No. 6, vrould

give a regular run 7 hours and 55 minutes long. These entries ai^e made on

the Pun Cut Sheet (spaces 7 B-I, J and L. The corr©i3PiOndlng notations are

made on the Subdivision Shoot.

Train No. 15* instead of being used as an oqirly straight, run
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(ac it miglit have been rsod) iras broken into tliree parts in this particular
cut to fill out Trains Nos. 12, 6,-^rind 2, and to help build then up into
re^ulcr two-pioce' runs of approximately 8-hours len^^th each. Tlie thi'oe

portions of Train No. 15 'is noted on the Subdivision Sheet:

5:07 hours (combined vith Train No. 12)
k:29 hours (combined vith Train No. 6 )

and 2:^5 hours (combined with Train No. 2 )

12:21 total hours (see Subdivision Sheet)

combine to pive the 12:21 hours shovm for this train on thiis sheet, and the
total time entry may nov be checked off.

Stopping momentcr'ily to check on his progress, the schedule
mi'^kor finds that lie has taken care of 17 of the 19 regular runs which he
has been striviniH: to attain. Tliis loaves spaces 8 and 12 (two parts of Train
Wo. 15 coup].ed vith TroJ.ns Nos. 19 oxid 5) as yet undetermined as to relief
time and len/rth:.

Train No. 15 is 12:20 hours in length, Train No. 19 is 2:U5 hours
in length, and Ti'ain No. 5 is 2:08 hours in length. This combination of
trains totals 17:15 hours, or two runs of 8:56 (approximately) each, A
relief time of 12:^+2 inbound is selected for Train No. 15. Appropriate
notations rre made on the Subdivision Sheet, and the corresponding entries
are m.ado in spaces 8 A- J, K and L, end 12 B-I, J and L, of the Eun Cut Sheet.
Both runs produced by this cut .ore of desirable lengths.

This last step completes the cutting of the schedule into runs.

Calculration of Spread Time and Pay

The schedule m.aker's next step is to calculate the elapsed time
of all regular two-piece runs from the first time of tlie A.M. portion to the
last time of the P.M. portion in order that the "bonus" or spread pay timj.e

may be known.

Tlic spread pay provisions have been set forth in detail else-
where, but will be repeated here for convenience:

Spread Fay
Spread Time (per Day)

Eleven hours and over, but
\mder eleven hours and thirty minutes 15^

Eleven hours and thirty minutes and over,
but under twelve hours 50^

T^'7clve hours and over, but
under twelve hours a,nd thirty minutes
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Spread Pay
Spread Tine (con't) (per Day)

Tvelve hours and thirty ninutes and over,
"but under thirteen hours 70^^

Thirteen hours and over, .tut

under thirteen hours and thirty minutes 95^

Thirteen hours and thirty minutes and over,
"but not over fourteen hours $1.10

Cclunns are provided on the Run Cut Sheet (Columns "0" and "P" of
Figure h2) for the Spread Hours and Spread Pay.

The calculation is made as follows:.

Space 5 A-I starting tine 6:10 A.M.
Space 5 B-K ending tine 6:25 P.M.

Total spread time 12:15 hours.

Total spread pay (fron tatle alDove) - 50^s

These data are entered in spaces . 5-0 and ^-T-. The process is

continued for all tvo-piece runs, with corresponding entries "being made on
the Sun Cut Sheet, (See spaces 6,7,8,9, 10, 12 and 17, Columns 0 and P.)
In the case of space 17 the spread tine is 9 hours and U minutes, which does
not involve additional pay, being less th.an eleven ho^jrs. A dash (-) is

placed in the "spread pay" column in this case.

The spread pay column is now added ($2.50), and the total entered
tenporai'ily in space 20, Column "P".

Swapping of "Pieces" to Reduce Spread Pay
and to Decrease "Allowed" Time

The schedule maker's next step is to try to reduce the spread pay,

and to decrease the amount of tine "allowed" to 8 hours, "by trying a different
contination of pieces than that which he now has on the Run Cut Sheet.

To do this he starts with the last run on the "early" side of the
sheet which pays a spread --in this instance -the conbinatlon of runs in
space 12,

The schedule naker goes through a mental prccees in which he notes
the length sjid amount of spread of the combination under consideration, and
tries to find an (approximately) equivalent - lecgthened piece whioh would bring

the first OUT and last IN tines closer together so as to. reduce the spread
hours and spread pay.
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Referring to the Run Cut Sheet, Figure h2, he conparee space 12 B
with the Train in space 10 B. 12 B is a 6:2!+ piece, and 10 B is a 5:57 piece.
Tlie "in" tine of 10 B is 6:kl P.M., as against 7:06 P.M. for space 12 B. If
ho, therefore, moved Train Nc. 15 from 12 B up to 10 B to Join with Train No.

19 which pulls out at 6:59 A.M. (space 10 A-I), the spread would 1)000116 12:07
instead of the present 11:^+2, and would raise the spread pay of space 10 to

50 conto instead of 50 cents, a loss of 20 cents per day. In this sane nove
Train No. 1 would drop from space 10 B to space 12 B to link up with Train No.

5, with an "out" tino of 7:15 A.M. The now spread would figure fron 7:15 A.M.

to 6:kl P.M., or 11:28 instead of 11:55 as at present. This would drop the
spread pay on space 12 fron 50^5 to 15^; a gain of 15^^. On the whole swap
tiie company would lose 209^ on the first novo and gain 15^^ cn the second nove,
a net loss of 5^^ P©^ day on the whole transaction.

It is also nccescary, l3efcro reaching a conclusion as to the swap,

to check the change which it would produce in the anount of "tine allowed to

8 hours." Since "both A.M. pieces in spaces 10 and 12 are of 2:08 length, the

total tine worked "by the entire conbination would he the sone in an;^' case.

Therefore, there would he no change in allowed tine as a result of the swap.

The net loss of 59 per day on spread tine would not he offset, and, therefore,
there would he no advantage to the conpanj'' in such a swap. Under the circun-
stanceo, this swap would not be nado.

Continuing with the P.M. portion of Train No. 15 (space 12), it

is checked successively against spaces 9 B, 8 B, 7 B, 6 E and 5 E in a search
for possible "swaps". In eaci: case it is found that these P.M. pieces are

all too short for interchange with the P.M. portion of Train No. 15 as enter-
ed in space 12 B. Therefore, no swaps are nade.

Movin.c up to space 10 on the "early" side, the schedule naker
continues his search for possible opportunities to reduce the spread or
decrease the allowed tine. Conparing 10 B (5:57 piece) with 9 B {k:k2) and
8 B (2:^+5); be finds then too short fcr interchange. The sane is true of
spaces 7 B (^:29), 6 B {h:06) and 5 B (2:^+6).

Taking next space 9 B, the process is continued. This train,
No. 5 J has a length, of k:h2. Space 8 B (2:U5) is too short for interchange.
Space 7 B (^:29) has possibilities. By noving Train No, 5 fron 9 B to 7 B,

the spread (6:37 A.M. to 6:k6 P.M.) bccones 12:09, and the spread pay becones
50^t-, instead of 30.^, a loss to the conpanj'- of 20^;! per day. In noving 7 B
(Train No. 15) to 9 B, the spread becones (6:55 A.M. to 6:51 P.M.) 11:58, or

50^i;, which is no change. So fcr, there would be a loss to the conpany of 20^^

per day in spread pay for the swap.

This transaction nust next bo checked for its effects upon
"allowed" tine. If 9 B were conbined with 7 A, the total actual hours would
be 3:2!+ piuo h:h2, or 8:06 total. If 9 A were conbined with 7 B, the total
actual hours, would be 3:26 plus h:2Q, or 7:55 total. The present allowed
tij-.ie to 8 hnurs in spaces 7 and 9 is 7 ninutes (7:53). M'ter the "swap"
under consideration, the allowed tine for spaces 7 and 9 would be 5 ninutes

(7:55). Therefore, 7 ninus 5, or 2 ninutes in allowed tine would be saved
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"by the svap. At the present wage rate for "bus operators, this 2 ninute
saving would "be worth about 3.6yf per day to the cor'ipany. Stacked against-

a

loos of 204 per day in Jijrxad pay^ tlic net loss of l6.h<l^ per day would dis-
courage the schedule naker from naking this swap. (NOTE - There are many
instances every day on tlie eanple property in cutting rims where the saviiig

in allowed tine vill more tlian offset any increase in spread, to the advan-
tage oi' the ccr.ipojxy , )

In conparing space 9-B with space 6-B, it was found that the
cproad would reioain t}ie same after the "swap", "but that one minute in allow-
ed tine could "be saved "by swapping. Despite the onall gain to the company,
which is involved (1.8i?S per day), the schedule naker decided to nake the
sw.ip to save this minute. This involves the Interchange of the entries in

space 6-A with these in space 9-k.

In every day practice the schedule naker would sinply use his

eraser and pencil to nalce this interchange. In order to keep the steps in-

tact for the student of this report, however, a second "auxiliary" Run Cut

Sheet (Figure hh) has heen included. On this sheet the student I'd.ll find
spaces 5j 1 ) 8, 10, 12 and 1? basically as they are in Figiu^c h2, but spaces
6 and 9 have been "swapped" in accordance with the moves described in the
paragraph imediately above. The position of the spread changes, but it is

still 50 plus 50 cents in the one case, and 50 plus 50 cents in the other
case — a stond off. On Figure U2, space 6 showed on allowed time to 8

hours of 29 minutes (fron 7:31 actual), while on Figure hh space 6 shows an
allowed tine of 28 minutes (from 7:32 actual).

This na^f seen to the student of the report to be a lot of trouble
for a negligible saving, but it servos to illustrate a principle which, as

followed by the sample company, lias resulted in savings of nany thousands of
dolLars annually. The saving in allowed time in such "swaps" is frequently
as high as 30 minutes per swap.

Now that space 9-B has been changed (Figure hh) , it must again be

compared with all the two-piece runs ahead of it in the list. Space 8-B is

too short for Interchojige; a change niglit be made with space 7-B, but this
would lose 20^^ per day on spread pay; 9-B and 6-B have already been swapped
to save a minute in allowed time; and y-B is too short for interchange.

Similarly, 3-B is coigDared with 7-B (too long), 6-B (too long),
and 5-B. In the latter case the spreads would still be 50^2^ and 30fS - no
saving, rjid a minute in allowed time would be lost in the interchange.
Tliis change would not be made.

7-B is next checked against 6-B. If a swap were made tlie spread
pay would be the same, and tlie allowed time would balance out. There is no
advantage to tlie "swap". 5-B is too short for interchajige

.
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When 6-B is compared vith-5-B, the latter is found to he too short

for Interchange.

This completes the process of "swapping pieces" to reduce spread

pay, and to decrease the "allowed" time.

Equalization of Buns

After checking throiigh the spread time and allowed time as des-

cribed ahove, the schedule maker next examines the Run Cut Sheet in an
attempt to "equalize" the runs; that is, to see that each trainman gets hia

fair share of the work to be performed. The "allowed" time is also reviewed
in this process.

The schedule maker returns to the. Subdivision Sheet (Figure kl)

and begins his examination with Train No. 1. He also follows the trains in
order on the Eun Cut Sheet (Figures h2-kk) . The first entry on the "early"
side - space 1-A - shows an early straight run of 8:08 hours length. This
is a normal and satisfactory length of run, so zhat a check mark is placed
behind the "actual" time on the Run Cut Sheet (see step "D").

The remainder of Train No. 1 may be found in space 10-B where,
as part of a two-piece run, the total time is 8:05. Looking at the Subdivi-
sion Sheet, he selects an earlier relief - tine (12:2^^- P.M.) for this train.
This relief time would cut space 1 from 8;08 hours to 7:^8 hours, and
would raise space 10 from 8:05 hours to 8:25 hoiur's. Such a move would cause
space 1 to drop below 8 hours, thereby causing "allowed" time, and would
cause an unbalance of work. So, the change would not be made, and a check
mark would be placed behind the 8:05 "actual" time of space 10 (see step "E").

Continuing this process. Train No. l8 (spaces 2-A and 18-B) is in

two parts (7:^2 and 7:^7 "actual" hours), both nearly equal and under 8 hours.
This entry is checked off. The same is true of Train No. 8 (spaces 3-A and
19-B). Train No. 3 (spaces 4 and 9 is found to be in exact balance, and is
checked off.

In following this procedure tlirough, a train must bo traced
throiagh all of its "pieces" against later trains until the last piece (which
goes to the gferage) is reached, to see that runs are equalized.

Train No. 15 (spaces 5-A and 7-B) is checked. It is in balance
(7:53 "s. 7:53), so that no interchange is made. Trains Nos. 20 and 10
(spaces 6-A and B) are both "in and out of station" pieces, so no change can
be made. Spaces 8 and 12, which include parts of Train No. 13, are checked
for possible interchange. There being only a 5 minute difference between them
(8:Ul vs. 8:32), no swap is made.
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Space 17 on tho early side includes Train No. I5 which, it may be

recalled, was cut into three parts to make two-piece runs. Train No. I5

will also "be found in spaces 5-A and 7-B. The lengths of runs in which

Train No. I5 is involved arc 7^53, 7^53 and 7:1+7 - all under 8 hours and

of approximately equal length. No swap is made.

Tui^ning to the right-hand or "late" side of the sheet, the sched-

ule maker looks at space 1 - Train No. 5. This is an "out and in" piece

with which nothing can "be done, so the 8:17 time entry is checked off. The

same is true of Trains Nos. 9, 6 and 20 in spaces 2, 3 and h.

The next entry, is "late" space 5'- the late portion of the "owl",

designated as Train No. 2. The early portion of this train is shovm on the

"early" side of the sheet in space 17-B, where it combines with another

piece to give a rvn of 7«^7 houi's. The schedule maker refers to the Subdi-
vision Sheet to select a new relief time for Train No. 2. He finds that the

last relief time calculated is the 8:21-| outbound relief time which he has
already used. He, therefore, calculates a new inbound relief time -- leaving
Dumaine and Alexander at 8:33 P.M. (see Terminal Sheet) plus 6 minutes runn-
ing time to the inbound relief point at Orleans and Broad (see Punning Time
sheet) equals 8:39 P.M., which he enters on the Subdivision Sheet behind the
8:2l|- time. He erases (NOTE - shown as crossed out to preserve the continuity
of tho exhibit) the vertical mark (') formerly placed over 8:21-|- and the
lengths of tho two former pieces of this train {^:(J2 and 8:19) from tho Subdi-
vision Shoot, and places his ne.w vertical mark over the newly entered 8:39
time. The run is now cut 'into two pieces' 5:20 long (entered to the left of
the new vertical mai'k) and 8:01 long (entered to the right of the new vertical
mark)

»

Turning from the Subdivision Sheet to the Pun Cut Sheet, space 17-B
on the "early" side, he changes the relief time from 8:2l|- to 8:39, and the
actual time from 7:W to 8:0^. This move saves I3 minutes (23^) in time
allov/ed to 8 houi^s. Moving over to space 5-B on the "late" side, the relief
time for Train No. 2 is changed from 8:21-2- to 8:39, and the actual time is
dropped from 8:19 to 8:0'1. This run is still above 8 hours, eo the gross
saving of 23^5 in tine allowed to 8 hours becomes also a net saving of 23^^^ in
allowed time.

The trippers are also re -checked, for if there were a tripper on
the right-hand side, which was longer than some portion of a two-piece run, it
may pay to "swap" it unless the change were offset by an increase in spread
time as another result. The advantage, of course, in such a move, when practi-
cable, lies in the fact tliat tripper time is figured at time and one-half,
whereas two-piece runs under 8:45 hours are paid at straight time. Further-
more, such a move might mean a reduction in "allowed" time. Off setting "these
advantages, as mentioned above, might be an increase in spread pay.

Just before he recopicd his Run Cut Sheet in proper form for the
typist, the schedule maker noticed a long or '"high" rim which might be sus-
ceptible of correction. This is the combination shown in space 8, "early"
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side of Figure k2. This involves two trains - Nos. 13 and 19.

Working first vith Train No. 19, the schedule maker turns to the

Torminal Sheet (Figure kO) to see whether additional "shifts" can "be made.

If he drops the first trip of the P.M. portion of Train No. 19 dovn to

Train No. 20, he vill make the P.M. portion of Train No. 20, already 8:42

hours, too long (see "late" side of Bun Cut Sheet, space k) . He cannot
"raise' a trip from Train No. 19 to Train No. l8, as No» 18 is a long train
which "out-spans" No. 19.

Considering next Train No. 13, the early portion of space 8, the

schedule maker studies the Terminal Sheet and finds that if he should "drop
a trip down to Train No. Ik, he would increase the length of that A.M. trip
per "by a round trip, thereby adding to his "time and one-hedf".

The schedule maker concludes therefore that he will leave the
Qikl hour run of space 8, "ea3;'ly" side, stand as it is.

Completion of the Run Cut Sheet

The rearranged Bun Cut Sheet may now "be recopied in proper form
for the schedule typist. This is done by arranging the runs in accordance
with the order of the tines at which they are relieved or pull into the
garage. The recopied Bun Cut Sheet is shown in Figure k^.

The following steps leading toward the completion of the Bun Cut
Sheet are now taken (see Figure 45);

Step ffl. The "time allowed to 8 hours" is computed for each
run.

Step #2. The "j>ay hours" are computed for each run. "Actual"

hours plus "allowed" hours equal "pay" hours.

Step #3. Lines are drawn and the totals of these columns are

computed.

Step #4. The "allowed" time (extra "half" time) for trippers
is computed for each tripper run. In this case the

company "takes" the odd half -minute.

Example: space 12, "late" side: .

1:29 = 89 minutes

X 89 =44 minutes

1:29 plus 0:44 r 2:13
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FIGURE 45.

COMPLETED RUN CUT SHEET-
SAMPLE COMPANY UNDER STUDY.
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Step #5. Where the tripper involves less than "one hour at
tine and one-half", enough "allowed" tine nust "be

figured to "bring the pay hours up to 1:30.

Example: space 18, "late" side:

50 minutes x = 25 minutes

50 plus 25 = 75 minutes,

or 1:15 hours.

Since the minimum trippor is 1:30 straight
time, the entry in the "allowed" column
must "be

90 minus 50, or kO minutes,

in order to 'meet the contract.

See also space 11, "late" side.

Step 7f6. The total pay hours for trippers are determined
for each run. "Actual" hours plus "allov/ed" hours
equal "pay" hours.

Step #7. Lines are dra^m and the A.M. and P.M. tripper totals
are computed.

Step #8. The spread times are computed for each run, as pro-
viousl;'" discussed in some detail.

Step 7^9. The spread pay is entered in the appropriate colunn
for each run.

Step #16. The spread pay column is totaled.

Step #11. The Run Cut Sheo-t is checked back against the Termi-
nal Sheet and the Running Time Sheet for accuracy of

the relief, "in" and "cut" tines. The -schedule

nakor places a heav;y" dot
, ( . ) "behind each relief time

or "III" tine as he checks it.

Step ^2. All tines are re -calculated hy machine to detect any
compensating errors.

Step #13. The Run Cut Sheet is then re-checked hy schedule

naker other than the one who originally made it.

Step #lU. The time 'oetwcen relief points is checked to see that
the operator has ample opportimity to get to his
relief point, to- get something to eat, etc. In this
process the "in" or "relief" time of a given A.M.

piece is checked with the "out" tine or "relief" time
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of the corresponding P.M. piece. The minimum time

"between reliefs for the sample line vould 'oe 25

minute s

.

Step #15. The entire Run Cut Sheet is re-checked on a machine.

The actual and allowed hours, as well as th.e spread

time, is rechockod on a "tape" machine. (Cases

have been detected, through careful and repeated re-

chccking, of errors in a single schedule which might
have run contrary to the labor contract and caused
an entire new "pick" of runs by the trainmen.)

Step #16. The total actual hours on the "early" side are re-
determined by machine (111:59).

Step #17. The total allowed hours are re-calculated by machine
(1:^+7).

Step #18. The total pay hours are re-computed by machine and
cross-checked (113:^6).

Stop //I9. The spread pay is re -added by machine for a check.

Step #20. The total actual hours on the "late" side are re-
calculated by machine (^1:^2).

Step ]f21. (There are no allowed hoi.irs on the "late" side.)

top r7'22. The total pay hours arc rc-computed by machine
(^1:U2), and cross-checked.

Step #23. The tliree time columns for the A.M. trippers arc
re -added by mchine. (5:l8)(2:5l) (8:09).

Step 'jf2h. The three tine colui.ms for the P.M. trippers are
re -added by machine. (5:55) (3:11) (9:06).

Step #25. The "Recapitulation of Runs" in the lower right-
hand corner of the sheet is completely filled out
from the data appearing and derived elsewhere on
the sheet. This "re-cap" is added and checked.
The actual hours (iGk'.^h) in this sumiiiary must
check the actual hours {l6k:^k) shown on the Termi-
nal Sheet.

Step #26. The "Journey Time" is computed. This is a time allow-
ance provided for in the contract to allow an operator
who is "relieved on the road" after his final piece of
work to got to the bus garage to turn in his trip
sheets, transfers, etc. On the sample line this allow-
ance is 7 minutes. This time is not allowed whore the
operator brings his vehicle out of or into the garage,
or on relief between pieces of a run. An examination
of the Run Cut Shoot shows such reliefs on the runs
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in "early" spaces 1, 2, 3, h and 13. All other

"final pieces", early and late, and trippers pull
into the bus garage. The runs which merit Journey
tine are marked vith an asterisk (*). The five

rims multiplied hy an allowance of 0:07 per run
equal 0:35 hours, or 35 minutes, of Journey tine.

This is entered on the "Recapitulation of Runs".

Step #27. The "run numbers" are now entered on the Run Cut
Sheet, placing them in the order in which the runs
pull into the garage or are relieved on the road.
A series of numbers starting with "78O" has been
assigned to this line. The regular runs are num-
bered 780-798^ and the trippers are numbered 799-
806.

Stop #28. The Run Cut Sheet is again completely re-checked by
the schedule maker and his checker, and "0 'Keyed"

by the checker.

Step #29. The sheet is properly "headed" with all pertinent
information.

As a final step, the schedule maker calculates the average length
of his 19 regular runs to see how closely he has approached his objective of

8:11 hours length. The actual time of the early rims is 111:59. The actual
time of the late runs is i+l:U2. This is a total of 153:^1 actual hours
represented by regular runs. 153:^1 divided by 19 equals 8:06 hours, which
is a satisfactory outcome as against the "revised" objective of 8:11 hours.

The schedule maker is nov/ ready to turn the Run Cut Sheet over to

the schedule typist, who sets it up in final fot^\.

The typed Run Sheet is shov/n in Figure k6. It contains all the
essential information of the pencil Rim Cut Sheet, but in simplified and
rearranged form. The uses of the Run Sheet will bo discussed in a succeed-
ing chapter.

F. Graphic Illustration of Run Cutting

Figure ^7 has been developed as a graphic illustration of the
manner in which "trains" arc cut into "runs" on the sample property. It is

a pictorial representation of the "run cut" aot forth in Figure U5. Such
charts are not customarily mxide by the Schedule Department, but this one has

been Included go that the student of the report may visualizo the process
described in so roany words in the preceding section.

Train No. 1, for example, has been divided into two pieces - an
,

early straight rim (8:08 hours length) and a later piece of 5*57 hours length,



FIGURE 47.

GRAPHIC ILLUSTRATION OF RUN CUT-
SAMPLE COMPANY UNDER STUDY.
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This latter portion ^•ra.B connected in the run cutting process, with the A.M.

portion of Train No. 19 (2:08 hours length) to form a two-piece run. Note

the connecting dashed line (representing a 30?5 spread "link") between these

two pieces.

The "split" of Train No. 15 into three pieces as discussed in the

step-"by~Gtep description of the run cutting process, may he easily vismlized
from Figure 47. The "early piece" is connected "by a 50^^ spread to Train No.

12, The "middle piece" is connected with no spread penalty to the first P.M.

portion of Train No. 2. The "late piece" of Train No. 15 is connected by a

30^^ spread to the A.M. portion of Train No. 6.

A further picture of the run cut of Figure U5 is shown in Figure
U8. In this illustration bands are sho^^^l for the various runs, beginning with
the earliest A.M. pull out bus. Each band is divided by symbols into:

Actual time worked,
Tine allowed to 8 hours.
Time and -g-, and
Journey time.

Spread pay "links" between portions of two-piece regular runs are shown by
means of dotted lines. The table to the right of the graph shows the "pay"
for the day in "dollars", subdivided according to the break-down given above,
for each individual run.

The total pay for the Tuesday - Friday schedule of the sample bus
line is $189.67, divided as follows:

Amoimt Per Cent
Actual hours v/orked $ I78.IO 93.90
Allowed to 8 hom^s 1.92 1.01
Time and ^ 6.5O 3.^3
Spread 2.50 1.32
Journey time O.65 0.3^
TOTAL $ 189.67 100.00

This is considered to be a reasonably high proportion of actual hours to
total pay hours on the sample property under present-day policies and work-
ing practices.

G. Comparison of the Kun Cut Described Above with Other Cuts of the Same
Schedule

The run cut depicted in Figure U5 includes foijir {h) early straight
runs and seven (7) late straight runs, the same number as in the existing
schedule. It will be recalled that, in the process of "shifting" the termi-
nal sheet (Figure 38), the schedule maker set the stage for five (5) early
straight runs and seven (7) late straight runs or two more straight runs
than in the existing schedule.
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FIGURE 48.
GRAPHIC ANALYSIS OF INDIVIDUAL RUNS-

SAMPLE COMPANY UNDER STUDY.
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Figure 14-9 is a Run Cut Sheet prepared from the same terminal sheet

as that used in setting up Figure k^. In the case of Figure k^, however, the

schedule maker has succeeded in obtaining five (5) early straight runs and

eight (8) late straight runs. (Early straight runs ^Qo, 7QI, IQ2, 783, jQk

and late straight runs 790, 791, 792, 79^, 795, 796, 797, and 798.)

In obtaining a greater number of straight runs, an additional cost
to the company has been incurred, as set forth in the following comparative
tabulation:

Number of Rims
Early straight*
Late straight *

Actual hours

Allowed time to 8 hours
Time and ^
Total allowed time

Pay hour

6

Spread pay

Journey time

Figure 4^

k

7

161^:54

1:^7
6;02

172 :k3

$ 2.50

0:35

Figure k9

5
8

16k

10:38

175:32

$ 2.80

0:1^2

Increase
or

Decrease

-* 1
- 1

T 1:27
t 1:22

T 2',k9

2:k9

0.30

0:07

(*) The definitions of "early" and "late" straight runs
for purposes of this classification differ slightly
from those shovm in the "recapitulation" blocks of

the Run Cut Sheets. Here they are "early" and "late"
as based upon their general position on the time ohart,
rather than whether they pull into tho bus garage
before or after 9:00 P.M.

As mentioned above, these run cuts are based upon the same "shifted"
terminal sheet. The same degree of skill and care was used in their prepara-
tion. In the one case (Figure 45) maximum economy to the company under the
existing labor contract was the governing factor. In the other case (Figure

^9) the maximum number of preferable runs from the standpoint of the operating
personnel was the governing factor. The company can give its operators a
chance at two more preferable runs for an additional expenditure of 2:49 pay
hours ($3.04) plus 30^^ additional spread pay and 7^^ additional Journey time,
or $3.Ul per day in all.

The question is, "Which schedule ehall the company post in its
pick?" The answer depends almost wholly upon "company policy", or the results
of managerial decision. If the company desires maximum economy, it can obtain
this by using the run cut of Figure without reducing the number of preferable
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FIGURE 50.

COMPARATIVE RUN CUT SHECT#2 (FIGURE 50 VS. 45)-

SAMPLE COMPANY UNDER STUDY.
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runs "belov that of the existing schedule. If the company desires to in-
crease the number of preferable runs^ it can do so by using the run cut of

Figure k9.

As a matter of policy at the present time the company would pro-
bably use the run cut of Figure h9 and give the men the benefit of the two
extra straight runs. Revenues are high and labor is seeking to better its
position. It voiold be good employee relations tDgive the extra preferable
runs. At another time, when revenues are on the downgrade and maximum
economy of scheduling is of paramoumt importance to both the coc^any and its
employees from the long-range point of viev, the run cut tj^^ified by Figui^e

would be selected. The saving of ($3.i^l x 209) $713 pcr year due the
latter selection would be most helpful to company earnings and to the stabi-
lity of eniployment in time of stress.

Another Run Cut Sheet is shown in Figure 50* This cut is based
upon the same temlnal sheet as Figure ii-5, and upon the same objective of

four (U) early straight runs and seven (7) late straight runs. The schedule
maker did not in this case, however, exercise as much care in the run cut as
ho might have done. Ho has made a good run cut, but has not carried his work
nearly as far as he should have. The comparison in this case is set forth
below:

Increase
or

Figure Figure ^0 Decrease
Number of Runs
Early straight-x- k k •

Late straight * 11-
Actual hours l6k:'^k iGk-.^k

Allowed time to 8 hours 1:^+7 2:25 -r 0:38
Time and J 6:02 6:23 0:21
Total allowed time 1 :h9 8:U8 t 0:59

Pay hours 172:^3 173:^2 -f 0:59

Spread pay $ 2.50 $ 2.70 40:20

Journey time 0:35 0:35

{^) See note under tabulation on page I5I.

As mentioned above, these run cuts are based upon the same "shifted"

terminal sheet. The same number of early and late straight runs is involved.

The difference lies in a slightly loss skilful cut in Figure 50 as compared
with Figure k"^. The additional cost to the company for the lack of perse-
verance on the schedule maker's part in the second case is 0:59 pay hours

($1.06) plus 20^ additional spread pay, or $1.26 per day in all. This would
be equivalent to a loss of ($1.26 x 209) $263 per year duo to not carrying
the rvm cut to its final conclusion.



FIGURE 51.

COMPARATIVE RUN CUT SHEET#3 (FIGURE 51 VS. 45)-

5AM RLE COMPANY UNDER STUDY.
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The difference cited above Is slight because the tvo Jobs of run
cutting vere almost, though not quite, comparable^ It is included to Illus-
trate a principle. Actmlly such differences grow perceptibly with the

mediocrity of the schedule maker and the size of the line, and may veil
amount to many thousands of dollars per year — enough to mean the difference
between success and failure of the company during the lean years. For this

reason the company believes that the expenditure of funds for traffic
checking and schedule preparation on a regular, systematic basis, and the

eii5)loyment of technicians who are skillful, patient and careful in the process
of cutting runs, pays Incalculable' dividends in operating efficiency and
operating cost performance.

A final Run Cut Sheet is shorwn in Figure 51, This one is based
upon the '"unshifted" terminal sheet of Figure 37, and shows what may result
from lack of attention to this process. The comparison of this run cut with
that of Figure U5 is set forth In the following tabulation:

Number of R\ms
Early straight*
Late straight *

Figure l<-5

k

1

Figure 51

3
k

Increase
or

Decrease

- 1

- 3

Actual hours 16k l6h:29 - 0:25

Allowed time to 8 hours
Time and
Total allowed time

I'M
6:02

tM
1:31
6:15
7:1+6

- 0:l6
0:13

- 0:03

Pay hours 172:43 172:15 - 0:28

Spread pay $ 2.50 $ i;.30 +$1.80

Journey time 0:35 0:35

(*) See note under tabiilation on page I5I,

This run cut, based on the "unshifted" terminal sheet, represents
an increased cost to the company of $1.80 in spread pay minus $0.50 (0:28 pay
hours) in straight time, or a net Increased cost of $1.30 per day. This is

equivalent to $272 per year. Of greater significance, however, is the reduc-
tion in the number of early straight runs from li to 3, ancL the reduction in
the number df late straight runs from "J to h. A precipitous change of this
sort at this time would have an extremely adverse effect upon employee rela-
tions. It would be beyond the palo of sound managerial practice, in the

opinion of the company, to suddenly place such a run cut as that shown
in Figure 5I in effect.

A final cociparison of interest is that between the run cut shown
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BD3 OARAGE

HDW3 PICKED ACCORDINQ TO SaHORITY BY GS0UP3 OF 10 lOK

MARCH 27. 1946

8

?
CM

i
»
n

»:1 M

1st 10 aon 10 8 1 1
Znd 10 Ben 20 6 1 1

•

3rd 10 Ben 30 8 1 1
4th 10 nen 40 7 1 2

_ 5th 10 sen 50 7 2 1

6th 10 aen 60 6 1 1

7tli_ 10 men 70 9 1

8th 10 men 80 9 1
9th

10th
10 sen
10 fflen

90
100

9
4 2

1
1 1 I X

11th 10 men 110 3 4 2 1

12th 10 Ben 120 1 1 1 3 2 1 1

13th 10 men 130 2 4 1 1 2
14th 10 Ben 140 2 3 2 1 2

isth IQ «» 150 1 2 2 1 ? 2
16th 10 aen 160 1 2 1 2 1 1 2

17th 10 aen 170 1 2 1 2 2 2

18th 10 Ben 180 1 3 1 1 1 1 1 1
19th 10 nen 190 1 2 2 2 2 1

mh 10 Ben 200 2 3 1 1 1 2

3»l8t 10 Ben 210 2 1 2 1 2 2

22nd 10 Ben 220 1 2 1 2 1 2 1
23rd 10 aen 230 1 2 1 1 4 1

24th 10 nen 240 1 1 3 4 1

Z5th 10 Ben 250 1 1 1 2 5
26th 10 nan 260 1 1 1 7

27th 10 Bsn 270 1 3 5 1

28th 10 aen Z&O 2 8
29th 10 aen 290 8 2
30th 10 aen 300 8 2
31St 10 sen 310 7 3
32nd 10 Ben 320 7 3
33rd 10 aen 330 7 3

34th 10 aen 340 3 6

35th 10 nan 350

(NOTE :3-Pleoe Runs are prorided for in the eoiq>any*8 contract with its platfom
personnel, but no 3-pieoe runs are scheduled at the present tlae.)

FIGURE 52.
BUS operators' PRErERENCES fOR VARrOUS TYPES OF RUNS-

SAMPLE COMPANY UNDER STUDY.
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in Figure U9 and that in Figure 5I:

Fignro 49
(Based on "shifted'

terminal sheet)

Nuriber of runs
Early straight-^

Late straight *

Total cost per day $ 193-1^

Figure 5I Increase
(Based on "unshifted" or

terminal sheet) Decrease

3 - 2

k - k

$ 190.96 -$2.18

(^) See note under tabulation on page 152.

This table shows the range between the best and worst of the run cuts, from
the standpoint of "preferable" runs, and serves to re-emphasize the importance
of shifting the terminal sheet before beginning the run cutting process.

H. General Observations on the Cutting of Runs as Practiced "by the Sample
Company

The sample company, as indicated in the foregoing descriptive
passages, endeavors to give its platform personnel the greatest number of

"preferable" runs consistent with sound economics. The preference of its
trainmen for various types and kinds of runs is determined by a periodic
analysis of the runs picked according to seniority by groups of ten men. The
final sur;imary sheet from such an analysis is shown in Figure 52.

A studj' of this sheet reveals many interesting facts, not all of

which will bo commented upon in this volume.

Consider the runs picked by the ten men having highest seniority
(first preference) at the bus garage. Of the ten, eight picked early straight
rims, one picked a straight run a little later in the day, and one picked a

70^^ spread pay 2-piece r\m.

The first ninety men in order of

E-^xly straight runs
Straight day (off before 9 f.

Total straight runs

$1.10 2-piece runs

$0.95 2-picce runs

$0.70 2-piece runs
Total 2-pieco runs

Late straight runs

Owl runs

ce picked as follows:

Number Per Cent

73

5
75 86.7

3

1

3

7 7.8

-

^-^

1 1.1

Grand total runs 90 100.0
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An examination of the picks mde by the ninety men ranging from
101 through 190 in seniority reveals the following preferences:

Early straight runs
Straight day (off before 9 P.M.)

Total straight runs

Number

7

7

Per Cent

15.5

$1.10 2-piece runB
$0.95 2-pieco runs
$0.70 2-piece runs
$0.50 2-picce runs
$0.30 2-pioce runs
$0.15 2-pioce runs

Total spread pay runs

k
k
21
8
8

10

55 61.3

Early 2-picce (Off before 9 P.M.)

Late straight runs ,11 12.2

Late 2-pieco runs 1 1.1

Ovl runs _k

Grand total rune 90 100.0

A study of the eighty-nine men having least seniority and pre-
fe3:*ence on the bus systen (Numbers 251-339) shows that they are "left" with
the following "choices":

Early straight runs
Straight day (Off before 9 P.M.

)

Total straight runs

Number
;

2

1

3
:

Per Gent

3.3

$0.15 2-piece rims 3.,, 3.3

Early 2-piece (Off before 9 P.M.

)

3.3

Late straight runs 67.6

Late 2-piece runs 20 22.5

Grand total runs 100.0

This analysis reveals an unmistakable preference on the part of

the older men towards an early straight run — to get at the day's work
early, to get it over with, and to have daylight hours free for themselves.
It shows a tendency for the middle group to take the "money runs" — two-
piece runs with the larger spread bonuses. It further shows that the late
runs, whether straight or two-piece, are the least desirable, and must be
worked by the younger men with least seniority.
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Information of this type is of considerable value to the Schedule
Departncnt in tenpering its "economc" considerations with an "enrployee

relations" aspect to the extent that the earnings position of the conpany \rill

periiit. It also serves to pronote understanding "between the Trainnen's
Association's Schedule CorT.iittee and the Schedule Departnent in their discus-
sions of the run cut and the Assignment Sheet. "Guesses" on the Comitteo's
part as to the preference for certain kinds of runs is replaced "by factual
data showing just what the nen really desire as expressed in terns of their
"pick preference" in order of seniority. Meetings between the Coonittee and
the Chief Schedule Maker to discuss such laatters have been conducive of much
good.

Figure 53 is a table sho"^-n.ng the number and percentage of "prefer-
able" rune on the sample property in relation to the total runs for tho Spring
of 19^+6. In this compilation tho "contract" rather than the "pick" is used
to define "preferable" runs, and all straight runs are included as preferable
runs along with 2-piece runs paying a "spread" of 50^^ pcjt* day or more, becatise

this agreement specifies that "there shall be as many straight runs as econo-
mically possible". On this basis, the sample conpany shows a system-wide
percentage of 75.8 "preferable" runs. The bus systen alone shows 8l.l per-
cent "preferable" runs. This statement is a valuable g-uide to the Schedule
Departnent in shaping its run cut policies.

The chart in Figure "^h depicts the average length of rims over a
period of l8 years. This shows the extent to which the schedule makers of
the sample company have been able to hold regular runs to an approximately
8-hour working day. It serves as a gross measiJire of the ability of the Sched-
ule Departnent to avoid the pajTient of "allowed tine" on the one hand, and
"overtime" on the other hand.

Figure 55 shows the percentage of straight runs to total runs for
the property over a period of 17 years. This percentage has grown from a

low of k'J per cent to a present value of 72.5 per cent. It serves as a gross
index of the degree to which the sample conpany has been able to meet the

desires of its operators for straight runs, and the degree to which it has
been able to reduce the percentage of 2-piece runs involving the payment of

a spread "bonus"

.

The chert shown in Figure ^6 expresses tho relationship between
the number of "preferable" runs and the number of total runs over the last

15 years. In this exhibit all straight runs and 2-piece runs with a spread
pay of 50^5 and over are considered to be "preferable" runs as in Figure 53.
The various kinds of runs are indicated by an appropriate legend. The
percentage of preferable runs has grown from k6 in 1^3^ to 'Jk at the present
tine. (NOTE: 3-Piece Runs are provided for in the company's contract with
its platform personnel, but no 3-piece runs are scheduled at the present
time.) It is apparent from this chart that there has been a relatively
greater growth in the percentage of straight runs within the growth in the
number of regular runs.
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Other forms and methods utilized in the cutting of runs will he
discussed in Parts II and III of this report, which will provide a compen
dium of industry practices and vicvpoints on this phase of the schedule
making process.

The schedule making procedure on the sample property has now been
described and illustrated in considerable detail. Consideration will next
be given to the methods used by the company in the distribution of schedule
information to its operators, its supervisory employees and officials, and the

general public.
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CHAPTER VII

DISTRIBUTION OF SCEEDULE INFORMATION

Having conpleted the component parts of a transit schedule, the

next probleni confronting a Schedule Department is that .of making tho "basic

information concerning the schedule availahle to the interestecL parties.
Clarity, conciseness, and the use of effective methods for duplicating a

"

sufficient number of copies are the "basic essentials to he considered.

There are many vlexis as to the best methods of setting up and
duplicating schedule data, and Ein attempt will be made to set soSio of these
ideas forth in Parts II and III of this study. Following along with the

basic premise for Part I, at this point an exposition will be included cover
ing tho practices followed by the company under study.

The media to be discussed in this chapter are:

1. Run Sheet

2. Assignment Sheet

3. Terminal Sheet

k. Run Guide Sheet

5. Comparative Statement

6. Recapitulation of Schedules in Effect

7. Published Schedule Data .

A. The Run Sheet

The typed R'on Sheet has previously been shown in the chapter on

Run Cutting as Figure k6. It contains all tho essential information of the

run cut sheet, but in simplified and rearranged form.

Three copies of the Run Sheet are prepared by the Schedule Depart-

ment an original and two carbon copies.

The original oopy is placed in the department's Schedule Book for

ready reference in a multiplicity of uses. It furnishes, for exai/iple, a

basis for the comparison of all oooentlal Information on runs when building a

new Bohedulo for the line, or in making up comparative statemcnta,^ and so on.

One carbon oopy 1b sent to tho station master of tho dlvlelon out
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cf which tho line operates. Ho uces it for general information concerning
rune, and tho station clcrko U3e it specifically in the task of preparing in
advance for the issuance of transfers to the trainmen. The nmbers of runs,
their lengths, etc., serve as guides to the nunber of "hlocks" of transfers
to be set up for issuance and the quantities in each block.

The second carbon copy is sent to the paymaster, who uses it to

obtain payroll informtion for the tripper runs, as those do not appear on
the Assignnent Sheet. The paymaster also uses the Pun Sheet as a check on
the tines of regular runs, to sec that he ho.s set up the pay tine correctly.

B. The Acsignjnont Shoot

The Assignment Sheet, Figure 57, is essentially a nediu::i for group-
ing runs into six-day assignments for selection by tho trainncn in accordance
vith their seniority. In its finally t;j'^ed form, Figure 58, i"t serves as
information to the traininen in their "picking" of rims, and as a place where
they may "sign" for the runs selected.

The source of information for preparing the Assignment Sheet is

the run cut sheet sho^-m in Figure ^5.

Picking of Runs

The follovdng general provisions of the agreement between the

company and its operating personnel govern the picking of runs:

1. Motormen, conductors and bus operators shall be entitled
to the runs they consider best, in accordance with the

length of tine that they shall have been in continuous
service of the Company, employed in the position of

motormian, conductor or bus operator.

2. Motormen, conductors and bus operators shall be allowed
to select runs, or groups of runs, they consider the
best on the lines at the division where they are working
when they are entitled to such choice.

3. Motormen, conductors and bus operators who are allowed
to select runs in accordance with (these provisions)
shall select runs according to their respective position
only that is to say, motormen shall be allowed to
select motormen' s r-ans only, conductors shall be allow-
ed to select conductor's runs only, bus operators shall
be allowed to select bus runs only.

h. Such assignments will remain in force for a period of

sixty (60) or more days, except when the schedule or

schedules are changed.
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5. If schedxile or schedules M'e changed and regular runs
are deoreased, a general pick vill be held.

6. If schedule or schedules are changed hnd regular runs
are added and the general pick has not been in effect
for sixty (60) days, then line picks will be hold. It
is agreed that a line pick shall not remain in force
for a period of more than sixty (60) days.

7. It is further agreed that notorhen/ conductors and bus
operators shall be allowed a general pick of runs at
the division where- they are working at intervals not to
exceed five (5) months.

8. It is further agreed that when five (5) or nore runs
becoiao vacant (such is usually cdused by nen leaving
the service) on any one work board a general pick at
that division will be held, provided, however, that the
general pick being worked at the tine the five (5) runs
becoiae vacant has been in effect sixty (60) or more days.

9. The proviso that general picks reinain in effect for a
period of at least sixty (60) days before a general pick
is held shall not apply when changing from winter to
cuimer or from summer to winter schedules.

10. It is further \mder stood that when line picks are held
that there will be no decrease in the number of regular
runs Gchodulcd. It is also agreed that when line picks
are held that the types of runs on the new schedules,
will be as near the same as the old schedules as possible.

11. By a schedule change is meant when one or more regular
runs have been added, or' when the schfedule time picked
of a regular run has been increased by more than twenty-
five (25) minutes.

12. It is agreed that when the schedule time picked of a

regiilar run has been increased by more than twenty-five

(25) minutes, all added time in excess of schedule time
picked sliall bo paid for at the rate c5f time and one-
half, and there shall be no limit to the amoimt of time
that a rim Eiay be decreased, provided that no deduction
in pay hours shall be made for time decreased.

13. V/hen a part trip is added to a regular run the regular
man operating this run will have preference of working
the additional tir^e at time and one-half pay provided
the extra time added does not exceed one iioxar and thirty
ranutes. If the' added time exceeds one hour and thirty
minutes, the extra man will be given the preference.

Ik, If any emergency schedule remains in effect for more
than seven (7) days the trainr.ien or bus operators of
that line will be allowed a general pick or a line pick.
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depending upon the length of tirae the- general pick
then being worked has heon in effect.

15. Regular men who arc deprived of a rufi by reason of an

emergency schedule or line pick shall bo given an open
run, if there be any, or shall be paid for all timo

lost during the period in which the schedules arc being
picked.

16. General picks shall be allowed on special schedule s

tliat'are effective on such days as Giood Friday, Christ-
mas, etc. Regular schedules in effect Just preceding
such special schedule will bo reinstated on the day

following the special schedule without any further
selection of runs being allowed, unless some change in

the regular schedule has been made that will warrant a
general pick.

17. All schedules except emergency schedules, shall be post--

ed in the lobby of the station where the men are work-
ing at least forty-oight hours before commencement of

selection of runs.

There are other provisions pertaining to the picking of runs, but these arc

the ones of special interest in connection with the discussion of the Assign-
ment Sheet.

Grouping Runs into Six-Day Assignments

The agreement between the company"- and its trainmen specifies that
"schedules shall be so arranged as to allow regular trainmen and bus operators
six days per week and approximately eight hours per day". Once a company
adopts the policy of limiting the number of days per week that a regular train-
man shall work, it becoLios necessary to work out some plan for systematically
controlling the number of regular men who shall bo "off" during each day of the

week.

Under the plan used a I'egular man may select the day of the week he

wishes to be "off" according to his seniority. Thus, men with a high seniori-
ty can select Sunday as their "off" day if they so desire.

The Schedule Department assembles the runs of a schedule into
"blocks" of work, each of which constitutes a week's work for a regular train-
man. One advantage of this plan is that trained schedule men can usually
work out a grouping of runs which is more equitable for all concerned than
that which wo"uld result from permitting a man to first select the day of the
week which he wishes to bo "off", and then to select those runs which he
wishes to work on the remaining days. Another advantage is that all or prac-
tically all of the regular runs on the' Monday, Tuesday to Friday, Satiurday
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and Simday schedules can "be grouped into, ."blocks" to "be picked and operated
tj regular men, there'by holding to a minimum the number of extra men re-
q.uired for the operation of schedules. A third advantage of the plan is

that the manner in vhich the schedule men group runs can be discussed and
agreed to before hand by the trainmen thi'ough the Trainmen's Association's
Schedule Committee. A final adv£uit£ge is 'that the time required to complete
a "pick" is materia3J^ reduced. A disadvantage of the plan is that it puts
more vork on the Schedule Department,

Procedure for Determining "Days Off"

The procedure for grouping runs vill be explained in terms of the

sample bus line for vhich a Tuesda;^' to Friday schodiJLe has been developed in
this report.

The R-un Cut Sheet for this Tuesday to Friday schedule is shown in
Figure k-^. The Bun Cut Sheets for Monday, Saturday and Sunda;)'- schedules
have not been included^ ' although pertinent data from then have been recorded
on the Assignment Sheet (Figures 57 and 58)

•

An examination of these Run Cut Sheets shows that the following
numbers of scheduled runs are to be operated by regular men:

Tuesday to

Monday Friday Saturday Sunday
Schedule Schedule Schedule Schedule

Regular runs to be operated 20 19 21 I6
Number of days per week _1 h _1 1

Pieces of vork 20 7^ 21 l5

Total number of pieces of vork for rogiilar men for 1 Monday 20
Total number of pieces of vork for regular ix>n for k veekdays 76
Total number of pieces of vork for regular men for 1 Saturday 21
Total number of pieces of vork for regular men for 1 Sunday I6
Total number of pieces of vork for regular men for seven days 133

When this total of I33 pieces of vork is grouped into blocks of six days

vork per man, there vill bo

133 pieces of vork (T days) = 22 "blocks" and 1 piece.

6 days vork per man

The next step is to determine hov many regular men can bo "off"

during each day of the week. This is done in the following manner:
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Mon. Tues. Wed. Thurs. Fri. Sat. Sun,

Total nimber of '"blocks" 22 22 22 22 22 22 22

Runs shovn on Run Cut 20 19 19 19 19 21 16

Number regular nen "off" 2 3 3 3 3 1 6

or a total of 21 nen off. Consideration nust now be given to the 1 piece of

work left over in the division by 6 days perfomed above. This is a regular
run which, on the property under study, is worked by an extra uan. Since the
regular men liave shown a preference for getting "off" on Saturdays and
SundayS;, it is company policy to arrange for as many of then to do so as
possible. By placing the one piece of work left over on Sunday, the total
nuLiber of regular raen who can get off each day of the week becomes;

Monday 2

Tue sday 3

V/ednesday 3
Thursday 3
Friday 3

Saturday 1

Sunday '(6-1) _7
TOTAL 22

It would be possible to place this extra piece any>;here in the week whore it

would best fit. This the schedule maker nust determine in lino with current
policies.

Policies to be Observed in Assembling
AsEignment Sheet s

The next rtop is to assemble the regular rims from the rim cut
sheets into "blocks". This process will be described in detail below. In
general, it consists in setting up the "off" da^s in each block, and then
placing the more preferable runs on the Assignment Sheet, starting with the
f iret block. As previously indicated, the trainmen consider the early straight
runs to be the most preferable. Following tliese are the "high-spread" morning
two-piece runs, and so on.

In order to produce Assignment Sheets which will be acceptable to
its operators, the company has a verbal agreement with them, effected tlirough

the Trainmen's Association's Schedule Committee, which meets frequently with
the Chief Schedule Maker. This verbal agreement covers the following major
points:

1. The "straight day" runs, the "$1.10 spread" r\ms, the

"95^^ spread" ruiis, the "705^ spread" rims and the "50^^

spread" runs will be considered as preferable runs,
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and should be off on Sunday wherever possible.

2. The "off" dR.ys on Sunday should be divided between
the ''early straight" runs, the "$1.10 spread" runs,

the "95^^ spread" runs, the "70^^ spread" runs and the

"50^ spread" runs.

3. When not possible to let all of the preferable rims
off on Sunday, they should be .off on Saturday, follow-
ed by a "straight day" run on S-un,day.

4. The "705^ and 50^ spread" runs should bo the sane
(have spread) on Saturday as weekday, but in the case
where spread runs .are not available on Saturday, they
should have a straight day. A "50^ spread" run on
Saturday should not be coupled with a "$1.10, 959^ or

70^^ spread" run on weekdays.

5. All of the preferable runs should go to work each day*
(including Saturday) at the sane tir.ic as nearly as
practicable; whore not practicable, the Saturday and
Sunday run should get off as early as possible.

6. The "30$1 and V^(^ spread" runs will be off on Satur-
day if possible, providing that all of the "straight"
runs, "$1.10, 9%, lOxf^ and 50y! spread" runs are
taken care of first.

7. The early "two-piece" runs (off before 7:30 P.M.) will
be given a straight. run on Saturday and Sunday wherever
possible, even at the expense of breaking a 6-day late
straight run on the Assignment Sheet.

8. In assenbllng the "late straight" runs (off between
7:30 P.M. end 1:00 A.M.) six (6) day straight runs
should bo given wherever possible, regardless of the
tine the day's work is finished. In this connection
the finishing tine of efich day's work will be kept as
near the sane tine as practicable.

9. In assenbling the "late" runs, the naxinun possible
tine should be allowed between the finish of the day's
work and the start of the next day's work,

10, On those linos which operate two "owls", the two pieces
left over should be placed on an ."All AnericanV run
and be worlted on consecutive days, (See "Glossary"
for definition of "^All Anerican'")'.

11. On the "All American" runs the "day off" should not
follow the norning that the "ov^l" is worked.
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12. The "All American" runs should not include "spread"

unless of the 30^^ or 15?5 variety.

13. Spread runs should not be worked as "extra assignments".

Ik, In general, assignments shoiild be given preference in

the folloving order:

(straight day run
($1,10 spread run

a. (95^^ spread run

{70(^ spread run

{^0(^ spread run

b . 30^ spread run

c. 1^<^ spread run

d. Early two-piece run

e. Late straight run

f . Late two-piece run

g. Owl run

h. "All American"

15. Six (6) houi's or more should be allowed between the

completion of the day's work and the start o'f the
following day's work.

These "policies" are, of course, subject to constant revision in the light of

experience and as the result of discussion with the Trainmen's Association's
Schedule Committee.

Procedure for Setting Up the Assignment Sheet

The schedule maker (caller) and an assistant (recorder) work
together in setting up the Assignment Sheet. A blank assignment sheet form
and the Monday, Tuesday to Friday, Saturday and Sunday run cut sheets are

the materials required.

The Assignment Sheet is properly headed, and "Block Nvimbers" are

filled in the extreme left hand column. Twenty-two (22) numbers and one "Ex"

(for "extra") are entered, in accordance with the previous calculation.

Since there are to be 7 Sundays off, the word "OFF" is written
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under "Sunday" in the seven block numbers 75 thro^ogh 8l. The Saturday off

is listed opposite Block No. 82. The three Fridays off are entered opposite

Block Nos. 83-85, the three Thursdays opposite Block Nos. 36-88, and so on.

The total number of entries is checked to see that 22 spaces have been
utilized.

Tuesday-Friday Schedule

The schedule maker calls, and the recorder enters, the runs for
the Tuesday-Friday schedule. Ho begins at Block No. 75 and lists the most
preferable runs. There arc 7 Sunday runs off. Against these he ha& h

early straight runs and 2 "high spread" (50^) runs. This gives him Sundays
enough to cover all high preference runs, plus one over to apply against
the best 30"^ spread run. He then calls the preferable runs in the order in
which they pull out of the bus garage; for example. Pun 78I (Block No. 75 )>

Run 780 (Block No. 76), Run 782 (Block No. 77), Run 783 (Block No. 78), and
so on, through Block No. 8I. In each case the full data describing the run
are entered under "Tuesda;;,'" , and the Run Number is carried across the sheet
under "V/odnesday", "Thursday" and "Friday". The runs are checked off the
Run Cut Sheet as they are entered on the Assignment Sheet.

In deciding on the best 30^ spread run to place against the

seventh Sunday, the length of run and "time off" vere both taken into account.
On this basis. Run 784 was selected.

Attention is next given to the one Saturday off. The "second best"

30(^ spread rum (in the opinion of the schedule maker as governed by the
verbal agreement), No. 786, is ontored under Tuesday -- Friday opposite Block
No. 82.

The next days "off" arc the tlirce Fridays (Block Nos. 83-85). The
next most preferable runs ai^e the three remaining 30?^ spread i^uns. They
are entered in the fol].owin(^ order of preference — Run No. 7S8 (shortest
of the tiireo) -- Block No. 83; Run No. 787 (gets off the earlier of the two
remaining) Block No. Sk; and Run No. 790 (latest of the three) -- Block
No. 85. The listing of these runs in order of preference paves the way for
entering the best Sunday runs in order when they are called.

At the beginning of entering runs on the Assignment Sheet for the
"blocks" in which "weekdays" ore off, the schedule maker sets up a rough
"tally sheet" on which ho enters a brief description of the runs as the

recorder places them on the Assignment Sheet (for example, 788-2-pioce-
"off" 6:kl P.M. - spread 30^^). Since "Friday" is the day off, no entry is

made at the outset under the Friday column opposite Block Nos, 83-85.

With the listing of the last 30^;^ spread run, all the "preferable"
runs have been used up, and the schedvlc maker has left the late 2-piece
runs and the late straight runs.
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The next three blocks (Nos. 86-88) are those for which (tenta-

tively) Thursday is "off". The schedule maker examines the remaining runs

for order of pref-er&nce. There are three runs which get off at approxi-

mately the same- time - 791, a straight run, off at 8:25 P.M.; 792, a two-

piece run, off at 8:39 P.M.; and 793, a straight run^ off at 8:52 P.M.

Since all get off at the same time, ho considered cither straight run to

be better than the two-piece run. Of the two "straights", he chose the

earliest "in" time as the best. Accordingly, Runs Nos. 791, 793 and. 792
were entered on the Assignment Sheet in Block Nos. 86, 87 and 88 respective-
ly, entered on the "tally sheet" for future reference, and checked off

the Run Cut Sheet. On the Assignment Sheet, Thursday showed "off", and
the number of the runs were entered under "Friday"

.

Run No. 792 is the last run on the "early" side of the Run Cut
Sheet. Its 8:39 P.M. "off" time is far superior to anything on the "late"

side of the sheet (oarli-ost time "in" - 11:05 P.M.) This double checks
the schedule maker's Judgment in using Run No. 792 in Block No. 88 in
preference to a late straight run.

The next three blocks (Nos. 89-91) are those with Wednesdays
(tentatively) off. The schedule maker studies the "late" side of the Run
Cut Sheet, and finds the runs to be all of about the same length. Ho lists
them, therefore, in an order of preference based on the earliest time "off".

Run 79^ is placed in Block No. 89, and Run 795 in Block No. 90. Since the

"owl" is always "off on a Tuesday, the recorder warns the caller that there
is "only one more OFF before the 'owl'". There are three runs left un-
checked on the Run Cut Sheet - Nos. 796,- 797, and 793 (the "owl"), and one
more Wednesday off to be handled before getting to Tuesday off and the "owl".

The "owl" automatically falls to Tuesday, leaving Run No. 796 as the more
preferable of the two remaining runs as to time "off" to be entered in
Block No. 91. Runs 79^, 795 and 796 are entered on the tally sheet, checked
off the Run Cut Sheet, and appropriately entered on the Assignment Sheet as
Run Numbers in the Thursday and Friday columns, as well as the full descrip-
tion entered under Tuesday.

Since Run No. 797, ""off" at 1:13 A.M., is preferable to the "owl",
it is entered in Block No. 92, while Run No. 798 is entered in Block No. 93.
Both are checked off the Run Cut Sheet, entered on the tally sheet, and
appropriately noted on the Assignment Sheet under "Wednesday", "Thiirsday"

and "Friday".

The schedule maker has now listed all nineteen (19) regular
Tuesday - Friday runs on the Assignment Sheet, which checks against the
"recapitulation of runs" on the Run Cut Sheet. He is now ready to list -Qie

"All American" runs, which, at the request of the trainmen, are dropped a
space below the so-called "regular" blocks of work on the Assignment Sheet.
To do this, all entries are erased from the blocks tentatively numbered
No. 9h and below, a "block space" (formerly No. 9^) is left open, and the
numbers "9^, 95, 96 & Ex." are entered below the "skipped" space.
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(NOTE: The term "All American" run is a purely local
term used to designate a "block" made up of regular runs
not worked "by regular men on their days off. These
runs appear on the lower portion of the Assignment Sheet
under the heading "All American". They represent assembled
blocks of 6 day's work, as pieces over and above this are
"dropped" to the extra board.)

The initial objective was 22 6-day runs. Since all regular runs
have been "used up" in 19 blocks, there must be 22 minus 19, or 3 "All
American" blocks to be listed at the bottom of the sheet. To list these
r\uis, the schedule maker refers to his "tally sheet" of runs listed for
blocks other than Saturday, Sunday and Monday off.

Since the first "All Amqricaii" space (Block No. 9^ calls for
"Tuesday" off, the observer can handle k (Tuesday-Friday) minus 1 (Tuesday),

or 3 runs in this block. The schedule maker trys to give him three runs of

Just about the same characteristics, and refers to the tally sheet to find
them. The three 30^ spread runs (Nos. 790, 7^8, and 787) circ somewhat
similar as to "off" time and .length. The first one, in decreasing order of

"time off", is No. 790, which is. called to the recorder and crossed off the

tally sheet. It is recorded in Block No. 9^ - VJednesday. An examination of

the Wednesday column shows this run to have been entered in Block No. 85 -

Wednesday in a preyious step. Since it cannot be operated t^/ice in one
day. Run No. 790 is erased from Block No. 85 - Wednesday, the word "OFF"

substituted in lieu thereof, and Run No. 790 entered in Block No. 85 - Fri-
day to make the fourth day in that block. The full description of Run No.

790 is also entered in Block No. 85 - Thursday, following Wednesday "off".
(See steps marked "A" in. lieu of erasures for this transaction).

Similarly, when Run No. 788 is entered in "All American" Block
No. 9^ - Thursday, the entry in Block No. 83 - Thursday must be shifted to

Block No. 83 - Friday. (See steps marked "B").

In the case of Run No. 787
.

(Block No. 9k - Friday) as entered in

Block 9k - Friday, no "swap" was needed, as No. 787 was already the Friday
"day off". (See steps marked "C").

There arc now a total of 20 blocks listed on the Assignment Sheet,

The next "All American" block (No. 95) can take k Tuesday - Fri-
day rims, since Monday is the day off. The schedule maker looks for the

four "next best" rims which will go well together, and settles upon Nos.

79^ (off 11:05 P.M.), 793 (off 8:52 P.M.), 792 (off 8:39 P.M.) and 791 (off

8:25 P.M.) These are entered in decreasing time order in space 95 - Tues-
<iay, 95 - Wednesday, 95 - Thursday and 95 - Friday, respectively, and check-
ed off the tally sheet. The shifts or entries designated by the letters
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"D"^ "E", "F" and "G" are required in this process.

The schedule maker has one more "block and four spaces (No. 96 -

Tuesday through Friday) in which to enter the four reiaaining runs on the

tallci- sheet. Starting vith the "owl" ("in" k:kO A.M.), they are listed
in decreasing time order across the sheet. No change is needed for the

"owl'' (H), which is normally off on Tuesday. This run is checked off the

tally sheet. Numbers 797, 79^, and 795 are entered and crossed off the

tally sheet. The "swaps" or entries Indicated "by the latters "I", "J" and'

"K" are req.uired in ordor to complete these entries.

Having completed the transactions listed above, all Tuesd&y -

Friday runs have "been placed on the Assignment Sheet, which Diay now be
double - checked to see that the right number of "days off" of each kind
remain on the sheet after all "swaps" have been made.

Monday Schedule

The data for the Monday schedules are obtained from the Monday
run sheet, and entered on the Assignment Sheet, following the general
procedure described above.

Since regular trainmen like to arise at the same time each morn-
ing, an effort is made to match the "starting" times of the morning runs
for Monday with those of the Tuesday - Friday schedule. The recorder
advises the caller that the first Tuesday - Friday straight day run goes to

work at ^:36 A.M. The schedule rmker seeks a' similar run on the Monday sched

ule and finds that Run No. 78I, Train No. 1, meets this specification. This

run is, accordingly, entered in Block No. 75 - Monday.

Similarly, early straight runs 78O, 782 and 783 are entered in

Block Nos. 76, 77,78 - Monday.

The recorder advises the schedule maker that he is looking for a

Monday 50?f spread run starting about 6:10 A.M. to match with the Block No. 79
Tuesday - Friday schedule. There are no 50^ spread runs on the Monday run

sheet, so the schedule maker selects an early straight run with the same "out

time - Run No. fSk, Train No. 12, out at 6:10 A.M. This is entered in Block
No. 79 - Monday.

To meet Block No. 80 - Tuesday, a 30^5 spread run on Monday getting

off at 6:17 P.M. is available, but the schedule maker chose instead the

15^ spread run No. 785, starting at the some time in the morning (6:22 A.M.)

and getting off at 5:^1-1 P.M. This temporary, selection is subject to a

possible later shift.
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The next requirement is for a 300 spread run leaving the station

at 6:53 A.M. The nearest available Monday run is No. 788, a 1% spread run

leaving the garage at 6:53 A.M., the same starting tine. Following this,

a 30^5 spread run starting at 6:37 A.M. would be required to match with Block
No. 82 - Tuesday. An exanination shows no exact matching time available,

but there is a 30^;^ spread Monday run leaving the garage at 6:32 A.M., just

5 minutes earlier than the Tuesday - Friday schedule.

To give the schedule maker an indication of what is "coming up"

on the Assignment Sheet, the recorder calls for two runs — one a 30^^ 'spread

"out" at 6:59 A.M.; the other a 30?^ spread "out" at 6:k6 A.M. The schedule
maker ecu rnatch the 6:59 tine with a 3^^^ spread run, which is entered in

Block No. 83 - Monday. He can also natch the 6:U6 tine, but with a 15?^

spread run instead of a 30$^ spread. This run is entered in Block No. Qk -

Monday

.

The next matching requirement is for a 30^^ spread run leaving
the garage at 7:13 A.M. There is a 15^ spread run on the Monday run cut
sheet Run No. 789, Trains Nos. 6 & 7, "out" at 7:l8 A.M., Just 5 minutes
off the Tuesday - Friday starting tine. Before deciding to enter this run
in Block No. 85 - Monday, however, the schedule maker decides to stop, and
"take stock" of what is required on the Assignment Sheet and what he has
available on tho Monday run sheet. Ho finds on the "early" side of the i*un

sheet three (3) remaining runs - No. 791, 2-plece, in station at 7:13 P.M.;
No. 792, 2-picce, in station at P.M.; and No, 793, a straight run, in
station at 8:^5 P.M.

The schedule maker wants to give Block No. 85 the same type of
run on Monday as on Tuesday - Friday, but he must also look after Blocks Nos.

86, 87, and 88 and "All American" Block No. ^h to sec what they need. "All
American" Block No. 94 - V.'ednesday shows a 30^^ spread run "off" at 7:06 P.M.
This is a better run, from the standpoint of "off" tine, than those listed
for Tuesday - Friday schedule in Blocks Nos. 86, 87 and 88. The 2-ploce run
No. 791, "in" at 7:13 P.M., is a possibility for filling out the All American
run in Block No. 9^. It does, however, have a 30^ spread, and in accordance
with the verbal agreement an effort should be nado to match it with some 30?^

spread run fiarther up the sheet, all other conditions being equal. It was
decided, therefore, to put Run No. 789 on the All American, and to put Rim
No. 791 in Block No. 85. This puts the "money" to tho top of tho sheet.
The resulting "in" and "out" times are not too badly off, as an exanination
of the Assignment Sheet will show.

Since the two remaining All American runs are "off" on Mondays,
the lower portion of the Monday column has been completed. Attention is next
directed to Block No. 86, and to the remaining rims on the early side of the
Monday run cut sheet, namely, Nos 792 and 793. No. 792 (Monday) is a 2-
piece run "off" at 8:i;l P.M. and No. 793 (Monday) is a straight' run "off" at
8:U5 P.M. It was decided to put No. 792 in Block No. 88 to match the 2-
piece Tuesday ' Friday run ' off" at 8:39 P.M., and to put" No, '793 in Block
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No. 86 to fill out the straight run in that block. Blook No. 87 at this
point is still open.

It hecones necessary to move to the "late" side of the run cut
sheet for a run to fill out Block No. 87 - Monday. There is available a
straight run "off" at 9:08 P.M., which matches fairly well with the 8:52
P.M. "off" time of Block No. 87 - Tuesday. This run is entered in Block
No. 37 - Monday.

The schedule iiakor now drops down to the "owl", Block No. 93, and
begins to build the remaining blocks up in "reverse" order that is, Nos.

93, 92, 91, 90 and 89 in that order. A chock shows that there are five
remaining runs for those -five openings.

The "owl" is entered in Block No. 93 ("off" time identical). Run
No. 798 is entered in Block No. 92 ("off" time identical). Run No. 797 is
entered in Block No. 91 ("off" time identical). Run No. 796 is entered in
Block No. 90 ("off" tine within -two (2) minutes of "off" time for Tuesday -

Friday schedule). Run No. 795 is entered in Block No. 89 ("off" time within
ho minutes cf Tuesday - Friday schedule) All the Monday runs in these blocks,

like the Tuesday - Friday runs, are "straight" runs, so that 'no straight run
blocks have been broken up in the process.

Saturday Schedule

Having conrpleted the placing of the Monday runs on the Assignment
Sheet as described above, the process is repeated with the Saturday runs,

using the Tuesday - Friday entries as a guide.

Straight r\jns with matching, or nearly matching, starting times
are entered in Saturday Blocks Noo. 75-79. Since there arc no ^0(^ spread runs
available, the shortest and earliest "off" remaining straight run is entered
in Block No. 80. The last early straight run is placed in Block No. 8I

Block No. 82 has Saturday "off".

The first Tuesday - Friday 2-piece run occurs in Block No. 83.

The schedule maker studies the runs in Block No. 83 and following blocks,

comparing them with All American blocks Nos. 9^, 95 96. Blocks Nos. 83,
8^4- and 85 are better runs than the All American runs from the standpoint of

"getting off" time, so that a mark is placed across the column line between
Saturday and Sunday and between Blocks Nos. 85 and 86 on Figure 57. This is

the place where the schedule maker will "Jump" to the All American in making
his entires (see step "L", Figure 57). The next thi-ee 2-pioce runs, in order

of "earliest time off", are entered in Blocks Nos. 83, Qk and 85.

Having reached the "jui'ip" mark ("L"), attention is directed to the
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first All Aracrlcan "block. The Tuesday - Friday schedule calls for a 2-piece
run "off" at 6:36 P.M. (Block lio. 9^ - Friday). With this is matched Run
No. 790, a 2-piecc run "off" at 7:10 P.M.

The next All American block (No. 95) is checked against Blocks
86. 87, and 88, and it was decided that, in general, these blocks were better
than tho second "All American" from the standpoint of "getting off" time.

A second "Junp" mark vas placed at the point roarkod "M" on the Assignment
Sheet, Figure 57. Those three upper spaces should be filled with more
preferable "tiD,e off" runs than the next All American.

In order to preserve as many straight blocks as possible. Runs
Nos. 791 and 792 verc entered in Blocks Nos. 86 and 87. A straight run with
a rough]^^ equivalent "time off" was entered in Block No. 88. Tho schedule
m^ker then "jmped" down to the second All-American block (No. 95) ond en-
tered Run No. 79^+, Train No. 2, "off" at 9:02 P.M.

A check of tho Assignment Sheet dnd the Saturday run sheet at
this point revealed 6 open blocks on the one, and 6 available runs on the

other. The open blocks call for 6 straight runs on the Assignjnent Sheet,

while there are only 5 straight runs with one 2-piece run on the rxm sheet.

The question is, "Which straight block can best be broken?" Perhaps the one
to be operated by the last All-American man since he is at the tail-end of
the seniority list and has least right to exercise a preference. Therefore,
Run No. 797, a 2-piece run off at 12:35 A.M., is entered in Block No. 96 -

Saturday. This completes tho entering of All American runs for Saturdays.

Blocks Nos. 93, 92, 91, 90 and 89 are then filled from the bottom
up, listing the 5 straight runs left on the run sheet in reverse order of
"time off". A study of the sheet shoves that most of these entries register
with the Tuesday - Friday runs fairly well.

This completes the Saturday schedule.

Simday Schedule

The first seven blocks (Nos. 75-81) are "skipped" on Sunday, as
these represent days off.

Since tho objective on Sunday is to let the men off as early as
possible, and since the first seven blocks are "OFF", it is useless to try to

match starting times on this day. The early straight runs are simply listed
in increasing order of "tlmo off", beginning with Block No. 82, and running
through Block No. 85, the "jumping off" place ("L" of Figure 57).
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There is only one 2-piece run on the Sunday run sheet. This run
is dropped, to the "Extra" (Ex.) space under "Sunday" to take care of the
extra left-over piece resulting from the division of the total pieces of

work for the veek "by 6 working days (22 "blocks" and 1 piece left over).
This is Eun No. 791. This removes this run from circulation.

On reacliing the column mark "L", the schedule maker seeks to
place the next preferable run on the first All American (Block No. 9^), since
this is a more preferable block tlian Nos. 86 and following blocks on Tues-
day-Friday and Saturday. This is Run No. 78^4-.

The schedule maker returns to the top of the sheet and fills
three more straight runs, in increasing order of "time off", in Blocks Nos.

86, 87 and 88. These are Run Nos. 785, 786 and 787, respectively. Having
reached "jump" mark "M" of Figure 57, he drops to the second All American
block (No. 95) and lists Run No. 788 under "Sunday".

There remain to bo filled one remaining All American block (No.

96) and five regular blocks (Nos. 93, 92, 91, 90 and 89 in reverse order).
The "owl" (Run No. 795) automatically falls to Block No. 93. The run which
finishes at 1:13 A.M. (No. 79^) is matched with the similar run on Monday
and Tuesday - Friday, and entered in Block No. 92.

This leaves four Sunday runs -- No. 789, "off" 9:55 P.M.; No. 790,
"off" 10:56 P.M. » No.. 792, "off" 12:09 A.M.; ^d No. 793, "off" 12:25 A.M.

The 12:25 A.M. "off" run (No. 793) is entered in Block No. 91,
as it •'matches these "off" times best. The 12:09 A.M. "off" run (No. 792)
is entered in Block No-. 96, the last All American, along with the miscel-
laneous group of runs falling to the "last man". This completes the All Amer
ican blocks for Sunday.

The last remaining runs are entered in Blocks Nos-. 90 and 89 in

reverse order of "time off" to complete the Assignment Sheet.

Checking the Assignment Sheet

Since the Assignment Sheet can be a source of distin'banco in

employee relatione as well as an instrument of good, considerable care is

taken after its preparation to "check and doubb-check" it.

The first check consists in comparing the Assignment sheet back
against the run sheets for the four periods of the week. The second check
is a thorough review to see that the blocks line up in accordance with policy
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and the verbal agreement. Following these checks, the sheet is sent to the
typist for preparation of copies.

In the first check, each E\m Number on the Assignment sheet is

checked back against the typed run sheet. Care is taken to see that no
"mtching" pull-out times nor similar spread pieces have "been overlooked in
completing the blocks. For the later runs, from Block No. 86 down, the "off"

times are checked for the best matches.

In the second check the Assignment Sheet is "scanned" across
each block to see that the same type of run has been included all the way
throiigh. If BO, the block is checked off with a red pencil. A re-chock is
made to see that proper "preference" has been given the Saturday and Sunday
runs as between the "regular" blocks and the "All American" blocks. It is
then checked again to see that each man has a day off in each block, and
that the number of "off" days of each name check the originally calculated
pattern.

A final rc-check is made against the run sheets for the week
through the use of an auxiliary "tally sheet". On this tally sheet the run
numbers for each schedule are shovn, putticg tho. greatest number of numbers
from the longest schedule do\7n the left-hand side, A column is ruled for
each daj"" of the week beside the list of numbers, and tho spaces in those
daj's on which certain run numbers do not apply are "blocked out" on the tally
sheet. This leaves an open space for each applicable number.

The recorder next calls each entry on the Assignment Sheet back
against the respective run sheets in full detail. The schedule maker crosses
out each space on the tally sheet as it is checked, thereby malcing certain
that every run number is used, and that no run number is used more than once
in any day. This completes the checking process. The Assignment Sheet is

then typed (Figure 58).

Copies of Assignment Sheet

Sixteen (I6) copies of the Assignment Sheet, or enough for two
"picks", are prepared in "ditto".

The initial distribution for each pick consists of six copies:

One retained in schedule office for record.

Three issued to the car station or bus garage. One

of these is "posted" for the "pick". The other
two are for division office information and record.

Two copies are sent to the payroll department. These
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are used to fi-gure the vages associated with the
veok's work for each man, indluding all allowances,
journey time, and etcetera.

C. The Teralnal Sheet

The terrrdnal sheet has "been discussed in detail in Chapter V, and
a copy of the fom used by the conapany shown in Figure 29. The sources of
Inforaation from which this sheet is prepared are the Headway Order and the
Punning Time Sheet.

The original typed copy of the Terminal Sheet is filed in the
cfficc Schedule Book for readj' reference, and for use in the preparation of
new schedules or schedule changes.

Ahcut twenty-five (25) "ditto" copies of each Terminal Sheet are
made when the new schedule is issued. Ten (10) of these are sent to the sta*
tion for the use of the street supervisors, who usually copy the terminal
times from these copies into their pocket note books.

One copy goes to the Equipment Division of the station, where it

serves to advise mechanical department employees as to the numbers of vehicles
needed and the times at which they will be needed. It also shows, by differ -

ence, how many vehicles will be available to the mechanical department for
inspection, cleaning, etc. at different tiroes of the dr-y.

One copy goes to the Railway Earnings Department, whore it serves
as the basis on which mileage statistics are set up for the individual vehi-
cles, lines, and the system as a whole.

A copy of each Terminal Sheet goes to the Division Superintendent
as a matter of record. In the case of two lines having "salient" terminals
in the business district, two copies of each terminal sheet are given to the

starters in these loc^.tioA.'S,
'

D. The Run Guide

The typed Run Guide Sheet, is shown in Figure 59. This sheet is

based upon information obtained from:

1. The Running Time .Sheet.

^

2. The Terminal Sheet.

3. The Run Gut Sheet
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The purpose of the Run Guide is to fully inform the trainmon
concerning their rune, so that the operation of each individual unit in the

public Btroete may "be conducted in" accordance with the official schoduio.

The original Run Guide and one copy are prepared. The original
is posted conspicuously in the station lobby for the convenience of the train*
men. The copy is sent to the Inspection Departrrijnt.

This form contahs full information on regular and tripper rims
for the, platform employee, such as:

Effective date of schedule

Relief points

Rim numbers

Train Nitobers

Names of terminals

Terminal leaving times

Time points and running time

Time out of station

Time in station

Actual hours

Pay hours

Bonus (spread) pay

On the sample property trainmen are required to copy the data
pertaining to their individual runs from the posted copy of the,Run Guide,
They must pick their terminal times and running times, end calculate for them-
selves the times at which they are due at time their points.

This practice has been adopted because of the frequency and regu-
larity with which new schedules and schedule changes are made by the sample
company. It would take a battery of typists, clerks or draftsmen, as the
case may be, to keep the men in typed, handwritten or blueprinted copies of
their individual schedule data, a cost which the Schedule Department does not
feel is justified when weighed against the little time' required by one man In
copying his own schedule from the Run Guide.

Opinions and practices in this regard vary widely from property
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MILEAGE RECORD
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to property. Some companies Issue "blueprinted copies of schediile data to

each men. Others provide their operator vith printed card forms onto which
they may copy their schedule data. For current industry views and practices
in this regard^ the student of this report is referred to Parts II and III of

this project.

E. CcEiparative Statement

The Compar.ative Statement, Figure 6o, is a very handy condensed
comparison "between the schedule most recently superseded and the newest sched-
ule in effect. It lists in full for both schedules the following information,
together with the increase or decrease resulting from the change:

A. For each of the five principal dailj' periods

1. Num"ber of vehicles
2. Headways in minutes
3. Act-ual running time
k. Headway adjustment time

5. Total trip time
6. Actual running speed
7. Overall trip speed

3. Nm"ber of regular runs

1. Early straight
2 . Late straight

3. Two-piece
k. Three-piece (where applicable)

5. Total regular runs

C. Tripper runs

1. Early trippers
2. Late trippers
3. Total tripper runs

D, Hours

1, RegulsjT run
2 , Tripper
3, Total schedule hours
k. Allowed hours

a. To 8:00 hours
b. Time and one -half

c. Journey time

d. Total allowed hours

5. Total schedule and allowed hours
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RECAPITULATION OF SCHEDULES
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E. Cost

1. Total schedule and allowed hours
2. Bonus, two-piece runs
3. Bonus, three-piece runs (where applicahlo)
k. Total platform lator costi

F. Vehicle Mileage

1. Old schedule
2. New schedule

An auxiliary sheet, Figure 6l, is used in computing the mileage
figures for the Coroparativc Statement. It is "based upon the multiplication
of trips distances, and "in" and "out" movements "by the corresponding
distances.

An original and two carton copies of the Comparative Statement are
made in pencil. The original is sent to the Vice President in Charge of
Operations as advice as to the nature of the schedule change made and its
effects upon headways, costs, and so on. It is filed in a binder in his
office for ready reference as to the basic fundamentals of the schedule in
effect.

Of the two pencil carbon copies, one is sent to the Transportation
Department for information and reference, and one is retained in the Schedule
Department for the record.

F. Recapitulation of Schedules

A final valuable reference record for the information of schedule,

planning and transportation officials and the management, is the Eecapltulation
of Schedules in effect. Figure 62.

The information upon which this sheet is based is drawn from
current schedules.

The recapitulation shows for the system, by lines and typos of

vehicles, the following pertinent data:

1.

2.

3.

h,

5.

Name of station
Schedule number
Effective date
Units Operated

Line name

a, A.M. Peak
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b. Basic
c. P.M. Peak
d. Night
e. Owl

6. Headvaj'- (Minutes)

a. A.M. Peak
"b. Basic
c. P.M. Peak
d. Night
e. Owl

7. Hours

a. Actual
b . Allowed

8. Platform Cost

a. Actual
b. Allowed
c. Total

9. Mileage

10. Speed

11. Regular runs

a. Early straight
b . Late straight
c . Two-piece
d. Throe-piece (where applicable)

12. Tripper runs

A summary of schedule allowances, in time and money, is placed at
tho bottom of the sheet.

The Recapitulation of Schedules is prepared monthly, reflecting
conditions as of the end of the month. Nine copies are made of the Monday
schedule, and eight copies each are made of the Tuesday through Friday, Sat-
urday and Sunday schedules. These copies are distributed as follows;

1. President.
2. Vice President in charge of Operations.
3. General Auditor (Monday schedule only).
h. General Superintendent of Railways.
5. Chief Clerk of Planning Unit.
6. Superintendent of Transportation.
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7. Superintendont of Equipment.
8. Schedule Department - working copy.

9. Schedule Department - record copy.

G. Schedule Information for the Eiding j'ubllc

The coii5)an;>' does not make a practice of printing schedule data
and distritiuting it to the general public.

An examination of the Recapitulation of Schedules, shows the follow-
ing headway classifications (see Figure 62),

Peak Headways

1-2

Min.

2-^

Min,
3-5

:

Min.
5-10
Min. •

10-15
Min.

15-20
Min.

Over 20
Min.

TOTAL

Street Car Lines i+ 3 2 2 11

Trolley Coa^h Lines 1 1

Motor "RuR Linn r 2 D J+ J. 1 1

TOTAL 6 8 8 7 i| 1 1 35

Basic Headways

Min.
3-5
Min.

5-10
Min,

10-15
Min.

J.^—C-VJ

Min, Min.

TOTAT

Street Car Lines 2 5 3 1 11

Ti'olley Coach Lines 1 1

Motor Bus Lines 1 12 6 1 1 21

TOTAL 2 6 15 8 1 1 33

Night Headways

2-3
Min.

3-5
Min.

5-10
Min.

10-15
Min.

15-20
Min,

Over 20
Min.

TOTAL

Street Car Lines h 6 1 11

Trolley Coach Lines 1 1

Motor Bus Lines 12 8 2 1 23

TOTAL k 19 9 ? 3 35
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From the above tabillations, it is apparent that the bulk of the

service operated is at hcadwa;^ intervals which are sufficiently close as

not to require printed time -tablet).

The company does duplicate terminal sheets for the long-headway
outlying linos by the "ditto" process and distributes them to residents of

these areas upon request. Information concerning the transit lines may also
bo obtained from the Schedule Department by telephone, and from the Informa-
tion Booth on the ground floor of the company's main office building.

In addition to having close headway intervals on most lines, the
company changes schedules many times each year (see page 9). Such frequent
changes would "void" schedules continuously, resulting in c'onfuelon and
unnecessary expense.

The reader is referred to Parts II and III of this project for
current industry practices with reference- to the distribution of Schedule
information to the riding public.
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CHAPTER VIII

MEASUREMEIfi? OF SCEEDlJUi: EFFICIENCY
BY THE SAMPLE COMPATfY

It has "been pointed out in tho Introduction, Chapter 1, that the

question of "What constitutes a good schedule?" has apparently not yet "been

ansvered to the complete satisfaction of the transit industry.

Because of the iiaportanco of this question of tests of a good
schedule and managerial measurements of schedule efficiency, the Administra-
tive Committee of the Opurations Division specified, when undertaking the
sponsorship of thJ.s project, that it include, in addition to traffic checking
and schedule preparation, a study of methods for checking the efficiency of

schedviles. Provision has been made for the appointment of a Research Project
Committee on this subject in the near future, such Committee to investigate
measures of the efficiency of schedules and the schedule making process.

The findings of this Research Project Committee vill be reported
upon at an appropriate time d\Aring the progress of this study. In the mean-
time, the views of the sample company'' have been explored and discussed, and
some of them will be set forth below.

At the outset it must be recognized that schedules must meet the
requirements of three groups whose interests may appear at first glance to
differ widelj', naraoly, (l) the public, (2) conipany employees, and (3) the
company managenont. A superficial examination of the problem may lead one to
believe that a schedule v^hich best meets tho desires of the public or the
trainmen will not meet the need of the company, or vice-versa. Careful consi-
deration will reveal the fact that in the long run, however, the community of

interests is best served by a sound and efficient schedule. The real test
question inay prove to be: "Is the company carrying the volume of traffic with
the minimum expenditure for platform labor which is consistent with an attrac-
tive service to the public and adequate compensation and working conditions
for its employees?"

The Schedule Department of the sample company points out that
there arc certain phases of management activity which are beyond its control,
and that therefore, the efficiency of the department's operations must be
gauged with due regard for those factors. These items are:

1. The selection of transit vehicles, with a view
towards using the vehicle which is best fitted to

and can be most efficiently utilized on each route.

This selection process and the modernization pro-
gram associated therewith are the result of research
and planning activities which fall beyond the scope

of routine schedule processes.
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2, The limitationc imposed by the agreement "between the

management and the operating personnel as to wages

and working conditions. Opportunities for real
increases in efficiency are often removed or diminish-

pd by the number and nature of the requirements set

.forth. in the labor agreoraont.

It must bo assumed^ therefore, in any momentary examination of schedule effi-
ciency, that the vehicle on the lirle is temporarily, at least, the vehicle
best suited to it, and that thcJ' labor agreement is the very best possible
agreement, temporarily at least, which could have been reached by the parties
thereto as of its effective date. The Schedule Department must begin at this
point to do the very best possible Job that it can within the existing frame-
work of equipment, wages and working conditions.

The company feels that overall efficiency in a schedule can re-
sult only from building it up from the most efficient combination of the
elements which go to inako it. That ;is, from the standpoints of both the

public and the company, there should bo constant checks of passenger loads
and running time, performed as frequently as necessary and as carefully as
possible, as a measure of the efficiency of existing schedules and an in-

dication of desirable schedule changes. These processes,- if properly follow-
ed by attention to schedule changes, will insure the efficiency of the sched-
ule from the standpoint of fitting the service to the load in the right
places at the right times, and from the standpoint of operating the fastest
schedule consistent with economy and safety, and without undue hardship on
vehicle operators.

If the above processes are also followed by skill and perserver-
once in cutting runs for the maximujn efficiency consistent with good employee
relations, the resulting schedule should be an efficient one. If a line
treated as indicated above cannot be made to show a return, or cannot handle
the volume of business with a reasonable or.ponditure for platform labor, the
indications are that further study may show some Justification for turn-back
service^ or perhaps the desirability of ranking a change in vehicle size or
type.

The best measure of the effectivcneso ©f the Schedule Department in
biiilding schedules from the standpoint of employee relations is perhaps the
periodic "inventories" which are taken of the men's "preferences" for certain
types of runs, and of the manner in which the numbers of such runs are re-
flected on the company's Assignment Sheets. Any attempt to short-cut or
short-circuit these preferences for the ultimate in "dollar" efficiency might
prove more expensive to the company in the long run by bringing into futui^e

labor negotiations demnds for more drastic provisions than those which
currently exist.

The Schedule Department considers that its "Control Data" - the
various tables and charts discussed in the Introduction - are in a sense
measures of the efficiency of the schedule-making process. One of these
measures « the "earnings per vehicle hour" or passenger revenue per
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vehicle hour - seens to he the favorite measuring stick of the company raanage-

ment in discussing schedule efficiency vith the Schedule Department.

The "earnings per vehicle hour" figure does not have much significance
in comparisons between lines, due to the great variation in riding charac-
teristics, transfer ratios, and etc., from line to line. It does have consi-
derable significance on any one line, however, and can be followed as a
rough measure of efficiency in schedule performance if an efficient schedule
is assumed at some point and the subsequent fluctuations in the figure with the

passage of time are studied. It must be looked upon, however, as a variable
rather than as a constant measure, as the figure is automatically "distorted"
on the high side by the equipment limitations of the era of wartime pros-
perity and on the low side by the limiting headway considerations charac-
teristic of the depression 30' s.

If the "earnings per vehicle hour" from month to month on a given
line remains high and "in line", the Schedule Department hears relatively
little about routine schediile matters from the management. Vhon this figure
for a line or series of lines starts to fall, however, the management begins
to talk schedule efficiency with the Schedule Department. For this reason,
the Schedule Department watches this measure rather closely, charting it by
linos as shown in Figure 5; Chapter I.

The "switching" report and other reports of the Transportation
Division serve as ''indicators" rather than "measures" of the efficiency of a
schedule from the standpoint of "schedule adherence" in actual operation,
and point the way towards a re -examination of conditions through the load
check and riding check.

The compan;^'' considers it rather difficult to set up criteria
which would serve as measures of efficiency applicable to all lines of the

system generally. The ratio of base to peak riding, for example, would vary
widely due to the many factors which influence the riding characteristics of

a line. On the other hand, the ratio of "pay" hours to "actual" hours, if

studied as a trend, might reflect the efficiency of the rim cutting process
as a part of the overall schedule Job. The figure of "vehicle miles per reve-
nue passenger" by years might be of considerable significance with a constant
system pattern and a constant vehicle size and type, but would lose that signi-

ficance in the face of any radical change in these items.

In closing its discussion of mjsasures of schedule efficiency, the

Schedule Dopartment re-emphasized its opinion that the basis for building
efficient schedules lies in building efficiency into each step of the process.

The public relations, employee relations and management aspects must all be

taken into account continually. Otherwise, a schedule which is most efficient
as to "earnings per vehicle hour" may be built which, while it would carry the

people for the least expenditure for platform labor, might discourage riding
or give rise to a loss in efficiency by stimulating potential labor difficulty.
Each company will undoubtedly have its own peculiar local conditions to face
in this rospect.
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The student of this report is referred to Parts II and III. of this
project, as veil as to the work of the Research Project Committee to be
appointed for this subject, for other viewpoints regarding measures of the
efficiency of schedules and the schedule mking process. These later reports
vill be distributed to the menber companies of the Association aa soon as
they have boon conplotod.
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APPENDIX A

GLOSSARY OF SCHEDULE TERMS

USED BY

SAMPLE COMPANY WE)m STUDY

GEOUP I - GENERAL

Control- Data. Basic statistics and derived statistics regarding line
and system operations, sonetines referred to as "secondary"
data, used in . conjunction with the "primary" data on pass-
enger loads and required running tines in "controlling"
the schedule naking process.

Headway

.

The tine interval between any two vehicles operating in
tte sans direction on a route.

Limiting Headway. A headway dictated by policy considerations rather than
by the volume of traffic to be carried.

Line

.

A route or conbinatlon of rotites.

Loading Staiidard. The load (in passengers) to be used for a given size and
type of vehicle during different periods of the day in

deteriiining the headways to be operated during those per-

iods. The loading standard is sonetiraes expressed as the

ra.tio of the "schedule" load to the seating capacity of

the vehicle.

Maxirauni Load Point. That point along a transit route at which the najcinun

loads on vehicles tend to accumulate.

Operating Station. See "Station",

Passenger Load. The number of passengers carried on each vehicle past the

point or points of heaviest load.

Passenger Load Check. A check conducted for the purpose of obtaining data on

passenger loads. (See Chapter II).

Platform Labor Cost. The total cost for the services of trainmen or bus oper-

ators, including all bonuses, allowances, etc.
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Rolief Point. A decignatod point on the route where operators or

crews may ^be scheduled to begin or terminate the

whole or some part of their rims.

Riding Check.

Round Trip.

See "Running Time Check".

The two-way operation of a vehicle fron a specified
terminus back to that same terminus.

Route. The established course between two terminals.

Running Time Check. A check. made for the purpose of ascertaining and
setting up the proper running time for a schedule.
(Sec Chapter III)

.

Running Time Periods. The division of a day into two or more periods for
the purpose of assigning definite running, layover
and trip times to these periods. (See page ^9).

Schedule

.

The written information associated with the mass
transportation of people, in which is specified the
route to be used; the type and number of vehicles
to be operated during all periods of the day and
night; the location at which these vehicles are to

be stored when not in use ; the time at which they
should depart from and return to the point of

storage; the time they should arrive at and leave
some specified point on the route; the time they
should arrive at and depart from each terminus and
time point on each trip; the time and place each
motori:ian, conductor or operator is to start and com-
plete each day's work; and the total tiias plus
allowances for which ho is to be paid.

Shifting. A process of adjusting the terminal layout sheet
prior to its completion in preparation for the run
cutting procedure. (See Chapter V).

Standing Chock,

Station.

Sec "Passenger Load Check"

The place at which vehicles are stored and from which
they are dispatched for scheduled service.

Switched Vehicle. A vehicle turned back short of its normal terminus,
due to schedule or other causes.

Terminal

.

Sec "Terminus".
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Terninus

.

Either end of a route.-

Tine Point. A designated point on a route esliablished for the
control or equalization of headways.

Traffic As UTsed in a schedule sense, the word "traffic"
refers tc the volunc of passenger business.

Train Nuribcr. A' number shown on a transit vehicle to identify it

with a specific piece of work to be performed by the
vehicle, as indicated on the Teminal Sheet.

Trip. The one-way operation of a vehicle between the two
terminals of a route, (i.e. - inbound trip; out-
bound trip )

.

Try-Out Schedule. A schedule for some currently non-existent situation,
such as a projected future route or projected future
size and type of vehicle, which has been constructed
with all the care and attention given the preparation
of an "actual" schedule, including the most economi-
cal run-cut possible under the existing (or a contem-
plated future) labor contract.

Vehicle. Any piece of transit equipment used for the movement
of passengers, such as a street car, trolley coach
or motor bus.

GfiOUP II - SCHEDULE FORMS

Assignment Sheet. A form used for grouping runs into six-day assign-
ments for selection by trainmen in accordance with
their seniority. (See Figiire 58) .

Conparativo
Statement

.

A sheet giving a condensed comparison of major sched-

ule data between the most recently superseded schedule

and the newest schedule in affect. (See Figure 60)

.

Headway Order. A form used by the Superintendent of Sched\iles or the

Chief Schedule Maker for prescribing the "headways"

or amount^ of service to be included in a new sched-

ule. (See Figure' 25 A & B).

Passenger Load
Summary

.

A form, also called "Pocapitulation of Passenger
Checks", for the summarization and analysis of passen^

ger load data. (See Figure Ik)

.
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Becapitulation of
Schedules.

An Inforoation sheet containing hasic schedulo data
for each line of the system, as well as system totals

and a siimnary of schedule allowances in "tine" and
"money". (See Figure 62).

Bun Cut Sheet. A form used for the performnce of all steps in the

procedure of "run cutting". (See Figure k^)

.

Bun Guide

^

A typed form, posted at the station, which furnishes
operators with all data essential to the performance
of their scheduled runs. (See Figure 59).

Pun Sheet. A typed copy of the Run Cut Sheet, used for hoth
information and record. (See Figure k6)

.

Punning Time Sheet. A form used for setting up running time data "by time
points and running' time periods for the guidance of

schedule makers. (See Figure 22)

.

Punning Time Summary, A form or forms used for the summarization .and anal-

ysis of running- time data. (See Figure l8 and 21.)

Subdivision Sheet. An auxiliary form showing "in", "out", "total", end
"relief" times for trains, utilized in the process
of run cutting. (See Figure kl.)

Terminal Layout
Sheet.

A form on which the scheduled departure times of

trains from the line terminals are laid out prior to

final adjustment. (See Figure 37.)

Terminal Sheet. The final "timetable" of vehicle departures from the

line terminals which is used, in conjunction with the
time points and running time, to govern the operation
of vehicles over the public etroete. (See Figure 29.)

GROUP III - TIME

Allowed Time. Bonus time paid for hours not worked in order that
the total time paid for a run may be equal to the

minimum time guaranteed; such as "time allowed to

eight hours" on a regular run, time allowed to 1-|

hours on a minimum tripper run, and time and one-half
on a tripper run.
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Bonus Tine. See "Allowed Tine"; see also 'Overtine", "Spread
Time" aiid- "Spread Pay".

Drop Back Tine.

Headway
Adjustnent Tine.

See "La;^'over Tine"

.

See "Layover Tine".

Journey Tine. A tine allowance, paid for at the straight tine rate,
which pcrnits a conductor or operator who is relieved
at the end of his day's work at a point distant fron
his station to return to the station to turn in his
trip sheets, transfers, etc.

Layover Tine. The elapsed tine between vehicle arriving and leaving
tines at a ternlnus.

Overtine. Bonus tine paid for hours worked in excess of those
specified for any given regular run, paid for at
tine and one -half*.

Pull-out Tine, The tine assigned for the novcrient of a vehicle fron
the station to its first scheduled terr.iinus.

Pull-in Tine. The tine assigned for the ncvenent of a vehicle fron
its last scheduled terioinus to the station.

Pecovery Tine.

Relief Time.

Se^ "Layover" Tine.

The times, specified on the Bun Guide, at which
operators or crews relieve and afe relieved at speci-

fied relief points.

Pound Trip Tine. The time required for a vehicle to make a complets

round trip, including layover time.

Punning Time. The time assigned for the movement of a vehicle over

ajT/Ute, (Layover time not included.)

Spread Time. The elapsed time "between the "beginning and end of' a

two - (or thireo -) piece run.

Swing Time.

Trip Time.

The elapsed time between the portions of a two - (or

three -
) piece run.

The running time required to complete a one-way trip.
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GBOUP IV - SPEED

Speed. The distance moved per unit of time. (Distance in

miles divided by time in hours equals speed in miles
per hour .

)

Running Speed. The average speed maintained between terminals,
exclusive of layover time. It may be calculated
by individual trips, by running time periods, or for
the entire schedule.

Overall Trip Speed. The average speed riiaintaincd per round trip, including
layover time. It may be calculated by individual
trips, by running time periods, or for the entire
schedule

.

GROUP V - RIMS

"All /anerican" Run, A "block" of 6 days' work on the Assignment Sheet
made up of regular runs not worked by regular men on
their days off.

A.M. Part Trip Any part trip occtirring in the A.M. period.

A.M. Tripper. A tripper operated for some portion of the period
(in general) between 6:00 A.M. and 9:00 A.M.

Block Number. A number associated with the six pieces of work to

be performed by a trainman or operator during a

specific week, as indicated on the Assignment Sheet,

P^ai'-ly Straight Run. A straight run which operates dulling the morning
hours, with "time off" not later (in general) than
3:00 P.M.

Early Two-Pioce Run. A two-piece run which finishes work before 9:00 P.M.

Extra Run. A trip or combination of trips which is not scheduled.
(ITOTE - There arc r^-latively few such trips on the

sample property. Practically every vehicle movement
is scheduled.

)

Late Straight Run. A straight run which operates during the late after-
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noon and the night hours, with "time off" not later
(in general) than 2:00 A.M.

Late Two-Piece Rim. A tvo-piece run which finishes work at 9:00 P.M. or
later

.

Owl Eun. A run which operates during the late night and early
morning hours, until the resumption of regular service
with the next 'day's schedule.

Part Trip. A trip added to the boglnning or end of a regular run
to correct a situation, and which the regular man has
preference in working at time and one -half, unless the
extra time added exceeds one hour and thirty minutes.

P.M. Part Trip. Any part trip occui^ng in the P.M. period.

P.M. Tripper. A tripper operated for some portion of the period
(in general) "between 3^30 P.M. and 6:30 P.M.

Pegular Run. A scheduled comhination of trips whose total time will
equal, exceed or guarantee pa;^'Tnent for the number of

-hours specified as a day's work.

Eun Cutting. The process of cutting a terminal sheet into "runs"

for assembly into "blocks" of work for the operating
personnel.

Eun Number. A number associated with the piece of work to be

performed by a trainman or operator on a specific
day, as indicated on the Run Guide.

The extra or "bonus" pay associated with various
amounts of spread time for two - (or three -) piece

runs having a "spread" of more than eleven and less
than fourteen hours.

See "Spread Pay"; see also "Spread Time".

Straight Day Run. A straight run which operates diiring the late morning
and the afternoon hours, with "time off" not later

(in general) than 9:00 P.M.

Straight Eim. A regular run in which the trips follow one another
without interruption.

Spread Pay.

Spread Bonus.
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Swing Run. See "Two-Piece Rim"; see also "Throc-Plece Run".

Three-Piece Run. A regular run in which the work is not continuous,
"but is divided into three parts with two intervals
hotwcen then which are not paid for except as provi
dod for as "spread pay".

Tripper Run. A scheduled conbinat ion of trips whose total tine
is less than that specified as constituting a regu-

lar run.

Two-Pieco Run. A regular run in which the work is not continuous,
but is divided into two parts with an interval between
them which is not paid for except as provided for
as "spread pay".

GROUP VI-COMPAR/iTIVE TERI4S

Revenue Passengers. Passengers who pay the specified cash fare upon
boarding a vehicle.

Trojisfer Passengers, Pa.ssengers who surrender a transfer upon boarding a
vehicle

.

Total Passengers. All passengers carried, including "free" passengers

Route Mile. A one-way distance of one liiile measured between the

two terminals of a route.

Vehicle Mile. The operation of a transportation vehicle over a

distance of one mile.

Vehicle Hour. The operation of a transportation vehicle for a

period of one hour.

Earnings per
Vehicle Hour,

A derived statistic obtained by dividing the passenger
revenue for a line (or the system) by the corres-
ponding number of vehicle (actual) hours.
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APPENDIX B

METHOD OF MAKING SCHEDULE "CHANGES"

SAMPLE COMPAITY UNDER STUDY

In the main text of this report, page 9, it was indicated that the

sample company made 575 minor changes in its schedules dirring the calendar
year 19^6, in addition to the preparation of k'JQ entire new schedules.

The development of a nev schedule from start to finish was traced
in the body of the report. In this appendix the method of making a minor
change in an existing schedule will be described.

It is customary for the Chief Schedule Maker to review, at intervals
of two weeks, all the Passenger Load Summary Sheets for the system. Such a
review was made of the summary for the City Park bus line immediately after the
April 25th load check was entered. A study of the summary sheets indicated the

need of additional service in the A.M. and P.M. Peak periods, as veil as a

reduction in service in the late afternoon just preceding the peak. An exam-
ination of the rimning time summary sheets indicated the possibilities of sav-

ing a minute in the running time in each of several daily periods. The sched-
xd.Q maker decided to build a complete nev schedule just as soon as possible to

correct the bad conditions and to take advantage of the good conditions which
had developed. The situation developing in the P.M. Peak period between 5^08
and 5538 vas so acute, however, as to warrant immediate correction pending
construction of the new schedule. A minor schedule change in the P.M. Peak
period was, therefore, decided upon.

The need for a schedule change might also have been called to the

attention of the Chief Schedule Maker between his review periods by special
reports or "complaints" from the Transportation Division. . .

Consider the segment of the Passenger Load Summary sho\m in Figure

63. The loads between 5:1? and 5:29 P.M. are pai^ticularly heavy, averaging

57 - 68 - 63 on the first three days recorded (the schedule maker is studying

this sheet at noon of April 26, 19h6) . He decides to add a P.M. Tripper to

the schedule so that it will relieve the heavy spot Just after 5^15^ thereby
taking care of the situation temporarily until the new schedule can be placed
in effect.

Examining the load suninary and utilizing a coliAmn off to the right

to record his proposed headways, the schedule maker makes the following tenta-

tive decisions:

1. To leave the 5:08 and 5:10 P.M. inner terDiinal times

as they are.
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OF PASSENGER CHECKS
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FIGURE 63.

SEGMENT OF PASSENGER LOAD SUMMARY
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SAMPLE COMPANY UNDER STUDY
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2. - To reduce the next hcadvay interval from 2-^- to 2

minutes, with an inner terminal time of 5^12 instead

of 5:12-1. This will tend to lighten the load on

this trip.

3. To hold the next 2 minute interval, which neither
helps nor hurts the situation, giving an inner
"terminal time of ^ ilk,

k. To cut the next headway interval from 2^ to 2

minutes, thereby relieving the pressure on that
vehicle, and resulting in a new terminal time of

5:l6 instead of 5:17.

5. To reduce the next headway interval from 2-^ minutes
to 2 minutes, resulting in a new terrainal time of

•5^18 P.M. This might bo achieved in one of two ways-
either by changing the inner terminal time of Train
No. 5 from 5:19^ to 5:l8 for that trip, a cut of 1^
minutes in running time; or, by introducing the new
tripper bus at that point. Since, in the light of

his experience, the Chief Schedule Maker considers a
cut of 1-|- minutes at that time of day too drastic, he

introduces an additional vehicle with terminal time
("x") 5:18 P.M. into the line of vehicles.

6. To hold the ndxt headway interval to 2 minutes or a
terminal time of 5:20.

7. To change the next headvray interval from 2-^ to 2

minutes, or a terminal time of 5^22.

6. To change the next headway interval from 2-| to 2

minutes, or a terminal time of 5'2U. At this point
the present and proposed inner terminal times are
identical (5:2U P.M.), indicating that the effect of

the extra bus has been "used up" and that the line of

cars is "back on time".

At this point an examination of the load siunmary shows that there
are still two heavy loads, followed by a series of loads which are just about
right, or, perhaps, a little "light". These two heavy loads are both on 2^ .

minute headways, and they have not been helped by the extra tripper. They
are followed by some buses operating on 2 minute headways with lighter loads
(terminal times 5:31 P.M. and 5:35|- P.M.) The Chief Schedule Maker, therefore,
makes- the following additional decisions:

9. To" make' the next two headway intervals following 5:2^+

2 mnute intervals, or terminal times of 5:26 and 5:28.
This involves "cuts'' in running time of ^ minute and
1 minute respectively, which the schedule maker, believes
to be possible of attainraent on those trips.

10. To add minute to the next headway interval, resulting
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in a terminal time of 5^301 instead of 5:31.

11. To hold the next headway Interval at 2^ minutes,

giving a terminal time of 5 '33 instead of 5:332'

12. To add Eilnute to the next head-vray interval,

resulting in a terminal time of 5*.35'| P.M.,

which is identical with the present terminal time.

13. To leave the next terminal time (5^38 P.M.) and
succeeding terminal times exactly as they are in

the present schedule.

The Chief Schedule Maker then tia-ns the Load Summary Sheets marked
with the proposed headways over to a schedule iiiaker v;ith instructions to work
the extra P.M. tripper into the schedule. To perform this duty, the schedule
maker to whom the task Is assigned obtains copies of the existing Terminal
Sheet, Running Time Sheet, and Run Sheet.

Schedule Change "Work Sheet"

The Schedule maker takes a "blank sheet of paper and heads it up

with the existing schedule munber, the line nariE- , type of schedule, and effec-
tive date of the change. The abbreviation "P.M." is placed on the sheet to

qualify the "times" to bo listed. Columns are provided for the run number,
train number, "out" time, the times at each terminal (outer and inner", the

"in" time, and the new ela.psed "times" for each train affected by the schedule
change. (St-e Figui^e 6h)

.

It is customary to list on the work sheet one time at the beginn-
ing of the series which is to remain identical after the schedule change, and
one time at the end of the scries which is to remain unchanged. Care is

taken in setting up the series of terminal times to see that each trip gets
the right time at each end of the line, with duo consideration for the
running time.

The schedule maker starts to consider the ^:0Q P.M. time. Train
No. 18, but does not list it because it will not be changed. The 5:10 P.M.
time, Train No. 7; is listed because it immediately precedes the first changed
time. This time is placed in the inner terminal column (Dauphine and Canal)
and its time at the outer terminal at the beginning of this inbound trip is
figured back from the inner terminal time and the inboimd running time (5:12
minus 17 minutes equals which checks) and is entered in the Dumaine and
Alexander column of the work sheet. Train No. 2, (5:1^) is entered next, and
it is found necessary to decrease the outer terminal time by ^ minute (^:57
instead of 4:57|" P.M.) to correspond with the new inner terriiinal time and the
running time.

The next entry is Train No. U, 5:l6 at Dauphine and Canal. It is
necessary to cut the outer terminal time a full minute (from 5:00 to h:'^9) in
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order to meet the running time and new inner terminal time. A check of the

previous outbound trip reveals the following: This previous trip leaves the

inner terminal at ^:37 P.M. and requires 22 minutes running time plus layover

time in order to be ready for his next trip. This makes him available at
i+:37 plus 0:22, or 4:59 P.M., which is identical with the new outer terminal
time required. The outer terminal time for the trip in question can, there-

fore, be cut a full minute without cutting the running time and layover time

of the previous trip.

A similar examination of Train No. 5> shows that this vehicle
could not reach the inner terminal at 5^18 i^l minutes sooner than the pres-
ent 5:19-|-) without cutting into his running time and layover time by a full
minute. This the schedule maker considers to be too drastic a cut at the

height of the peak, which checks th'. Judgment of the Chief Schedule Maker
in inserting the additional tripper at this point. So a new vehicle (des-

ignated as Train No. 19, the next "unused" number on the terminal sheet) is

pulled out of the bus garage to meet the 5^18 Dauphine and Canal time. This
vehicle must leave the outer terminal at 5:01 P.M., as a running time of 17
minutes inbound is required.

This process of building up the outer terminal times to match the

new inner terminal times which go with the proposed headways is continued
through the entire range of proposed no\j headways as noted on the load sianmary.

In each case the change in outer terminal time and the 'cut" necessary to make
this change are carefully studied to see whether the needed reduction in "run-

ning time plus layover time outbound" is practicable. The list ends with
Train No. 13, which does not require a change from the existing schedule.

The first check of the work sheet (Figure 6k) consists in re-
checking to SCO that all vehicles listed have a running timiO of 17 minutes
between the outer terminal and the inner terminal.

The second check of the work sheet consists in cliecking the inner
terminal column of timxos back against the "proposed headways" column on the
load summary sheet.

The third check is to put in the "margin times" for the next
inbound trip to see whether the vehicles got back to the outer terminal in
sufficient time (plus layover) to moot the next inbound trips without being
cut too much. This coliran of "margin times" is noted temporarily to the loft
of the new colvmin of inner terminal times.

Train No. 7, for example, requires l8 minutes running time plus
h minutes layover, or 22 minutes in all, to be ready for its next inbound
trip from the outer terminal. 5:10 P.M. plus 0:22 equals 5:32 P.M., which is
noted in the "margin time" column. A study of the terminal sheet (Figure l6)
shows that the next trip of this train leaves the outer terminal at exactly
5:32 P.M. Since the vehicle is ready for this trip right on time, no "cut" in
time is necessary. Similarly, Train No. 1 is available at 5:3^, actually
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leaves at 5:3^ - no cut; Train No. 2 is available at 5:36^ actually leaves

s-t 5:36-| - no cut; Train No. U - available 5:38, leaves 5 = 39 - no cut. Train

No. 19, the added tripper, gets back to the outer terminal at (5:l8 plus

0:l8 running time without layover) 5:3^ P.M. and is ready to return to the

bus garage. This time (5*36) is noted on the vork sheet to the right of the

outer terminal time entry for Train No. 19. Train No. 5 - available at 5 '^2,

leaves 5:4l-| - a minute cut deemed practicable by the schedule maker; Train

No. 6 - available and actual times of 5-^^ - no cut; Train No. 8 - available
5:i+6, leaves ^:k6^ - no cut; and so forth. All trains on the work sheet meet

this test O.K.

The next step is to place the "in" and "out" times for the new
tripper on the work sheet. The "in" and ''out" times required are both 8

minutes, which requires the extra tripper to pull out of the station at P.M.

to be ready for its 5:01 P.M. inbound trip, and permits it to pull into the

station at '^:kk P.M., after its 5.36 arrival back at the outer terminal. The

total time of the tripper - '^:kk minus ^:53, or 51 minutes, is entered in the

"time" colurm of the work she^'t opposite Train No. 19.

A chock is next made to sec whether the pull out times of any of the

regular vehicles have to be adjusted to meet the now outer terminal times
imposed by the new headways. The nearest possible chance for change is pre-
sented by Train No. 2, which is scheduled to leave Dumaino and Alexander
Streets at 4:57 P.M. instead of U:57i' P.M., an apparent cut of minute. The
original pull-out time for this vehicle was k:h^, which, plus 0:08, gave a

tormj.nal "available" time of '+:57 against a terminal leaving time of h:^'J-kf

^ minute "leeway" was given the operator so that he could leave the bus garage
on the even minute. The new terminal leaving time is 4:57, which allows a

full 8 minutes from the station to the outer terminal without changing the

"out" time of k:k9 P.M. All other pull-out times checked out O.K.

A check of the "pull in" times shows that the first one occurs at

5:56 P.M., which is beyond the span c5f the proposed schedule change. No
changes in pull in times ajro, therefore, necessary.

A new run nujnbor. No. 805, (the next consecutive number after the

last onj used on the P.un Cut Sheet) , is assigned the extra tripper, and the

rion niimbers are listed on the work sheet. A Chock is :nadc of the "relief times"
shown on the Pun Cut Sheet as the run numbers are entered on the work sheet

to determine v^hether any of them need to be changed. An examination, run by
run, reveals the fact that all runs completely "span" the tinie of the proposed
schedule change, so that there are no changes in relief times necessary as the

result of the proposed new headways and terminal times.

The new P.M. tripper is now listed en the work sheet as a "P.M.

Tripper Added", and thi. following pertinent data -- based upon Run Guide
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April 25, 1946

Mr, Leo Peyret,
Station Master,
Canal Bus Statlcn.

Dear Slr:-

Please make the following changes on the City Park Bns
Idne, Tuesday to Friday SchediOe, No, 7649, Effective April 26, 1946.

Dumaine &
Run Tr, Oat Alexander

794 7 453
784 1
797 2
785 4 459
805 19 453 501 536 IN
795 5 503
790 6 505
786 8 507
791 9 509
787 10
804 11 513i
793 12 516,
788 13 518i

Dauphine
& Canal

510
512
514
516
5ia
520
522
524
526
528
530i
533
535i

In

544

Time

51

P.M. TRIPPER ADDED

Run Tr. Terminals In ^ct. Pay
805 19 Dumaine & Alexander DDT 453 501 536 IN 544

Dauphine & Canal 518 51 130

TOTAL TIME 166t26

Yours very truly,

Manager, Schedule Division

FIGURE 65.

TYPED NOTJCE OF SCHEDULE CHANGE

-

SAMPLE COMPANY UNDER STUDY.
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and Run Sheet headings - arc shown bclov the list of terminal times:

II

P.M. TRIPPER ADDED

RUN
805

TRAIN
19

TERMINALS IN
DlMlINE-ALEXAI©ER OUT k^3 5OI 536 5^+^+

DAUPEINE-CANAL 5I8

ACTUAL
TIME

PAY
TIME

0:51 1:30

TOTAL TIME l66:26 II

The pay time of 1:30 hours shovn above is, of course, "based upon the minimum
tripper pay time of one hour and 30 minutes.

The vork shoot is then recopiod "by the schedule tj'pist in the form of

a notification of change (See f igijre 65) . Seventeen copies are usually made,

and these are distributed as follows:

The typist corrects the Terminal Sheet and the typed Rim Sheet of
the schedule in effect in accordance with the change, and notes the nature and
effective date of the change on these record forms.

Division Superintendent
Station Master
Supervisors
Payinaster

Mileage Clerk (Railway Earnings

1

1
6
1

Department) 1

1
1

5

Equipment Department
Inspection Department
Extras

•U.S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE: 1982-0-522-046/8575
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